
through to beside.63 Another paneliststressedthe importance of the doctrine of

equivalents which mayextend claimscoverage beyond its literal terms for those relatively

rare situations where therejust wasnt plain wordor collection ofwords that was going to

work and denying infringement would be manifestlyunfair.64

Varyingnomenclature majorcontributor to clarity is the existence of good solid

consistentlexicon for claiming in technology area.65 Thus in biotech and chemistry thereis

relativelypredictableset of terminologyornomenclature for describinginventions6 most

prominently chemistrysuse of the periodic table and molecular structures.67 Beyond this the

biotech community has invested considerable effort in developing commonnomenclature.68 In

contrast panelists described how the IT industriesespeciallysoftware lack clear69 and

uniform7nomenclatures and commonvocabular

Functional claiming Reliance on functional language explainingwhatthe invention

does rather than structural language explaining what the invention iswas another source of

vagueness identified by panelists.72 Functional claims can be abstract conceptual73

63Burk at 10 5/5/09

TMClarke at 203 3/19/09 suggesting that such limited use of the doctrine of equivalents appropriately

accommodates notice goals but that more expansiveand frequent use wouldpose problems But see

Petherbridge at 43 5/5/09 suggesting eliminating the doctrine ofequivalents

65Kappos at 149 3/19/09 i.e where there is dictionary of someformsee also Wagner at 198

4/17/09 claimconstruction works wherewe have fairlywellunderstoodset ofnomenclature

66Durie at 18 5/5/09 see also Lemleyat 195 4/17/09 describingthe boundaries ofthe patent doesnt

work outside of few industries like pharmaceuticalsand DNA where we have clear nomenclaturethat

everybody understands

67Menell at 29 5/5/09 see also Horton at 174 3/18/09 Hall at 264 5/4/09 Vermontat 221 4/17/09

68Shema at 70-71 5/4/09 also noting the PTOs publication of Sequence Listing Rules to govern

structural aspects ofDNA inventions

69Lemley at 195 4/17/09

70Kushan at 269 5/5/09 Similarly one panelist observed that IT terminologyfrequently uses words

that are generic such as processingor storing that can be construedbroadlyeven if the context

suggests narrow meaning Lutton at 162-63 5/4/09

71Lee at 5/5/09

72Kunin at 114 3/19/09 statingthat when claims are written in fairly abstract formboth as to pure

functionality and. from the standpoint of what the invention does as opposed to what the invention is
it is very difficultto know what the claims cover and what youmayhave to do to avoid infringement

see also Kappos at 174 3/19/09 discussingclaims that cover the effect ofwhat was done rather than
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making it difficult to predict the various ways in which the claim mightbe construed.74 Panelists

found results-based claiming big problem in the IT artsparticularly software.75 Some

panelists warned that functional claiming also impacts biotech patenting76 but othersexplained

that it raises fewer concerns in that industrybecause patentees in biotech must provide

considerable information regarding the inventions structure in the specification or the claim.77

Faultyincentives Some panelists argued that the system generally creates an incentive

to be as vague and ambiguousas you can with your claims78 and to defer clarity at all costs79

According to one panelist applicantstry to be as vague as possible avoid anyexpression of

meaningwith the hope that when they get to litigation they can broadenthe meaningbeyond

what the Patent Office assumed it was.8 The view was not unanimous however and other

panelists asserted reasons whypatentees would want their patents to be clear.81 Indeed one

panelist explicitly acknowledged that incentives are in tension.82

what was actually created

73Menell at 29 5/5/09

74See Meurerat 210 12/5/08 Themore functional the claimingis the harder it is for anyone to

understandwhat the propertyrights are. But cf Duffy at 263 -64 12/5/08 suggesting that the true

source of construction problems may be excessive literalismincluding failureto adequatelydraw upon

the specification rather than functional language in itself

75Kappos at 174 3/19/09 see also Lee at 8-9 5/5/09 functional claimingis leading to failureof

notice regardingthe boundaries ofsoftware patents

76Meurer at 209 12/5/08

77See e.g Shema at 59-60 5/4/09 citing need to claimthings structurally and reference

representativesamplesKushanat 249 12/5/08 dont think theres any major impediment about

translating and interpreting functional languagein biotech because essentially you go back to the

specification.

78Kappos at 123 3/19/09 see also Petherbridge at 15 5/5/09

79Wagner at 181 4/17/09

80Wagner at 200-20 4/17/09

81See Messinger at 117 3/19/09 observing that clarityenables the patentee to rely on the resulting

patent Menell at 53 5/5/09 arguing that in biomedical fieldsapplicants want strong claim so

that they can justifyall of the clinicaltesting and other expense

82McNelis at 86 5/5/09 noting the natural tension as patent practitioner of trying to have clear

concise patent but also trying to have the broadestscope
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Institutionalconcerns/deferred resolution Panelistsfurther described how the patent

system generallydefersresolutionof ambiguities One noted that examination at the PTO

typically focuses on issuesof novelty and nonobviousnessrather than clarity.83 Moreoveras

another panelistargued there is no good mechanism short of litigation the courthouse door for

testing just what patent really covers the PTO reexamination systemis confined to questions

of novelty and nonobviousness and cannot be used directly for testing the scope of claim.85

Finallypanelists pointed to the delay expense and uncertainty imposedby litigation

over claim scope.86 District courtjudges they note often hold claim-constructionhearings after

much litigation expensehas been incurred.87 Moreover district court claim constructionsare

overturned by the Federal Circuit in approximately one-third of appeals88 leading panelists and

commentatorsto argue that claim meaning is not known until the Federal Circuithas ruled.89

83Messinger at 170 3/19/09

84Phillipsat 177 3/18/09 describingthis as fundamental failing of the U.S patent system see

also Verizon CommunicationsInc Comment at 3/20/09 Counselsopinionas to the boundaries of

the patent is both expensiveand often unavoidably unreliable leaving commercializers with no

reliable way of determining patent boundaries short oflitigationquoting BESSEN MEURER supra

note 16 at 10

85See 35 U.S.C 303 providing for reexamination upon finding that prior art cited under 35 U.S.C

302 presents substantial new question ofpatentability VanPelt at 155 5/4/09 see also IBM

Comment at 2/12/09 arguing that permitting challengers to raise indefiniteness in any post-grant

procedureswouldpermittimelyclarificationor invalidation ofclaims as necessary

86See e.g Durie at 69 5/5/09 the cost oflitigation is simplyprohibitive for relatively small start-up

companies IBM Comment at 2/12/2009

87Harris at 121 3/18/09 theMarkman or any other dispositive motions are heard

right before trial

88Meurer at 211 12/5/08 citing work by Judge KimberlyMooresee Kimberly MooreMarkman

Eight YearsLaterIs Claim ConstructionMore Predictable Lrwis CLARK REv 231 233 239

2005 reporting that the Federal Circuit in reviewing district court claimconstruction decisionsfound

that 34.5% ofthe termswere wrongly construed and reversed vacated and/or remandedthe judgment

due to claimconstruction errors in29.7% of cases David Schwartz PracticeMakes Perfect An

EmpiricalStudyof Claim Construction ReversalRates in Patent Cases 107 MIcH REV 223 248-49

2008 reporting similarresults

89Watt at 69 5/4/09 too many cases we dont knowwhat the claims mean until the Federal Circuit

speakssee also Bessen at 47 3/19/09 effectively the boundariesof patent are not clear and

predictable until essentially the Federal Circuit decideswhat they areMcneil at 1-32 5/5/09

describing study in which panels ofdistrict court judges in simulatedMarkinan hearings split evenly in

their claim-construction decisionseven when reporting high confidencein their results
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Difficulties in ForeseeingEvolving Claims

second aspect ofobtaining notice is acquiring information about claims that might

issue after the search As one panelist explaineddue to pending applications your search is

necessarilyout of date as ofthe date you searched iL9 Efforts to obtain notice can fail due to

unpublished patent applicationsand iisubsequent amendments to claims in published

applications

Patent examination takes an average ofnearly threeyears fromfiling until the patent

issues or the application is abandoned Applicants are able to add oramendclaims during the

examination process and they maydo so to better cover rival products that they see in the

marketplaceY2 Moreoverapplicants can and frequently do extend the examinationprocess by

filing for multiple continued examinationsthereby increasingthe time for amendments by

years93 The sole constraint on the amendmentprocess is that any new or amended claim mustbe

sufficiently supported by the onginal speeification94

Partialbut very valuable notice is afforded by PTO publication ofpatent applications 18

months after filingexcluding those for which no foreign filing entailingsuch publication has

90Yen at 87 12/5108

1USPTOPerformance and AccountabilityReport Fiscal Year2010 18 2010 2010 PTOAnnual

Report available at http /www uspto gov aboui/stratplaiv ari2010USPTOFY20l0PARpdfSchwartz

at 15 3l9i09 pendency is serious problem

237 C.F.R J21 2008 explaining the manner in which amendmentsmustbe filed Kingsdown Med

Consultants Ltd Hollisler mc 863 F.2d 867 874 Fed Cit 1988 declaring that it is not in any

manner improper to amend or insert claimsintended to cover competitors product the applicants

attorney has learned about duringthe prosecution of patent application provided that the amendment

or insertion otherwise complies with all statutes and regulations

USPTOPatent Public Advisory CommitteeAnnual Report 112008 explaining that an increased

number of applications are being re-filed after final office action or dunng appeal and the continuing

application becomesassignedto an examiner and re-examinedagain LSPTO Changes to

Practicefor Continued ExarninanonFilings72 Fed Reg 46716 46718 Aug21 2007reporting that

continued examination filings other than divisional applicationsaccounted for 294%ofall filingsin

fiscal year 2006

Seee.g PIN/NIP Inc Platte Chemical Co304 F.3d 1235 1247-45 Fed Cit 2012Whileit is

legitimate to amend claimsoradd claims to patent application purposefully to encompass devices or

processes
of othersthere mustbe support for such amendmentsor additions in the originallyfiled

application TurboCare Div of Elemag Dcliiial Turbomachinery Corp GeneralElec Co264 F.3d

1111 1118 Fed Cit 2001When the applicant adds claimor otherwise amendshis specification

after the onginalfiling date the new claimsor other added material must find support in the original

specification.
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been made.95 Third parties can track patent applications including amendments to claims

through the Patent Application Information Retrieval PAIR system Panelistsindicated that

PAIR makes tracking the evolution ofclaims verymanageablein some areas.96 Even so

number of panelists emphasizedthat notice is lacking as to applicationswithout foreign filings

or less than 18 months old97 and that surprises still occur when late amendments significantly

shift the coverage of claims.98

Panelistswarned that claims can be amendedin ways that cannot readilybe predicted by

reading the specification.99 Such redraftclaims are in effect hidden fromthe public.100

One panelist pointed to the liberalamendmentpractice that enables applicantsto

misappropriatby amendmenti.e to wait until somebodydoes something and then you

amendyour claims to cover it.101 IT industrypanelists in particular reported that the problem is

95See 35 U.S.C 122b2000 For other exceptions to publication see 37 C.F.R 1.211a and

1.211b

96McNelis at 120 5/5/09 see also Watt at 615/4/09 due to the ability to track applications in the

Patent Office very littlesurprise anymore Miller at 201 3/18/09 Kappos at 259

3/19/09 PAIR works well for following single application Messinger at 259 3/19/09 when
Si up it works great

97See Phillipsat 202 3/18/09 do worry about those applications filed in the U.S only Harris

at 123-24 3/18/09 unpublished claims pose problemYen at 8712/5/08

98See Messinger at 234 3/19/09 noting difficulty when all of sudden for somesurpriseturn of

events they go in very different direction that is very broad compared to the original filing

Laryngeal Mask Co AmbuA/S618 F.3d 1367 Fed Cir 2010provides recent example The

Federal Circuit reversed finding that the patentees competitordid not infringe because its laryngeal

mask airway device lacked tube joint Until prior to issuance the claims had contained

language requiring tube jointbut the applicant deleted that language duringthe final phase of

prosecution Id at 1371-72 Although the specification was replete with discussion of tube joint

id at 1371 the FederalCircuit found that the specification merely described preferred embodimentand

did not limitthe claim

99See e.g Meurerat 21112/5/08 Hidden boundary informationcaused by continuation practice is

big problemMerges at 265-66 5/4/009 cf Kushan at 268 12/5/08 noting that many people

outside biotech have experiencedthe problem that claimsmorph over timeand eventually have no tie to

what is actually invented

Bessen at 47 3/19/09

Merges at 266 5/4/09 see also Lee at 121 5/5/09 noting that non-practicing entities mayacquire an

application and then filecontinuations and minethem by amending claims to readon othersproducts

Schwartz at 13 3/19/09 describingthis as the most pernicious formof continuation practice
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magnified when an applicant uses repeated continuations to greatly extend the examination

process
102

On the other handpanelists from the life sciences indicated that they are very capable of

reading specification an application and being able to tell what kind of claims mightcome

out.103 They attribute this in part to strict application of the writtendescription and enablement

requirements in that sector.104 While acknowledgingthat thereis no risk-freepath105 and

noting the presence of the occasional contraryexample106 they conveyed the overall message

that therereally are no secrets out thereanymorewith everythingbeing published.107

Panelistsfrom other industries affirmed their ability to makedecent predictions

regarding the claims that would result frompublished patent applications.108 In general their

message was that the task while not necessarilyeasy was manageable One panelist explained

that predicting the claims that will result fromapplications is very important part of our job
albeit not real fun.109 Another added the caveat that yourebeing your own examinerwhen

predicting the course an application will take you have to figure
it out she continuedwithout

getting anypredictability out of the Patent Office.11

2See e.g Slifer at 118-19 3/1 8/09 Lee at 114 5/5/09 after repeated continuationsthe issued claims

maylook nothing like the original claimsMassaroni at 192-93 2/12/09

3Shafmaster at 235 3/18/09

4See Shema at 26 60-615/4/09 enforcement ofthe disclosure requirementsreallyhelps us to

analyze the scope of the claims that applications will get out ofthe Patent Office and that will

survive in court challenge Kushanat 249 12/5/08 statingthat there is decent law now on written

description on enablement thatwe can draw upon to determinewhether theres actually risk

from an application

5Myers at 234 3/18/09

6Watt at 1-62 5/4/09 statingthat theresvery little surpriseanymorebut notingthe contrary

example where competitorchanged direction after prosecutingmore limited claims for many
years and ultimately was able to obtain claims that arguably covered Amgens product Amgen after

previously investing billiondollars monitored the processthrough PAIR saw the broaderpatent

coming and fortunately license was available

7Bright at 67 5/4/09

8Horton at 200 3/1 8/09 GEs ability to predict the claimsthat will evolve from an application is

decent despite some degree ofuncertainty

9Phillipsat 202 3/18/09 see also Miller at 201 3/1 8/09 kind ofknow how things are

happening

Stec at 200 3/18/09
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Difficulties in Sifting Through Multitudeof Patents

Effective notice also requires that firmbe able to identify and review the patents and

patent applicationsthat might cover its products varietyof online databases of patents and

published applications can be searched for this purpose e.g using text terms or the PTO

classification system.111 Even with these automatedmechanisms howeverefficient and

effective searches in some industries are hampered by the sheer number ofpotentiallyrelevant

patents/applications the inability of search criteria to reliably identify relevant patents and the

limitedtime available for search Again in other industriesclearance search may be quite

manageable

Hearing testimony described how in the IT and telecommunications industriesit is

almost cost prohibitive to performclearance searches and explained that searches are likely to

producefalsepositives and false negatives.112 Panelistsidentified virtual perfect storm of

difficulties IT and telecommunications products typically contain many different components or

features that are themselves covered by patents h13 Manyrepresentativesof firms from these

industries viewed the sheer numbers of potentiallyapplicablepatents as primaryobstacle to

reliable clearance.114

Adding to the challenge many features are embodied in components suppliedby other

manufacturersOne panelist posed the issue starkly Nobodyat Palm knows anything about the

Searches can be performed using the PTOs free full-text database other free search servicesor fee-

based search services See PharmaceuticalResearch and Manufacturers ofAmerica Comment at 35

2/10/09

2Krall at 114 3/18/09

113 See e.g Doyle at 162 5/5/09 stating that Palm product incorporates 800-1000components

Simon at 201-02 2/11/09 noting that at least 1500 patents cover single Intelmicroprocessor

Software InformationIndustry Association Comment at 2/5/09 speaking in terms of hundredsor

even thousands ofcomponents in product

4Thome at 117 3/18/09 terming sheernumbers the numberone problem see also Sarboraria at

120 3/18/09 samePhelps at 263 5/4/09 sameLuftmanat 143 213 2/12/09 Yen at 53-54

12/5/08 noting that the sheerquantity of issued patents in IT contributes to makingit impossible to

achieve any degree ofcertainty by clearance searches Sliferat 118 3/1 8/09 stating that Micron

has literallythousands ofpotential patents to read Doyle 162 5/5/09 stating that Palms product

arguably implicates hundredsif not thousands ofpatents most ofwhich wouldbe very hard for us to

identify from the start Computerand Communications Industry Association Comment at 12 2/5/09
Software InformationIndustry Association Comment at 2/5/09 With this myriad of

often-overlapping patents no technology businesscan review every potentially relevant patent before

designing and commercializing new product.
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chip other than what it ultimatelywill do We are not qualifiedto say whether

or not Palm infringesor the supplierof that chip infringes.115

The lack of predictablevocabularies in IT arts also complicates efforts to efficiently sift

through large numbersof patents In areas such as software panelist lamented theresso

many different ways to describe similarfeatures.116 Panelistsexplained that it is impossible to

achieve any degree of certainty by clearance searcheswith todays systems.117 Vague or

stretchedclaims mightnever found doing any type of searching.118

Finallypanelists observed that high tech product cycles are very short leavingminimal

time for conducting search.119 Indeed one commenter pointed out that software innovations

evolve over period of monthsmuch more quickly than patent applications can be examined

even in the best of circumstances.12

In stark contrast patent clearance seeminglyposes few problems in the chemical and

pharmaceutical industries.121 The number of relevant patents is much smaller perhaps only

couple dozen.122 The ability to focus on so few patents is largely attributable to the clarity with

which inventions involving smallmolecule chemicals can be described.123 Andin

5See Doyle at 225 5/5/09 Testimony from other industries indicated that for purchased components

firms often must rely on clearance performed by their suppliers See Stec at 178 3/18/09 adding its

almost impossiblefor to go out and understandwhat the patent landscape is for all of the various

intricate parts that end up in vehicle

6McNelis at 26 5/5/09 see also Horton at 175 3/18/09 noting that in software ofus could

describe it in almost different waycomplicating automated searching

7Yen at 53-5412/5/08 One panelist opinedthat only rough tools are available to perform searches

Menell at 30 5/5/09

8Luftman at 221 2/12/09 see also Sarboraria at 120 3/18/09 Oracle finds that patents are asserted

against us that never came up through very diligent process

9See Lee at 1115/5/09 cf Horton at 196 3/18/09 noting the impact ofvariation in product cycles

on patent search

20Michael MartinComment at 13 5/15/09

21Armitage at 120 3/19/09 stating that the notice requirement by and large is very wellmet in the

current system Phillipsat 176 3/18/09

22Myers at 241-42 3/18/09 see also Armitage at 210 2/12/09 indicatingthat there are vastly more

patents in high tech than in pharmaceuticals where somemulti-billion dollar products are covered byjust

one or two patents

23See Menell at29 5/5/09 Horton at 174 3/18/09 Hall at 264 5i4/09 Vermontat 221 4/17/09
Dune at 17-185/5/09
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pharmaceuticals thereis very long product developmentperiod over which search can be

staged due mainlyto the lengthyFDA testing process.124

In biotechnologypanelists reportedthat although they face significant challenges

effective clearance searches are the norm.125 While potentially thousands ofpatents comeup on

our searches126 testimony suggested that it is generally reasonably easy to ascertainat least

the universe of potentially blocking patents for particular technology mightbe.127

Moreover in biotech. very standardized vocabularythat is very easily

searchable.128 As in the case of pharmaceuticals there is substantial developmenttime during

which the search process can be staged.129 Testimony regardingmedical device industries

portrayed similarpicture effective clearance searches despitelarge numbersof potentially

relevant patents where long life cycles afforded the opportunity for extensive clearance efforts13

IV POSSIBLENOTICEENHANCEMENTS

Notice is affectedby variety of patent doctrinesand practices This section looks in

number of directions for possiblenotice improvementswhile recognizing the trade-offs inherent

in the analysis

Cost is obviously important Resource constraintscompel search for ways to elicit

necessary information without imposingundue costs Often patent applicants are best-

positioned to supply low-cost but very valuable enhancements

Timing is another key consideration To the extentfeasibleearlier is better for notice

purposes.131 In particular notice is more beneficialto third parties when they are still planning

24See Myersat 221 3/18/09 it can take ten years from discovery to approval for new drug due

largely to FDA safety and efficacy review

25See e.g Singer at 244 3/18/09 Norviel at 13 5/5/09 we can go through thousands of patents and

we can figure out iftheres problem or not

26Shafmaster at 241 3/18/09

27Durie at 17 5/5/09

28Cockbum at 219 4/17/09

29Shafmaster at 244-45 3/18/09

30See Jensen at 243-44 3/18/09 describingmedical devices as stickier products with longerlife

cycles that give youthe runwayto do the clearance search despite large numbers ofpotentially

relevant patents

31Many ofthe panelists emphasized the importance of receiving notice at an early date See e.g Lee at

43 5/5/09 theearlierthe better Kunin at 137 3/19/09 front-end solution makesthe most
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their RDstrategies and before they make sunk investments that may exposethem to hold-up.132

Several panelists emphasizedthe desirability of eliminatingambiguity duringorpromptlyafter

examination.133 Accordingly manyof the suggested improvementslook to the examination

process and the handling ofapplicationswithin the PTOrather than to litigation.134

Trade-offs between notice and scope pose particularly thorny issues Insisting on very

specific explicit writtendescriptions requiringgreatprecision when evaluatingclaim

definiteness even confining applicantsto originalpublished claims all might give third parties

better notice but may not fully protectall that applicantshave invented This sectionhighlights

these trade-offs to afford better understanding of their notice implications

Divergence in the extentand nature ofnotice problems among industries also poses

challenges This section looks for ways to improve notice in problem areaswithout impairing

the patent systemelsewhere and without sacrificing the benefits of unitarypatent system with

doctrinesapplicable across all technologies and industries

With these guideposts in mind this section considers in sequence possiblesteps for

improvingthe abilityof the public in particular third party competitors and potential users of

the technology to understand existing claims possible steps for improvingthe publics

ability to foresee evolving claimsand possible steps for improvingthe publicsability to sift

through multitude ofpatents and patent applications

sense Rea at 141 3/19/09 asearly as possible id at 223 3/19/09 Dune at 44-45 5/5/09
Schultz at 70-715/5/09 Schwartz at 15 3/19/09 the longeryoudont know what the claimis going

to cover the more trouble youare in But cf Armitage at 186 3/19/09 cautioningthat you
understand claim in contextMessinger at 222 3/19/09 courts have recognizedthat its very hard

to do claimconstruction withoutan accused product

32See e.g Cotropiaat 136 3/19/09 arguing that front-end solutions are needed if the concern is

impact on RD investment decisions Lee at 44 5/5/09 contending that dealing with inadvertent

infringementafter businesses have invested lot of money and product has launched is tremendous1y

costly and disservice to the public and to subsequent inventors

33See e.g Cotropiaat 125-26 3/19/09 earlyresolution of ambiguityhelps everyone not just the

litigants Phillipsat 177 3/1 8/09 terming absence of mechanismshort of litigation for testing what

patent really covers fundamental failing. of the U.S patent system

34A few panelists reasoned that because most patents never become economically significant an

efficient process would first sort out those that do The few that prove significant could then receive

special attention ensuringtheir validity and clarifying their scope See Burk at 415/5/09 there needs

to be somesorting processto figure whichones youwant to fight aboutBadenochat 112-13 2/12/09

see generallyMark Lemley RationalIgnorance at the Patent Office 95 Nw REV 1495 1497

2001 arguing that it is much cheaper to make detailed validity determinations in the few cases in which

patents are asserted against competitors than to expend resources examining patents
that will never be

heard from again The arguments strength mayvary with the relevant costs for notice improvements

that require relatively little expense it likely is less telling
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Improving the Abilityto Understand Existing ClaimsIndefiniteness

BackgroundandHearing Record

Section 112 second paragraph of the Patent Act 35 U.S.C 112 states the role of patent

claims

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out

and distinctly claiming the subjectmatterwhich the applicantregards as his

invention.135

Claimsthat do not conform to this statutory requirement are invalid on groundsof

indefiniteness

The Supreme Court has long recognized that prohibitingindefinite claims serves vital

notice function

The statute seeks to guard againstunreasonable advantages to the patentee and

disadvantages to othersarising from uncertainty as to their rights The inventor

must informthe public during the life of the patent of the limits of the monopoly

asserted so that it maybe known which features may be safelyused or

manufacturedwithout license and which may not.136

The Court subsequently elaborated zone of uncertainty which enterprise and experimentation

may enteronly at the risk of infringement claims would discourage invention only little less

than unequivocal foreclosureof the field.137

The Court of Customsand Patent Appeals and the Federal Circuit in its earlydecisions

frequently spoke in similarterms Thus CCPAopinion found claims definite because they do
definethe metesand bounds of the claimed invention with reasonable degree of precision and

particularity so that skilled in the artwould have no difficulty determining whether or

not particular collectionof components infringed
138

Likewise many of the earlyFederal

35Although the statute refers to claims as part of the specification common informalusage applies the

term specification to the applications written description ofthe invention as distinguished from the

claims See In re Dossel 115 F.3d 942 945 Fed Cir 1997 This chapter adoptsthat convention

36General Elec Co Wabash Appliance Corp 304 U.S 364 369 1938 discussing predecessorto

the current indefiniteness statute footnotesand internal citation omitted

37United Carbon Co Binney Smith Co317 U.S 228 236 1942

re Venezia 530 F.2d 956 958-59 C.C.P.A 1976
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Circuit opinions framedthe indefinitenessdiscussionin terms of or similarto whether claim

reasonably apprisesthose of skill in the art of its scope.139

While continuing to describe the ultimateissueusing notice-oriented language regarding

what those with skill in the art would understand14 the Federal Circuitshifted focus with its

2001 Exxon Research opinion Observingthat courts frequently deal with close questions of

claim constructionthe Federal Circuitreasoned that claim should not be indefinite merely

because it poses such an issue The test for indefiniteness the court concluded should not be

whether claims are plainon their face but rather whetherthey are amenableto construction

however difficult that task may be.141 The Federal Circuitcontinued

If claim is insolublyambiguous and no narrowingconstruction can properly be

adopted we have held the claim indefinite If the meaningof the claim is

discernible even though the task may be formidable and the conclusion may be

one over which reasonable persons will disagree we have held the claim

sufficiently clear to avoid invalidity on indefiniteness grounds.142

Byfinding claims indefinite only ifreasonable efforts at claim construction prove futilethe

courtexplainedwe accord respect to the statutory presumptionof patent validity and we

protect the inventive contribution of patentees even when the drafting of their patents has been

less than ideal.143 Numeroussubsequent Federal Circuitopinionshave repeated the insolubly

ambiguouslanguage applying it with varying degrees of rigor.144

re Warmerdam33 F.3d 1354 1361 Fed Cir 1994 see e.g MortonIntl Inc CardinalChem

Co F.3d 1464 1470 Fed Cir 1993 finding claimsindefinite because they were not sufficiently

precise to permit potential competitorto determinewhether or not he is infringingAmgen Chugai

Pharm Co 927 F.2d 1200 1217 Fed Cir 1991 ShatterproofGlass Corp Libbey-Owens Ford Co
758 F.2d 613 624 Fed Cir 1985

40See Exxon Research Engg Co United States 265 F.3d 1371 1375 Fed Cir 2001stating If

one skilled in the art wouldunderstandthe bounds of the claimwhen read in light ofthe specification

then the claim satisfies section 112 paragraph2.

411d

421d

431d citation omitted

44See e.g Hearing Components Inc Shure Inc 600 F.3d 1357 Fed Cir 2010 UltimaxCement

Mfg Corp CTS CementMfg Corp587 F.3d 1339 1350-53 Fed Cir 2009 Praxair Inc ATMI
Inc 543 F.3d 1306 1319-21 Fed Cir 2008 XeroxCorp 3Com Corp458 F.3d 1310 1323 Fed
Cir2006 EnergizerHoldings Inc Intl Trade Commn435 F.3d 1366 Fed Cir 2006 Bancorp

Servs LLC HartfordLife Ins Co 359 F.3d 1367 Fed Cir 2004 allfinding that claims were not

indefinite The courts recent decision in EnzoBiochem Inc Applera Corp 599 F.3d 1325 Fed Cir

2010 finding that claims were not indefinite petition for cert.filed 79 U.S.L.W 3228 U.S Sept 23
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Several of the panelists suggested that more rigorous standard is needed in order to

fulfill notice goals One urged easy thing for us to do is take the definitenessrequirement

seriously insolubly ambiguous is disaster.145 Foranother tightening the indefiniteness

standard was no-brainer.14 number of othersconcurred at least with regard to

considerationof claim definitenessby the PTO.147

In fact both the PTO and the Federal Circuitrecently have added teeth to enforcement of

the indefinitenessstandard The PTO Board of Patent Appeals and Interferencescut broadly in

its decision in ExParte Miyazaki.148 Stressingthat the PTO had duty to guard the public

againstpatents of ambiguousand vague scope the Board determined that the PTO was justified

in employing lower thresholdof ambiguity when reviewing pending claim for indefiniteness

than those used by post-issuance reviewing courts.149 Duringprosecution the Board explained

applicantsstill had an opportunity to amendtheir claims to overcome concerns with

indefiniteness Consequently the Board ruled

than requiringthat the claims are insolublyambiguous we hold that if

claim is amenable to two or moreplausible claim constructions the USPTO is

justified in requiringthe applicant to more precisely define the metesand bounds

of the claimed invention by holding the claim unpatentable under 35 U.s.c

112 second paragraph as indefinite.150

2010 No 10-426 favorably referenced insolublyambiguousprinciples in an aside 599 F.3d at 1332

if claimis indefinite the claimby definition cannot be construed but analyzedthe claims under

more exacting inquiry whether those skilled in the art wouldunderstandwhat is claimed Id Cases

finding indefiniteness under the insolublyambiguousstandard include Halliburton Energy Servs Inc

M-I LLC 514 F.3d 1244 1256 Fed Cir 2008 finding the limitation fragilegel indefinite because

while the specification identified qualitiesnecessaryfor fragility personofordinary skill in the art

wouldnot be able to determine the degree to whichthose qualities would have to be presentDatamize

LLCv Plumtree Software Inc 417 F.3d 1342 1348-56 Fed Cir 2005 finding the phrase

aesthetically pleasing indefinite and Honeywell Intl Inc Intl Trade Comm 341 F.3d 1332 Fed
Cir2003

45Meurer at 262 12/5/08

46Vermont at 201 4/17/09

47See e.g Shema at 1-72 5/4/09 Wagner at 200 4/17/09 Rea at 172-73 3/19/09 Kappos at 173

3/19/09 suggesting that current doctrine is adequate but we need to apply it more

14889 U.S.P.Q 2d 1207 2008 WL 5105055 Bd Pat App Interf 2008

20O8 WL 5105055 at 56

501d at The Boardsruling followedshortly after the PTOs Deputy Commissioner for Patent

Examination Policyhad renderedsimilaradvice to the PTOs examining corps See Memorandumfrom

John Love Deputy Commissioner for Patent Examination Policy USPTO to Technology Center
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Some of the panelists gave Miyazalci considerable praise do like the Miyazakicase

one stated adding actually was vely very good. case in myview is

exactly pointed in the right directionadded another152 Others spoke moregenerally in favor of

enhanced indefinitenessenforcement at the PTO leveL151 One panelist voiced concern that

indefinitenessrejections should not substitute for developing record that shows what claim

means but agreed nonetheless that indefiniteness rulingscould be useful backstop

The Federal Circuits recent steps againstindefinitenesshave tended to focus more

narrowly via series ofrulingsfindingcomputer-implementedmeans-plus-function claims

indefinite.155 In each case the invalidated claims covered function implementedby means of

computerormicroprocessorbut the specification provided no details regarding the structure of

the relevant prograrni56 The court ruled that because the specification failed to provide some

formofalgorithm for performing the claimed function not necessarilyanything highly detailed

Directors and Patent Examining Corps Indefiniteness Rejections Under 35 U.S.C 112 Second

Paragraph at Sept22008available athttpi/www uspto .ov patents/Iin/examlmemoranda jsp

Rea at 173 183 3/19/09

152Kapposat 182 3/19/09 see a/so IBM Commentat 2/12/09 terming the Myazakz standard

appropriate

5See e.g Rai at 181 3/19/09 indefiniteness rulings useful backstop in case the give and take

duringexamination does not produce the necessaryinformation Mcneil at 53-54 5.5/09 arguing that

th PTO is the place to inculcate definiteness values But see Messinger at 172 3/19/09 arguing that

the PTO should only Find indefiniteness in extremesituations

114Cotropia at 177-80 181-82 3/19/09

15Means-plus-functionclaims expressed as meansor step forperforming specified function

without the recitalof structure materialorarts in support thereof are specifically governed by

Section 112 sixth paragraph ofthe Patent Act 35 U.S.C 112 Under that provision means-plus

funcuon claiminginvolving combination of elementsis allowed and the claims arc construedto cover

the corresponding structut materialor acts described in the specification and equivalents thereof Jd

Thus the specification must describe at least one meansofperformingthe claimed function

See Blackboard ltc Desirc2Learn inc 574 3d 371 382-86 Fed Cir 2009 Net Moneyin

Inc Verisign Inc 545 F.3d 1359 1365-68 1382-86 Fed Cir 2008Fmisar Corp DirectTV

Group 523 F.3d 1323 1330-41 Fed Cir 2008 Aristocrat Techs Austi PTY Ltd Intl Game Tech
521 F.3d 1328 Fed Cit 2008 very recent Federal Circuit opinion distinguished between means-

plus-function claimsthat involve specificfunction perfbrmed by special purpose computerand

those that simply ecite claimed functions. can be achieved by anygeneral purpose

computer without special programming the court required that the specification disclose someform of

algorithmonly for the frrner See lureKatz Nos 2009-1450-522009-1468-69 2010-10172011

WL 607381 at 5S Fed Cu Feb 18 2011
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the applicant had not disclosedsufficient structure to satisli Section 112 paragraph thereby

renderingthe claims indefinite under Section 112 paragraph

Analysis

Both the PTO Miyazakianalysisand the Federal Circuits recent handling ofcomputer-

implementedmeans-plus-function claims are important steps toward enhanced public notice

We address each in turn

Problems posed by multiple reasonableinterpretatioizs Claimsthat clearly delineate

patents scope are essential for meaningflilthird-partynotice An indefmiteness standard that

weeds out claims reasonably susceptibleto multiple interpretations could reduce ambiguity in

broad range ofsettings.9 Allowingmultiplepotential constructionsto persist adds penumbra

to patents scope discouraging rtials fiomenteringwhere with clearer notice they could

safelyoperate When implementedduring PTO review indefinitenessrulingspromptlyremove

that penumbrareleasingbusiness planning frombeing held hostage and requiringonly claim

amendment fromthe party best able to add clarity.0 When implemented court however the

costs may be higher and the benefits later and moreattenuated

VhIn keeping with these rulingsthe PTO recently highlighted to its examinersthe requirement that the

specification provide adequate structure to support such claimsunderboth the indefiniteness and

enablemerit requirements See Memoranduni from John LoveDeputy Commissioner for Patent

Examination Policy USPTO to Technology Center Directors and Patent Examining CorpsRejections

under 35 U.S.C 112 Second Paragraph When ExaminingMeans orStep Pius Function Claim

Limitations under 35 U.S.C 112 Sixth Paragraph at 2-4 Sept 22008 available at

http1/www.uspto.gov patents law exammemoranda.jsp

Onc commentatorafter surveying these developments as well as the Dataniizeand Haiihwton cases

in which the Federal Circuit found claimsindefinite under the insolublyambtguous standard

concludes that indcflniteness has in the courseofthe past few years become both the courts and the

PTOs weapon of choicein the battle to guard the public against patents of ambiguous orsague scope
David Kelly Indefiniteness Invalidations Continue to Rise Shaiplyin 2008 77 PAr TRADEMARK

COPYRIGHT 576 2Q09 findingthat district court indefiniteness rejections rose 350%in the 42 months

followingthe August 2005 1atamize opinion compared to the preceding42 months

19See Rca at 172 3/19109 urging that indefiniteness analysis shouldapply to all forms of ambiguity

affecting the breadthHallibwton 514 .3d at 1249 noting application of the mdefinitenessdoctrine

to settingsinvo1ing means-pius-functionclementslacking correspondingstructure in the specification

numeric limitationsthat fail to disclose which of multiple methods ofmeasurement should be used terms

wholly dependent on subjective opinion and termsthat lack proper antecedentbasisBancorp

Services 359 F.3d at 1371-76 applying indefiniteness doctrine to undefined terms Seattle Box Co
Indus Crating Packing Ftc 731 F2d818 Fed Cir 1984 applying indefiniteness doctrine to words

ofdegree

6See Kappos at 163 3/19/09 describingthe applicant as the lowest cost-avoider ofconfusion and

ambiguity
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Miyazakiapproaches indefinitenesswith focus on notice when multiplemeaningsare

reasonably possible the claim maybe rejected as indefinite In contrast the insolubly

ambiguousstandard accepts substantial ambiguity and preserves claims that require court to

makehard choices amongvarying interpretations.161 As variously elaborated by the Federal

Circuitdefinitenessdepends on whether reasonableefforts at claim construction prove futile162

or terms can be given anyreasonable meaning.163 The first formulation tends to ascribe

to the PHOSITAthe full abilityof the court of appeals to resolveissuesof claim construction164

overstatingwhat third parties making marketplace decisionsare likely to understand the second

formulation provides little notice of scope when multiple reasonablemeaningare present.165

To the extentour measureis the publicsability to plan rationally based on an understanding of

the claims to know the limits of the monopoly assertedand which features may be safely

used ormanufacturedwithout license and which may not166 the Miyazakiapproachis

preferable

The fact that Miyazakismore stringent standard appliesonly for purposes of patent

prosecution and PTO reviewpays heed to the Federal Circuits Exxon Research rationale

Requiring insoluble ambiguitythe court explainedaccord respect to the statutory

presumptionof patent validity.7That presumptionhoweverappliesonly to issued patents

the PTO more stringent standard for patents still subject to agency review adds assurance that

issued patents are indeed worthyofthe presumption Moreover the Federal Circuitdesigned its

standard to protectthe inventive contribution of patentees even when the drafting of their

patents has been less than ideal.168 The court spoke in litigation settingwhere findingof

61Some panelists portrayedsuch hard choices as the rule in litigatedcases is the very rare case

where there is not potentially dispositive claimconstruction issue that absolutely could go either way

Dune at 45 5/5/09

62Exxon Research 265 F.3d at 1375

63Datamize 417 F.3d at 1347

64See generallyExxon Research 265 F.3d at 1375 refusing to find claim indefinite merelybecause it

poses difficultissue of claimconstruction and notingthat cases frequently present close questions of

claimconstruction on which expert witnesses trial courts and even the judges of this court may

disagree

65See Enzo Biochem Inc Applera Corp 603 F.3d 1347 1348 Fed Cir 2010Plager dissenting

from denial of petition for rehearing explaining that itis not until three court of appeals judges..

pick the right interpretation that the public not to mention the patentee and its competitors know what

the patent actually claimspetitionfor cert.fIled 79 U.S.L.W 3228 U.S Sept 23 2010No 10-426

66General Electric 304 U.S at 369

67Exxon Research 265 F.3d at 1375

681d
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indefinitenessinvalidates the patent But while an application is still underPTO review

indefinitenesscan be rectified by claim amendment In otherwords drafting can be perfected

and third parties notified while still protecting the inventive contribution ofpatentees

Problemsposed byfunctional claiming The Federal Circuits recent tightening of

indefinitenessstandards for computer-implementedmeans-plus-function claims begins to deal

with one aspect of functional claiming and presents much-needed opportunity to enhance notice

regarding software patents goal consistentlyurged by panelists.169 The degree to which the

recent rulingswill promote useful notice howeverwill depend on still-unsettled details

regarding the nature and extent of the necessary disclosure.170 To this point the Federal Circuit

has required that patents specification contain an algorithm someexplanation of how the

computerperforms the claimed function to support means-plus-function element in claim

But the court has indicated that that algorithm maybe expressed in anyunderstandable terms

including as mathematical formula in prose oras flow chart or in any other manner that

provides sufficient structure whenviewed fromthe perspective of one of ordinary skill in the

art.171 No source code or highlydetaileddescription has been required.172

Notice objectivescounsel that as the courts elaboratethe law regarding required

descriptionsof means to perform stated function they seek ways to reduce the zone of

uncertaintywhich enterprise and experimentation mayenter only at the risk of infringement.173

General statements that fail to explain howthe computerperforms the claimed functionsmay

leave the outer boundaries of the claim difficult to decipher.174 Adequate notice in contrast

requiresparticular and distinct claiming of the subjectmatter that the applicantregards as the

invention To provide that notice anyalgorithmrelied upon as structure supporting means-

plus-function claim must identify the sequence of steps that the computerwill performin

sufficient detail to disclosewhat is within and what is outsideof the patent

69See supra Section III

70The impact ofthis line of cases also will depend on the frequencywith which claims continue to be

framedin means-plus-function formats under Section 112 paragraph See BESSEN MEURER supra

note 16 at 211-12 terming the recent line of cases requiring disclosure of an algorithm step in the

right directionbut notingthat the broad and uncertain rangeofmathematical equivalents to

algorithms and the abilityto avoid use of means-plus-function language maylimitits practical value

71Finisar 523 F.3d at 1340 internal citation omitted

72Aristocrat521 F.3d at 1338

73United Carbon 317 U.S at 236

74See Halliburton Oil Well Cementing Co Walker 329 U.S 12 1946 warning aboutthe potential

ambiguityoffunctional claims
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Ofcourse claims maybe functionallystated without invoking the special means-plus-

function rules.175 By addressing means-plus-function claimsthe Federal Circuithas confronted

just subset of the issuesraisedby functional claiming As discussed above hearing testimony

repeatedlysuggested that functional claiming generates uncertainty and impairs notice.176

Problemsmaybe especially severe with results-based claiming i.e claimingthe effect of

what was done ratherthan what was actuallycreated.177 Particularly in software contexts the

Federal Circuithas been criticized for allowing patents that claimthe function itselfwith little

or no description ofhow to achieve this function often covering later-developedtechnologies

that seem to bear only passing resemblanceto what the inventor originally built or

described.178 In contrast panel testimony suggested that where functional claiming has been

adequately supplementedwith structural information in the claim or the specification notice is

substantially improved.179 The same concern for affording notice of claim boundaries that has

encouragedthe Federal Circuitto begin addressing computer-implementedmeans-plus-function

claimsshould similarlyimpel greater attention and lend greater weightto the patent systems

notice function when evaluatingthe definitenessofother functional claims.l8C

RecommendationsThe Commission applauds the recent use of the indefiniteness

standard by the PTO and Federal Circuitto enhance patent notice In assessing indefiniteness

the PTO should adhere to the principle articulated in Miyazaki that if claim is amenable to

two ormore plausible claim constructions the USPTO is justified in requiringthe applicant to

more precisely define the metesand bounds of the claimed invention by holding the claim

unpatentable under 35 U.S.C 112 second paragraph as indefinite The commission further

recommends that courtspay close heed to notice objectives as they further explicate the

75See e.g ROBERT MERGES JOHN DUFFY PATENT LAW AND PoLIcY CASESAND MATERIALS

334 3d ed 2002discussingfunctional languagethat is outside 112 MPEP 2181

76See supra notes 72-77 and accompanying text

77Kappos at 174 3/19/09 terming such claiming big problem in the IT arts

78See DAN BURK MARK LEMLEY THE PATENT CRISIS AND HOWTHE COURTS CAN SOLVEIT 61-

62 2009

79See Shema at 60-6 5/4/09 the fact that in biotech youcant just claimthings functionally youve

got to claimthings structurally reallyhelps us to analyzethe scope ofthe claims that

will get

80Cf Mark Janis Whos AfraidofFunctionalClaims Reforming the Patent Laws 112

Jurisprudence 15 SANTA CLARA COMPUTER HIGH TECH 231 297 1999 urging that fine

tuned application ofthe general viz Section 112 Paragraph indefiniteness doctrine coupled with

adequate disclosure could deal with any clarityconcerns by requiring linkages between functional

claims and correspondingdisclosure in the specification withoutneed for special treatment ofmeans-

plus-function claims The detailed discussion of functional claims in the PTOs newly issued

SupplementaryExamination Guidelines76 Fed Reg at 164-65 170-72 mayalready herald increased

attention to such claims at the administrative level
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circumstances in which patents specification sufficiently supports means-plus-function claims

Notice objectivesrequire sufficiently detailed structure to inform the public of the specific means

that are and are not encompassed in the applicants invention Similarconcerns apply more

broadly and the Commission urges that courtsextend their recent focus on indefinitenessto

address functional claiming in general in order to ensure disclosureof what is within and what is

outsideof the patent

Improving the Abilityto Understand Existing ClaimsClaim Construction

Claimconstruction raises second closely related set of issueswith profound notice

implications Even with more vigorous application of definitenessprinciples claims often will

not be undebatably clear on their face To resolve such issuesand assign meaningto patents

claimscourtshave looked to two broad sources ofevidence Intrinsic evidence relies on the

claim language the written descriptionin the specification and the prosecution history

Extrinsicevidence takes account ofexternal information such as testimony of expertwitnesses

and information in external writtentexts

From notice perspective intrinsic evidence works best third party seeking to

understand claimsmeaning can view the intrinsic evidence by reading the patent and

consulting the file wrapper containing the prosecution history The materialis easily

identifiable by and accessible to third parties In contrast litigation and Markinan hearing

where expert testimony is taken and externaldocuments are presented for the record may be

required to conclusively identify the most relevant extrinsic evidence third party therefore

cannot know in advance what externalevidence will be utilized.181

The Federal Circuits 2005 en bane Phillipsdecision182which confirmedthe primaryrole

of intrinsic evidence marks beneficial step from the perspective of public notice Identifying

the specification as the single best guide to the meaning of disputed term183 the court found it

entirelyappropriate to relyheavily on the written descriptionfor guidance as to the meaning

of the claims.184 Moreover the court explained historycan often inform the

meaning of the claim language by demonstrating how the inventor understood the invention and

whether the inventor limitedthe invention in the course of prosecution
185

Finallyalthough

extrinsic evidence is lesssignificant than the intrinsic record for claim construction

81As one panelist put it ifyou start to look at external records even in biotech there youcan probably

find five different peopleto say five different things Norviel at 64 5/5/09 Its very importanthe

added for it to be all right there the prosecutionhistory Id

82Philhips AWH Corp 415 F.3d 1303 Fed Cir 2005 en bane

831d at 1315 internal quotation omitted

841d at 1317

851d
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purposes186 unlikelyto result in reliable interpretation of patent claim scope unless considered

in the context of the intrinsic evidence187and poses risk ofundermining the public notice

function of patents188 the Federal Circuitfound it permissiblefor the district court in its sound

discretion to admit the use of such evidence for appropriate purposes.189

The hearings explored possibilities for enhancingthe value of intrinsic evidence for claim

constructionpurposes Much of the discussionfocused on writtendescription and enablement

issues with the thought that more rigorous enforcementof these doctrines could add to the

specifications value as claim-construction tool Other discussionlooked at the examination

process seeking ways to raise the likelihoodthat the prosecution historywould answerclaim

constructionquestions Because these intrinsic sources are accessible to third partiesincreasing

theirutilitywould simultaneouslyimprove public notice

Enhancing the Value of the Specification for Notice Purposes

Backgroundand Hearing Record

Two principallegal requirements govern the patent specification for notice purposes

Section 112 first paragraph provides

The specification shall contain writtendescription of the invention and of the manner

and process of making and using it in such full clear concise and exact terms as to

enable anyperson skilled in the art to which it pertains orwith which it is mostnearly

connected to makeand use the same.

This requires that the specification describe the invention sufficiently to convey to person

having skill in the art that the patentee/applicant was in possession ofthe claimed invention at

the time the application was filed and iienable third parties to makeor use the invention

without undue experimentation.191 The first of these formulations is referredto as the written

861d quoting C.RBard Inc U.S Surgical Corp 388 F.3d 858 862 Fed Cir 2004

871d at 1319

881d

see also id at 13 17-19

19035 U.S.C 112 The paragraphconcludes with an additional requirement the specification must set

forth the best mode contemplatedby the inventor of carrying out his invention While identification of

this bestmode sometimes mayhelp to distinguish the claimed invention from what is not

contemplated the requirement generally is of secondary importance for present purposes

91See e.g LizardTech Inc Earth Res Mapping Inc 424 F.3d 1336 Fed Cir 2005Vas-Cath

Inc Mahurkar 935 F.2d 1555 1563-64 Fed Cir 1991
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descriptionrequirementthe second as the enablementrequirement Some have questioned

whether the first paragraph of Section 112 actuallycontains written-descriptionrequirement

separate fromthe enablementrequirementThe Federal Circuitsitting en banc recently ruled

that it does.192

Panelists stressed the importance ofcalibrating claim scope to the specification through

enforcement of Section 112 for predictableclaim construction and hence for public notice

Thus one panelist suggested that seeking meaningfulfit between the claimsscope and what

actually was described as being the invention would go long way towards reconciling what

do think is otherwise just an inherentambiguity in the English language.193 Another emphasized

that orientingclaim constructionto link the claims with the specification through the enablement

and writtendescription requirements gives both better substantive determinationsand better

notice.194 Still another advocated strict enforcementof Section 112 as means for interpreting

and cabining claims because the patent applicant as the low-cost avoider ofambiguity should

be held responsiblefor providing the necessary information.195And representativefromthe

biotechnology field offered blunt business-based perspective descriptionhelped us

in order to interpret our competitors patents 196

There was considerable testimonyhowever that the writtendescription and enablement

requirements have been much less stringently enforced in IT industries than in other sectors

leadingto claims ofambiguousscope Several panelists found present application of these

doctrinesinadequate for notice purposes in IT fields and called for more rigorous enforcement in

those industries.197 One found that propertyrights in areas like software are untethered to

92See AriadPharmsInc Eli Lilly Co 598 F.3d 1336 Fed Cir 2010en banc holding that for

both original and amendedclaims Section 112 first paragraph states written description requirement

separate from the enablement requirement

93Durie at 77 5/5/09 see also Lee at 43 5/5/09 stressingthe importance ofenoughsupport in the

specification to describe it in enough detail so that people reading it know what it covers

94See Cotropiaat 190-9 3/19/09 see also Christopher CotropiaPatent Claim Interpretation and

InformationCosts LEwis CLARK REV 57 83 2005 explaining that informationin the

specification is tailoredto the invention at issue thereby providingcontextual informationfor use

during claiminterpretationand arguing that reliance on the specification can help lower the costs

associated with understandingthe invention defined in the claims

95Kieffat 73 3/19/09 see also Menell at 65 5/5/09 want peoplefiling applications to really

put as much effort as they can into writing spec that will provide the answer down the road.

96Shema at 72 5/4/09 see also Kiani at 49 3/1 8/09 explaining how in doing clearance have to

do our homework. We look at the specification and stay away from areas that are covered by the

specification and not within the prior art

97See e.g Lutton at 165-66 5/4/09 terming disconnectednessbetween written description and scope

big problem Guttierez at 164-65 5/4/09 Lee at 114 5/5/09 stating that Google is routinely
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possession.198 Another observed gotten long way awayfrom very kind of rigorous

requirement that the claims be really proportionate to or commensurate with what youve
disclosed.199 third concluded still have ways to go with respect to written

description in terms of the notice function in the IT field.200 In contrast therewas

essentially no indicationof need for enhanced Section 112 enforcement in the pharmaceutical

and biologicalarts indeed several panelists suggested or have written that current enforcement

practices are too stringent.201

Analysis

The written description requirement is an important notice tool Its focus describingthe

actual invention at issue202 is precisely that needed for enhancing the publicsability to identify

the boundaries of patents claims203which are interpreted in light of that description.204 It

tethers the claim to what the applicantpossessed and what others need to license oravoid as

claims extend farther beyond the invention expresslydescribed their boundaries become more

surprised with what we read in the written description and what the patent owner claims the coverage

isCotropiaat 159-60 3/19/09 see also BURK LEMLEY supra note 178 at 59 TheFederal Circuit

has essentiallyexcused software inventions from compliancewith the enablement and best mode

requirements Dan Burkand Mark Lemley Is Patent Law Technology-Specific 17

BERKELEYTECH L.J 1155 1160-66 1185 2002 discussingenablement best mode and written

description requirementsin software cases and concluding that littlespecific detail is needed to satisfy

the requirements ofdisclosure

98Meurer at 211-12 12/5/08 adding We reallyneed to get serious about disclosure requirements

when it comesto software patents.

99Merges at 266 5/4/09

200Kunin at 153 3/19/09

201See e.g Dune at 116-17 5/5/09 suggesting that in the biological arts there is too much focus on

specific examples and insufficient willingness to find support for broader genus Cotropia157-58

3/19/09 BURK LEMLEY supra note 178 at 149 Byrequiring disclosure ofthe particular structure

or sequence in order to claimbiological macromolecules the Federal Circuit effectively limitsthe scope

of patent on those molecules to the structure or sequence disclosed. Under this standard no one is

likely to receive patent broad enough to support the further costs of development.

202See e.g Ariad598 F.3d at 1345 describingthe written description requirement as separate

requirement to describe ones invention

203See id recognizing that description ofthe claimed invention in the specification allows the

public to understandand improve upon the invention and to avoid the claimed boundariesof the

patentees exclusive rights

204Phillips 415 F.3d at 1313-17
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ambiguous Enablementprovides less direct information.205It looks to what othershave been

enabled to do not what the applicant/patentee has invented Moreover disclosing enough to

enable othersto make and use the invention after it is known maynot discloseenough for others

to understand the scope of the invention before it has been clearly delineated.206

While the importance of the written description and enablementdoctrines to public notice

and the widelyheld concern that their current application has not provided sufficient notice in IT

fields suggest an area for legal development we note an important trade-offand need for

balance claim construction rules and disclosuredoctrines that maximize notice might limit claim

scope.207 Confining claim scope to the explicit description of the invention would give clear

notice but maynot fully protect all that applicantshave invented.208 If the enablementdoctrine

yields appropriatescope applying writtendescription as second screen on validity may unduly

narrow the patent.209 Yet if enablementis insufficient to yield clear notice written description

may serve valuable notice function

205This is not to denigrate enablements contribution to notice Clearly it notifies the public as to how to

make and use the claimed invention See Kunin at 1513/19/09 explaining that enablement is

intended to put the public on notice on how to make and use the claimed invention so that when it

becomes publicly available theyllhave the notice ofhow to practice the invention The concern

however is that that informationmay not be precisely the type of informationneeded for effective

clearance

2060ne ofthe panelists framed this contrast lucidly Enablementhe explained asks what you

gave me can youget to what you claimed whereas written description asks What did youactually

make and do and describe and how does that relate to your claimsKushan at 270 12/5/08 That

second variable he added see as being very powerful in addressing someofthe claimscope and

transparencyissues you see with the software claimingissue Id See also Duneat 46 5/5/09 urging

that
patent law focusmuch more on the written description as guide to claimconstructionbecause to

the extent that the scope ofthe claims is truly constrained by the invention thats described youhave

lot more predictabilityCotropiaat 142 3/19/09 explaining how written description has an impact on

notice through the claimconstruction process But cf Kunin at 151 3/19/09 arguing that under the

narrow view ofwritten description the doctrine has basicallynothing to do with putting the public on

notice

207See Rai at 145 3/19/09 lot of the doctrines we have actually in the context of claimconstruction

are intended to perhaps detract littlebit from notice but give adequate scope Cotropiaat 124-25

3/19/09 finding real linkage between substantive rights and notice solutions

208See Rai at 143-44 3/19/09 observing that written description requirements as some FederalCircuit

opinions have interpreted them play notice function but end up creating much narrower patent and

urgingthat we balance notice objectives with adequate patent protection Cotropiaat 157 3/19/09

noting the notice and substantive implications ofwritten description requirements BURK LEMLEY

supra note 178 at 62 claimthat covers onlythe thing invented is weak claimindeed.

209See Rai at 144 3/19/09 noting this substantive impact patent scope of using written

description
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This reportdoes not attempt to make these trade-offs Judgmentsregarding the

appropriatescope of patent rights generallywould go beyond the range of the Commissions

hearings Rather the reportstresses the notice implicationsof these choices so that

administrative judicial and legislative decision makerswill be better able to achieve the

appropriatebalance Moreover it looks for ways to enhance notice without invoking significant

trade-offs with scope.21 With these considerationsin mind specific suggestions follow

Levelofskillattributableto the PHOSITA The hypotheticalperson having ordinary

skill in the art the PHOSITA is key element in the enablement2 written description212 and

indefiniteness213 inquiries Because what the PHOSITAis able to makeuse find demonstrated

or understand is reasonable proxyfor what third parties are likely to be able to do the

PHOSITAconstructserves as bridgebetween substantive patentability standards and public

notice.214

For that bridge to be effective however the PHOSITAs abilities must be clearly and

accuratelydefined This may not always be the case.215 Despite the importance ofthe PHOSITA

to proper application of Section 112 the Federal Circuithas provided surprisinglylittle guidance

210See Meurer at 261 12/5/08 acknowledging that there are trade-offs between notice and scope in

many cases but arguing that there are also many opportunities to avoid that trade-off completely

211See 35 U.S.C 112 requiringthat the specification enable any person skilled in the art to which

invention pertainsor with whichit is most nearly connected to make and use the same

212See Ariad598 F.3d at 1351 the description test requires an objective inquiry into the four

corners ofthe specification from the perspective of person ofordinary skill in the art

specification must describe an invention understandableto that skilled artisan and show that the inventor

actually invented the invention claimedVas-CathInc Mahurkar 935 F.2d 1555 1563-64 Fed
Cir 1991 explaining that under the written description requirement an applicant must convey with

reasonable clarity to those skilled in the art that as ofthe filing date sought he or she was in possession

of the inventionemphasisdeleted

213See supra notes 13 8-40 and accompanying text

214See Kappos at 243 3/19/09 defending doctrine premised on demonstratingthat applicant was in

possessionof the invention as ensuring adequate notice to protect the public if the standard

really is the skilled artisan right the personhaving ordinary skill in the art you inherently windup

with enough disclosure that it winds up not being problem for third partiesto read and understandand

be able to make the invention

215See e.g IBM Comment at 2/12/09 observing that while examinersfrequently allow claims

containing undefined terms so long as theirmeaning is discernible to PHOSITAexactly what level of

skill constitutes ordinary is itself open to interpretation and inconsistently applied so the discernability

requirement is neither clear nor as predictable as it shouldbe
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regarding applicableskill levels.216 Some analystshave argued that at least for Section 112

purposes the level of skill attributable to the PHOSITAhas been set too high in IT and business-

method contexts and too low in biotech settingsrespectively understatingor overstatingthe

amount of description needed to enable the PHOSITAto practice the invention or to convey to

the PHOSITAthat the applicantpossessed the full breadth of the invention.217

Attributing too high skill level to the IT PHOSITAcould undulyreduce disclosure

requirements and raise seriousnotice concerns Judicial attention and guidance focused on

honing the assessment ofPHOSITAskill levels relative to the problemsposed by the art are

needed.2 In particular to ensure adequate notice the PHOSITAstandard must be applied in

ways that reflect facts and avoid inappropriaterules of thumb While full-scale inquiryin every

individualcase maybe unnecessarily burdensome courtsshould ensure that application of the

PHOSITAstandard remains current that is up-to-date as of the appropriatereference point

216See Burk Lemley supra note 197 at 1202 noting that many opinions deal with the PHOSITA only

perfunctorily The FederalCircuit repeatedly has listedsix factors to consider See e.g
Environmental Designs Ltd UnionOil Co ofCal 713 F.2d 693 696 Fed Cir 1983 Factors that

maybe consideredin determining level of ordinary skill in the art include the educational level ofthe

inventor type ofproblems encountered in the art prior art solutions to those problems

rapidity with whichinnovations are made sophistication ofthe technology and educational

level of active workers in the field Daiichi Sankyo Apotex 501 F.3d 1254 1256 Fed Cir 2007

sameBausch LombInc Bames-Hind/HydrocurveInc 796 F.2d 443 449-50 Fed Cir 1986

same The court however has provided little accompanying discussion See Joseph Meara Just

Who is the Person HavingOrdinaiySkill in the Art Patent Laws Mysterious Personage77 WASH
REV 267 277-78 2002 noting that the FederalCircuit has had littleto say abouthow to use the

factors it has identified

2175ee Burk Lemley supra note 197 at 1191-94 suggesting that the courts have attributed too high

level of skill to the PHOSITA whileascribing too low level of difficulty to the art in software and too

low level ofskill in biotech BURK LEMLEY supra note 178 at 149 163 urging for Section 112

purposes attributing lower level ofskill to the PHOSITA in semiconductorsand higherlevel of skill

inbiotechnology Marian Underweiser Time to Reconsider the PHOSITA in 184 MANAGING

INTELLEcTUAL PROPERTY 28 Nov 2008discussingthe PHOSITAsskill level in software business

methodsand biotechnology cf Cotropiaat 245 3/19/09 citing the need for examining Section 112

issues on case-by-case basis ratherthan merely assuming that issues in electrical industries are

predictable and issues in biotech industries are unpredictable For summaryof previous testimony

focused on this topic see 2003 FTC IP Report ch at 24-26

218The PHOSITAs skill level and the difficulty ofthe relevant art inmany respects are flip sides ofthe

same inquiry For examplethe ability to write software programs could be overstated either by ascribing

too much skill to the PHOSITA or too little difficulty to the task
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for assessmentas technologies evolve219 and iiaccuratelyreflects the facts pertinent to the

particular technology at hand which may differ among technologies within an industry.220

Enablementandproductlife cycles Application of the PHOSITAconstruct to the

enablementinquiry compelsattention to timingSection 112 has been understood to require

disclosurethat enables PHOSITAto make and use the invention without undue

experimentation.221 Fromthe perspective of competitive impact time-consuming

experimentation is more likely to be undue in
setting where product life-cycles are measured in

months than in context where they are measured by decades222 However the factors

traditionally considered in evaluatingthe undue experimentationissueomit this commercial

perspective on timing.223 Recognition ofthis timing element would tend to increase the amount

or detail of written descriptionneeded for enablementpurposes in an industrysuch as software

where product life cycles are notoriously short.224

Designated/default dictionaries Other changes could sharpen both the specification and

claims as notice devices One step would be PTO requirement that applicantseither designate

219The Federal Circuit in principle has recognizedthe need for updating the companion inquiry into the

predictability ofrelevant technologies see EnzoBiochem Inc Calgene Inc 188 F.3d 1362 1375

n.10 Fed Cir 1999 view ofthe rapid advances in science what maybe unpredictable at one

point in timemaybecome predictable at latertime But it has been criticized for failing to apply

similarthinking when assessing the PHOSITAs skill level relative to the problems posed by the art See

BURK LEMLEY supra note 178 at 116 arguing that in applyingthe PHOSITA standard courts are

substituting constructs for detailed analysis and failingto update those constructs as knowledge in the

industry changes

220See Polk Wagner OfPatents andPath Dependency Commenton Burk Lemley 18 BERKELEY

TECH 1341 1347 2003 urging that the PHOSITAs level ofskill be examined through fact-

specific innovation-by-innovationlens grounded in the technological facts in any given case

221SeeIn re Wands 858 F.2d 731 737 Fed Cir 1988

222See Underweiser supra note 217 arguing that when product life cycles are brief sparse disclosure

does not have the teaching needed to reflect the rapid pace of advancement in the field lag from

lengthy experimentation maynot often affect use ofthe patented invention itself the patent life may
well be much longer need for lengthy experimentation however maydelay use of the disclosed

informationfor unprotectedpurposes and if that delay renders the informationstale it mayundermine

the public benefit of the disclosure

223See Wands 858 F.2d at 737 listing as factors the quantity of experimentationnecessary the

amount of direction or guidance presented the presence or absence ofworking examples the

nature of the invention the state ofthe prior art the relative skill of those in the art the

predictability or unpredictability ofthe art and the breadth ofthe claims

224See Underweiser supra note 217 Where development is accelerated relative to other technical fields

as is frequently the case in software it is not appropriate to omit detailed informationwhichis needed to

teach the PHOSITA how to practise the invention in practical timeframe.
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dictionaryoraccept the use of PTO-designateddefault dictionary225 for assigningmeaningto

terms not defined in the patent application.226 Identifying particular dictionarywould avoid

disputesover which dictionaryapplies providing significant clarityup front227 And it would

do so in way that third parties could apply to reach the same results In essencethe fact that

the designation would appear in the patent application would convert the dictionarydefinition

into intrinsic evidence.228

Definitions or contextual references One concern raisedrepeatedlyduring the hearings

was that claims frequently use terms with no apparent definition or explanation in the

specification.229 Claritywould be added and notice improved ifapplicantswere pressed to

include definitions or contextualexplanations ofkey terms.23 One possibility would be

requiring glossarydefining anykey terms that are not covered by designated ordefault

dictionaryor that the applicant chooses to define differently than in such dictionary.231

225The PTO-designated default dictionary could vary by art unit

226The continued abilityto define terms in the application wouldpreserve the applicantstraditional

entitlement to act as his or her own lexicographeras reflected e.g in MPEP 2173.01 Moreover the

identification of dictionary is not intended to change relative reliance on dictionaries as opposed to

intrinsicevidence see Phillips 415 F.3d at 13 13-24 but rather to specify which dictionary is to be used

when dictionaries are consulted

227Kapposat 193-94 3/19/09 see also Wagner at 200-0 4/17/09 explaining that designating default

dictionary would force patentees to either accept the default meaning or say somethingthat would

indicate to the public that theyre not using the default meaningIBM Comment at 2/12/09 cf

BES SEN MEURER supra note 16 at 239-40 suggesting that when applicants have not provided their

own definitions The Patent Office or the various art units withinthe Patent Office could establish

glossaries of commonly used claimterms or specify certain references as authoritative sources of

definitions. Othersnoted complexities that might have to be resolved See Kunin at 194 3/19/09

noting the problem of foreign-language applications Armitage at 196 3/19/09 noting that dictionary

definitions sometimes change from year to year

228See Rai at 195-96 3/19/09

229See VanPelt at 154-55 5/4/09 discussingink blot claimswhere words are used onlyin the claim

Krall at 114 3/18/09 IBM Comment at 2-3 2/12/09 cf Kappos at 148 3/19/09 flagging the problem

of claimterms added during prosecution that do not appear in the written description Norviel at 63

5/5/09 contrastingIT patents where there are no definition sections inmost or any of themwith

biotech patents where definition sections are almostroutine

230lndeed the PTOs just-issued SupplementaryExamination Guidelinestake substantial step
in this

direction See 76 Fed Reg at 7166 stating are encouraged to use glossaries as best

practice in patent application preparation.

231See Rivette at 54 5/5/09 suggesting that definitional page be required in applications Wagner at

199 4/17/09 IBM Comment at 2/12/09 urging that an applicant who wants to apply specific

meaning should be required to provide glossary defining the relevant termcf Vermontat 202
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inclusion ofsuch glossaryin patent application would facilitate the publicsunderstanding

of patent by placing any internal definitions in central readily located place and iicould

force the applicantto think about and articulate the meaningthat he orshe intends for key patent

terms.232 Another possibility would be requirement that key claim terms appear in the

specification in order to provide context and meaningcoupled with ready means for

identifyingwhere in the specification the terms appear.233

Nomenclature or methodsofdescription further step would be for the PTOto

convene government/industry task force orhold workshop to explore ways of moving toward

commonnomenclatureor otherwise improvingthe descriptionof software inventions The

hearings received substantial testimonythat varying usages and nomenclaturewere impediments

to effective notice in areas like software.234 In contrast othertestimony praisedPTOsSequence

ListingRules for certain biotech disclosuresfor bringing uniformityto descriptionsof the

structural aspect of inventions.235 Although opportunities for uniformitycomparableto rules

specifying the order and grouping of nucleotide and amino acids are unlikelyto be common

helpful steps toward uniformitymightstill be identified with concentrated effort and substantial

industryassistance.236 Consequently the PTO maywish to consider holding workshop or

designating task force to discuss with software industryrepresentativeswhether guidelines

mightbe devised to achieve greater uniformityof methodology or language used for describing

and claiming inventions with the objective ofenhancing public understanding of software

patents

Recommendationsenhancing the specification The Commission urges the courts

to direct heightened attention and provide additionalguidance regardingthe assessment of

PHOSITAskill levels relative to the problemsposed by the art To serve notice goals application

of the PHOSITAstandard should be fact-based up-to-date and appropriately tailored to the

4/17/09 urging that an applicant who adopts an idiosyncratic meaning be required to say so

explicitly the specification Lee at 57 5/5/09 statingthat definitional page in some sense

wouldhelp tremendously

232Cf Lee at 58 5/5/09 asking whether requiring glossary wouldmake examiners and applicants

reallydefine the terms .. being used and supportingthe requirement if the answer is yes

233See IBM Comment at 3-4 2/12/09 Lee at 90 5/5/09 Schultz at 88 5/5/09 suggesting that charts

linking claims to the specification wouldbe low-costmeansofenhancing notice

234See supra notes 69-71 and accompanying text

235See Shema at 70-715/4/09 referring to rules at 37 C.F.R 1.821-1.825

236Testimony indicated that considerable efforthad been made by the biotechnology communityto

develop common nomenclature See Shema at 70-7 5/4/09 The Sequence Listing Rules also were

able to incorporate by reference pre-existing World Intellectual PropertyOrganization standard that

established codes for nucleotide sequence bases and amino acids and nomenclature for nucleotide

sequence features See MPEP 2422
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specific technology at hand Determinations regarding whether disclosurerequiresundue

experimentation should give recognition to the competitive significanceof the time required for

experimentation when product life-cycles are short greaterdisclosuresmay be needed in order

to be competitively meaningful The Commission recommends that patent applicantsbe

required either to designate dictionaryfor use in assigningmeaningto terms not defined in

the application orii to acknowledge acceptance of PTO-designateddefault dictionaryfor that

purpose The PTO-designateddefault dictionarycould vary by artunit The Commission

urges the PTO to continue to look for ways to press patent applicantsto include definitions or

contextualexplanations ofkey terms Mechanisms that could accomplish this include

requiringapplicantsto provide glossarydefining anykey terms that are not covered by

designated ordefault dictionaryor that the applicant chooses to define differently than in such

dictionaryoriirequiringthat applicantsinclude key claim terms in the specification and

provide ready means for identifying where they appear The Commission urges that the

PTOconvene government/industry task force or hold workshop to explore ways of fostering

greater uniformityin the methodology or language used for describingand claiming software

inventions

Enhancing the ProsecutionHistoryfor Notice Purposes

In addition to the language of the patent itself intrinsic evidence relevant to claims

meaningmay appear in the prosecution history Information exchanged between applicantsand

examiners is potentially fertile source of information regarding the intended scope of the

claims.237 simple statement on the record maycut through considerable ambiguity

Paneliststestified to the potential power ofthe prosecution history One panelist

explained howyou can look at the file historyand figureout where things are even ifthe

claim itself is ambiguous238 Another described the file historyas an opportunity to help define

essentially through what was said during the course of the prosecution.239 third panelist has

writtenthat core measureof success should be how effectively the Office creates

record that permits the Office as well as ex post actors to better understand the boundaries of

patented property.24

237See e.g Markmanv Westview Instruments Inc 52 F.3d 967 979 Fed Cir 1995 en banc stating

that ascertain the meaning ofclaims we consider three sources The claims the specification and

the prosecutionhistorywhile noting that extrinsic evidence mayalso be used internal quotation

omittedaffd 517 U.S 370 1996

238Norviel at 64 5/5/09

239Kunin at 138 3/19/09 highlightingthe possibilityof disclaimers of claimscope

240Lee Petherbridge Positive Examination 46 IDEA 173 219 2006
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Several steps could be taken The panelists registeredconsiderable support for increasing

and recording examiner/applicant exchanges pertinent to patent scope.241 Exchanges discussing

what claim means why term is or is not clear orhow claim might be amended to remove

ambiguity are all especiallyuseful.242 New wording introduced by claim amendments may prove

particularly fertile ground for such examiner/applicant discussions The examinermay proceed

formally through indefinitenessrejections that pinpoint the source of uncertainty in ways that

invite clarification fromthe applicant243 or informally through interviews.244 Meaningful

recording of the exchanges regardingpatent scope is essential as one panelist emphasized

it down on paper produces an information product that then feeds into claim

interpretation later down the road.245

Fully developing this approach howevermayrequire continued shift in focus within

the PTOparticularly at the examinerlevel Manyof the PTOs core validity inquiries such as

determining the obviousness of an invention can be pursuedusing an ambiguousclaims

broadest reasonable interpretation.246 Consequently examiners may need to be reminded of the

patent systems notice function and encouragedto build record that improves claim scope

241See e.g Armitage at 121-22 3i1 9/09 projecting enormous downstream benefit in analyzing

valid claimsfrom having patentees explain why their invention is patentable Kappos at 162-63 174

3/19/09 suggesting that examinersrequest removal ofparts ofclaims that are not intended to be

limitations thereby encouragingapplicants to respond on the record Cotropiaat 178 3/19/09

suggesting that examinersshould be forcing the applicant to engage in discussion ofclaim

interpretation questions and explaining that this wouldbasically makingexplicitwhat is implicitly

happening Lee at 89 5/5/09 stating that anything in terms of conversation between the applicant

and the examinerthat gets to the issue ofwhat is old and what is new is critical and getting that on

the record is even more critical McNelis at 92 5/5/09 ifan examinerforced the issueuseful

informationcould be obtainedregarding the purposesof amendments But cf Messinger at 222-23

3/19/09 expressing doubt that statements ofpurpose of claimamendmentsin the absence of an accused

product wouldbe useful

242See generallyPetherbridge supra note 240 at 173 explaining that engaging the patent applicant

the party best positioned to most cheaplyprovide informationaboutthe patents intended boundaries

inways that building prosecution history record enables all participants in the patent systemto form

more certain understandingof the boundariesof the propertyat issue and more usefully compare it to

prior art and commercial goods and services

243See Kunin at 15-163/19/09 Cotropiaat 217 3/19/09

244See e.g Schultz at 715/5/09 Menell at 915/5/09

245Cotropia at 179 3/19/09 see MPEP 713.04 requiringrecords of interviews

246

Compare id warning that we dont want to sidestep interpretation duringexaminationwith MPEP
2111 During patent examination the pending claims must be given their broadestreasonable

interpretation consistent with the specification internal quotation omitted
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clarity.247 With its just-issuedSupplementaryExaminationGuidelines the PTO has provided

just such reminderifvigorously implemented in examination practices this could

substantially elevate attention to notice objectives

The Commissions2003 IP Reportrecommended concentrated effort to use examiner

inquiries PTO Rule 105 more often and more extensively.249We here reiterate that

recommendationas means for enhancing the prosecution historyregarding claim scope Such

inquiries can be used to gather broad range of information regarding the meaningofclaims.250

For example topic that drew attention at the hearings was the recurring issueof whether

embodimentsin the specification are meant to be illustrativeor limitative.251 Examiner

inquiries and applicants responses on that and other topics could improve the publicsability to

understand the meaningand scope of manypatent claims

247See e.g Cotropiaat 217 3/19/09 Of course increased emphasis duringprosecution on the Section

112 patentability standards including indefiniteness and the written description requirement as urged

above likely will carry with it an enhancement ofprosecution history as applicants are forced to add

clarity in order to avoid rejection of claims See Kappos at 163 3/19/09

248See e.g 76 Fed Reg at 7169 flagging the fashioning of clear and unambiguous claims as

essential purpose ofpatent examinationinternal quotation omitted Indeed the new guidelines

encourage examinersto make greater use ofrejections and interviews to pinpoint and record

indefiniteness concerns as discussed above as well as to provide in appropriate cases reasonsfor

allowance and for withdrawing rejections as discussedbelow Id at 7169-70

249FTC 2003 IP Report ch at 13-14 Rule 105 permitsexaminersto request such informationas may

be reasonablynecessaryto properly examine or treat the matter 37 C.F.R 1.105

250See 37 C.F.R 1.1 05a1 viii including among examples of informationthat might be soughtunder

Rule 105 Technical informationknown to the applicant concerning the disclosure the claimed

subj ect matter or concerning the accuracy ofthe examiners stated interpretation of such items
Kapposat 162-63 3/19/09 stating that Rule 105 though very much unused is great way to

reach out to applicants and urgingthat examinersuse inquiry techniques withoutnecessarily

interposing an objection or rejectionto build better file historieson topics such as the location ofterm

definitions whether means-plus-function claimingwas intended and the location in the specification of

structure correspondingto claim

251Menell at 915/5/09 explaining that this tendsto be the critical issue when youget to claim

constructionid at 66 5/5/09 identifying uncertainty regardingthis issue as frequent problem in IT

and explaining that applicants sometimes play gamebytrying to have it both wayscf Rai at

1913/19/09 agreeing that determining whether claimis limited to specific embodiments is

recurring issue requiring further thought Burk at 11-12 5/5/09 identifying issues raised bymultiple

embodimentssomeofwhich maynot even have been thought ofwhen the claims were drafted as posing

inherent notice problems See generally Schultz at 71-725/5/09 assertingthat people change their

story when they get into litigation and describing the value ofachieving greater consistency by inducing

the applicant to committo certain positions
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further step would be to encourage examinersto makegreater and more informative

use of statements ofreasons for allowance Under cunent practice If the examinerbelieves that

the record of the prosecution as whole does not make clear his orher reasons for allowing

claim orclaimsthe examinermay set forth such reasoning252 Several hearing participants

indicatedthat expanded use of reasons for allowance that go beyond pro formarecitations and

actually delineatewhat the basis for allowance was253 would contribute to better public

notice.254 The PTOhas highlighted the need for care in formulating these statements255but

judicious application of this procedure when needed to make clear the claim interpretation

appliedby the examinercould yield substantial benefit from notice perspective Similarly

examiners could contribute to better notice by providing specific statements of reasons for

withdrawingindefinitenessrejections

To make these last measureseffective examinersstatements must receive due weightas

interpretive guides to the meaningof claims Examiner views howeverhave not always

received much traction in court.256 Panelists urged that greater weight be accorded examiner

views one arguing that what the examiner thought and the reason that the examiner allowed the

claimsshould be the touchstone of what we care about.257 Such statements are properly

25237 C.F.R 1.104e

253Durie at 100-01 5/5/09

254See Rea at 141 3/19/09 Kapposat 224-25 3/19/09 Lee at 89-90 5/5/09 Schultz at 95-96 5/5/09
Rivette at 103 5/5/09

255See MPEP 1302.14 cautioning that care must be taken to ensure that statements ofreasons for

allowance are accurate precise and do not place unwarranted interpretations whether broad or

narrow upon the claimsand that an examiner shouldkeep in mindthe possible misinterpretations of

his or her statement that maybe made and its possible effects see also Petherbridgeat 97 5/5/09

warning that reasonsfor allowance currently are not well thought out and explaining the need for

quality control if the practice is expanded The applicants right to respond to the examinerwould likely

be significant safeguard See 37 C.F.R 1.104e

256See Dune at 1015/5/09 noting that many courts view the prosecution history through the lens of

disclaimer and consequentlyconsider statements by the examiner to be much less

relevant cf Salazarv Procter Gamble Co414 F.3d 1342 1345 1347 Fed Cir 2005refusing to

apply prosecutionhistory estoppel based on the unilateral statements ofan examiner in statingreasons

for allowance whilerecognizing that an examiners statements about claimterm maybe evidence of

how one of skill in the art understoodthe term at the time the application was filed

257Durie at 1015/5/09 observing that the examiners rulings are foundation ofthe presumption of

validity accorded the issued patent see also Menell at 103 5/5/09 urging that courts give some

degree of considerationto examiners commentaryalthough maybe not deferencein Chevron

sense Lutton at 163 5/4/09 arguing that doing more examination on the record and documenting

the assumptionsofwhere there is support for the claimelements wouldenable courts to determinewhat

the PTO thought was the support for the claimand tetherthe application back to the assumptionsthat
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considered part of the prosecution history258 and particularly in light of the applicants right to

respond when in disagreementshould be more broadly recognized as source of interpretive

information

Recommendationsenhancing the prosecution history The Commission urges that

examiners be further encouraged to build record that improves claim scope clarity In part this

may be achieved through greater focus on Section 112 standards including the prohibitionof

indefinitenessand the requirement for writtendescription Additional notice may be derived via

indefinitenessrejections or interviews tailored to elicit information from applicantsregarding the

meaning of their claims Beyond this the Commission reiterates the recommendationin its 2003

IP Report for concentrated effort to use examiner inquiries PTO Rule 105 more often

and more extensivelyas means for present purposes of increasingand recording

examiner/applicant exchanges pertinent to patent scope The Commission recommends that

the PTO continue to encourage examiners to make greater and more informative use of

statements of reasons for allowance and for withdrawingindefinitenessrejections and that the

courtsaccord such statements due weight as prosecution historyrelevant to interpreting the

meaning of claims

Improving the Abilityto Foresee Evolving Claims

To this point the discussionhas focused on improvingthe ability to understand existing

claims different notice issueinvolves the ability to foresee evolving claims Claimsmaybe

amended during the prosecution process Existingclaims may be broadenedand new claims may
be added As long as the original specification adequately supports the amended ornew claims

under Section 112 the patentee retains the advantage of the original application filing date.259 In

essencethe original specification and the requirements of Section 112 set the limits on claim

evolution The abilityof third parties to foresee evolving claims is shaped by whether and when

the specification is published and by the extent to which the specification provides effective

notice of the range of claims that ultimatelymight issue

As discussed in Section III.B above numerous panelists particularly in the IT industries

voiced concern that they were unable to adequately predict what claims might emerge from an

initial application They worried about exposure to unpublished applications and to

unanticipated claim amendmentsThey stressedthat third parties must make research design

and production decisionswhile waiting for patent applicationsto be published and for claims to

take their final issued formand face exposure iftheir products ultimatelyinfringe previously

unpublished oramended patent application Section II explained someof the competitive

gave rise to its grant

258See Rai at 223 3/19/09 predicting that courts would look at examiner statements aboutthe meaning

of claimterms as prosecutionhistory rather than as findings entitled to deference

25935 U.S.C 120 132
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problems that this maypose This sectionexplorespossibilities for limitingor avoiding those

problems by increasingthe foreseeability of evolving claims

predicatefor this discussionis an ongoing examination process Unfortunately the

PTOcurrentlysuffers under huge application backlog which delays even the onset of

examinationAt the end of fiscal year 2010 the PTO had backlog ofmorethan 726000

applicationsawaiting actionbyexaminers.260On average 25.7 monthspassed between filing

and the first office action and total pendency averaged 35.3 months281 To the extentthat notice

problemsare otherwise present delay in commencingthe examination procedures that begin to

add clarity only adds to the period ofuncertainty262 Updating recommendationin the 2003

FTCIP Report263 we urge that the PTO receive the funding and information systems needed to

promptlyand properly examine the flood ofapplications that it faces.264

Publication of Applications

Publication ofpatent applications is prerequisitefor foreseeingevolving claims Until

the application is available to public view third parties have no opportunity to determine

whether they have freedomto operate in an area Under currentlaws most U.S patent

applicationsmustbe published 18 months after filing265 If an application is filed only

domestically however the applicant may opt outof the publication requirementskeeping the

application secret until the patent issues.266

2802010 PTO Annual Report supra note 91 at 18 The PTO receivedapproximately 509000 patent

applications in fiscal year 2010 including 479000 forutility patents Id at 126 tbl

2611d at 18

62See Arti Rai Stuart Graham Mark Doms Patent ReJbrm UnleashingInnovatwn Promoting

onomic Growth Producing High-Paying Jobs Whztc PaperImm the U.S Department qf

Commerceat Apr 132010 describingthe impact on RD efforts ofpatent applicantscompetitors

posed byuncertainty associated with patent de1ay

83FTC 2003 IF Report ch at 18-19 calling on Congress to allocate sufficient funds to allowthe PTO

to ensurequality patent review

64The PTO has affirmedthat reducing pendency periods and providingtimelyexamination of patent

applications are among itS highest pnorities USPTO FY 2010-2015 Stiategic Plan 6-7 2010
available at httpJsww.usptogov about stratplan LJSPTO 2010-15 Strategic Plari.pdfPTO Strategic

Plan

28k35 U.S.C 122b1A See issues Relatingto the Patenting of TaxAdvice HearingBefoe the

Subrominon Select RevenueMeasures ofthe Common Whis Mean 109thCong 2006
statement of James Toupin estimatingthat approximately 90% of applications are published

Sec 35 U.S.C l22b2B
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Notingthe benefits ofpublication to business certainty and the potential competitive

harmsand hold-up opportunitiesthat flow fromunanticipated submarinepatents the 2003

FTCIP Report recommendedlegislation requiringpublication ofpatent applications 18 months

after filingwhetheror not the applicant also has sought patent protectionabroad2 Prompt

publication won almost universalpraiseat the 2008-09 hearings with testimony describing

unpublished applicationsas real threat to expensive RD2 Several panelists urged that the

publication requirement be extended to all applications.2 We agree and consequently reiterate

our 2003 recomrnendation27

few panelists would go farther Theyurged that particularly in short-cycle industries

notice mightbe improved with publication immediatelyupon fihing7 The record on this was

2672003 FTC IP Report ch at 15 Prestigious study groups over several decades have made similar

recommendations See eg NAiI Ri SFARCH CouNcir or THF NATr ACADS PAil vi SYSmM FOR

TILE 21ST CENTERY 128 Stephen MerrillRichard Lesin Mark Myerseds 2004NAS
REPORT recommending publication of all applications after 18 monthsRroai OF THE PRESIDENTS

COMMISSIONON THE PA EXT SiSTEM at 16 1966reprinted in To PROMOIL HE PROGRESS OF THE

USEFULARTS SUBCOMMON PATENTS TRADEMARKSAND COPYRIGHISOF THE SENATE COMM ON THE

JUDICIARY90Coso SESS1967 Earlypublication could prevent needless duplication ofthe

disclosed ork promote additional technological advances based on the informationdisclosedand

apprise entrepreneurs oftheir potential liability

26iPhillIpsat 201-02 3/18/09 terming l8nionth publication trulycritical see also Harris at 123

describingunpublished applications as undermining effective search Bnan Kahm The

Patent Ecosystem in IT BusinessPracticeandArbitrage slide presented at FTC Hearing The

Evolving IP MarketplaceDec 2008 available at

http1/wwwftcgoy1c Morkshops ipmarketplacedec5 does/bkahiri idf identifyingsecrecy about

contemplatedand filed applications before publication as source of informationthulurelopacity

69See Schwartz at 10-113119/09 Rca at 256-57 3/19/09 Kunin at 257-58 3/19/09 Cotropiaat 258

3/19/09 Rivette at 112 5/5 09 AIPLACommentat 51509 AIPLAendorsesefforts that would

require the PTO to publishall pending patent applications at 18 months after initial filing

27Oin 2003 the one possible qualification might be mechanism foraccording any necessary

protection to independentinvcntors 2003 FTC Report ch at 15 See MeNehs at 113 5/5/09

urging that all applications shouldbe published at 18 monthsapart from potentially carveout for

soloinventors who fear that publication wouldallow infringei to steal their inventions because

theywould find it too expensiveto suecf Katznelson at 34-353/18/09 expressing concern that

disclosing claimsallowsothers to copy them and invoke interference procedures Moreover our

recommendation is confined to applications exempt from publication because ofthe absence of filingand

required publication abroadit is not meant to disturb other exceptions to the publication requirement

such as the exception for applications subject to secrecyorder referenced iupra at note 95

2See Mcneil at 34-35 5/5/09 Lee at lO-ll5/Si09 noting that software products maymove from

concept to launch in three monthsso that an 18-month delay can render clearance searches out of

date MartinCommentat 13 5/15/09 rf horton at 196 3/18/09 stressingthe importance of piompt

publication when busmess cycles are compressed
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quite thin howeverand the full implicationshave not been explored.272 The idea warrants

additionalstudy but is not the subjectof recommendation

Written Description and the Problemof Expanding Claims

Backgroundand Hearing Record

The disclosurerequirements in Section 112 first paragraph enablementand written

description provide important protectionsagainstundue broadening of patent applications

scope through claim additions or amendmentsIf the original disclosure does not provide

adequate supportthe added orbroadenedclaims are invalid.273 Moreoverwhen an applicant

extends the prosecution process through series ofrelated applications new orbroadenedclaims

in subsequent applicationmust be supported by the original applications disclosureifthey are

to receive priority based on the parent application.274 Panelists described the written description

requirement in particular as thebulwark againstclaims that evolve and morph
inappropriately275 context where that doctrine has been long and widely applied.276

Reviews are mixed as to how well these protections actually work in practice with

particular concerns expressed in IT contexts.277 Hearing testimonysuggested that one problem is

that the law ofwritten descriptionis not particularly well-developed there is coherent

set of factors for making writtendescription determinationone panelist explained it is

272See Norviel at 485/5/09 stating that he is not opposed to immediatepublication but expressingthe

need to protect smallinventorsLee at 110-115/5/09 noting possibilitiesfor gamesmanship with

immediatepublication Rearden LLC Comment at 2/5/09 arguing that immediate publication could

leave inventors unprotected

273See e.g PIN/NIP Inc PlatteChemCo 304 F.3d 1235 1247-48 Fed Cir 2002invalidating an

added claimthat lacked support in the application as originally filed

274Liebel-Flarsheim Co Medrad Inc 358 F.3d 898 909 n.2 Fed Cir 2004 Reiffen Microsoft

Corp214 F.3d 1342 1346 Fed Cir 2000 See infra Section IV.C.3 discussingcontinuation practice

275See VanPelt at 159 5/4/09 see also Rai at 237-38 3/19/09 arguing that the claim-amendment

context rather than that oforiginally-filedclaims was where the written description requirement was

supposed to really play role

276See Vas-Cath 935 F.2d at 1560 MERGES DUFFY supra note 175 at 262

277See supra Section III.B Kappos at 243 3/19/09 suggesting that the written description requirement

isntbeing policed wellenough and that 112 enablement in the IT area is most certainly not being

tightly examined cf Rai at 238 3/19/09 suggesting that written description maybe inadequately

enforcedwith regardto later-filedclaims and too strictly enforcedwith regard to original claims
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going to be difficult to have the public have adequate notice on the writtendescription

requirement.278

The potential competitive consequences ofanybreakdown of notice of evolving claims

are highlighted by Federal Circuit doctrine In its 1988 Kingsdown decision279 the court

overturned holding of inequitable conduct based in part on an amendmentof claims to cover

competitors product The Federal Circuitdeclared that it is not

in anymanner improperto amendor insert claims intended to cover

competitorsproduct the applicants attorneyhas learned about during the

prosecution of patent application Anysuch amendment or insertion must

comply with all statutes and regulations ofcourse but ifit does its genesis in the

marketplace is simply irrelevant and cannot ofitself evidence deceitful intent.280

Kingsdown progenymake it clear that priority or validity ofsuch amendments depends on

support in the specification of the originally filed application.28

Analysis

The traditional answerto these concerns is that so long as patent applications

specification presents sufficient information to convey to PHOSITAthat the applicantwas in

possession of the claimed invention at the time the application was filed and to enable the

PHOSITAto make and use that invention the public receives adequate notice of potential

evolving claims.282 Certainly those requirements provide some notice But they do not focus on

precisely the right question There is potentially subtle but extremely importantdistinction

between possession and predictabilityPossession uses the claim to define an inquiry about the

past what the inventor had achieved at the time ofthe application Predictability relies on the

278Kunin at 239 241-42 3/19/09 explaining that the lack of coherent body of case law on written

description impairs the utility ofthe doctrine for informingthe public aboutthe potential for evolving

claims

279Kingsdown Med Consultants Ltd Hollister Inc 863 F.2d 867 Fed Cir 1988

2801d at 874

281See Liebel-Flarsheim358 F.3d at 909 n.2 finding no improprietyin amending claims to encompass

competitors product as long as the disclosure supports the broadened claims PIN/NIP 304 F.3d at

1247 there must be support for such amendmentsor additions in the originally filed application

282See Kappos at 242-43 3/19/09 finding no necessary tension between the doctrine that is keyed to

the applicant demonstratingthat she or he was in possessionofthe invention and that requirementthen

being what we depend on to protect the public so long as the requirement is adequatelypoliced

the standard really is the you inherently windup with enough disclosure that it winds up not

being problem for third parties to read and understand and be able to make the inventionId at 243
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specification to project the future what the applicant could later think to claim through

amendmentsSimilarlytraditional enablementinquiries ask whether the disclosure enables

PHOSITAto make and use given claimed invention not whether it enables the PHOSITAto

predict what mightbe claimed in the future Demonstratingpossession and enablement as those

disclosureobligations are currentlyunderstood maynot ensure predictability

Indeed the traditional formulation for the inquiry mostoften phrased as whether the

applicationprovides adequate support for the claims at issue283 highlightsthe distinction

The test is directional in nature Startingfrom the claimsit works back to ask whether the

PHOSITAwould understand fromthe specification that the applicantwas in possession of the

claimed invention at the time of filing orwhether the PHOSITAcould make and use the claimed

invention based on the information disclosed But true predictability inquirywould move in

the opposite direction starting with the specification it would look forward to ask whether

PHOSITAwould predict that these claims would emerge.284 To the extent that current

application of disclosuredoctrinesdoes not adequately ensure third partys ability to foresee the

claims that may evolve285 the public is exposedto unnecessary risk of unexpectedinfringement

Currentdoctrine does not acknowledge this gap in notice it assumes that when Section

112 disclosurerequirements are met there is no problem with broadening claims to cover the

fruitsof rivals subsequent RD But unless the rival endowed with the skillof the

PHOSITA could have predicted at the time of investing in RD that the outcome would be

product that the patentee would later claim and demonstrate after-the-fact to be supported by the

specification the broadenedclaims reach beyond the applications effective notice When that

283Vas-Cath 935 F.2d at 1560

284This point recalls the courts frequent caution against declaring inventions obvious on the basis of

hindsight See e.g KSRIntl Co Teleflex Inc 550 U.S 398 421 2007Graham John Deere

Co383 U.S 36 1966 hindsight-dominated evaluation of public notice of evolving claims is

infected with similar infirmities as hindsight-driven assessment ofobviousness

285For commentarysuggesting that current disclosure doctrines do not provide that assurance see e.g

Herbert HovenkampPatents Property and Competition Policy 34 CORP 1243 1252-53 2009
explaining how claimamendmentsmight cover the subsequent invention of rival who wouldhave no
reasonable wayof knowingthat its patent invention was subject to an earlierpatent 1253 n.56

concluding that the Section 112 disclosure requirementswouldnot prevent an applicant from later

obtainlegal rights over ideas that at leastin that form never occurredto her until she saw what

others were already doing Robert Merges Software andPatent Scope Reportfrom the Middle

Innings 85 TEX REv 1627 1654 2007 Traditional enablement law thus presents deficiency it

cannot deal with cases where general set of teachings enables host of embodiments but does not

specifically mention or suggest particular variants that later come to light through the efforts of others
Mark Lemley Kimberly MooreEnding Abuse ofPatent Continuations 84 B.U REV63 92

2004 stating that the Federal Circuit has cut back on the broad reading ofthe written description

requirement as applied to claimchanges Tun-Jen ChiangFixingPatentBoundaries 108 MIcH

REV 523 544 2010 assertingthat the written description requirement allows this initial disclosure to

be vague cursory and buriedwithin laundrylist
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happens enforcement of such claims takes the benefits of rivals subsequent innovation from

the public domain confers them on the patentee and subjectsthe later innovator to unexpected

infringement liability
That result impairs the competitive efforts of rivals286 and underminesthe

patent systems goal of fostering innovation.287

One way to address the problem would be to more fully incorporateinto the written

descriptionrequirement considerationofthe PHOSITA ability to foresee future evolution of the

claims Stated simplythe applicantwould not be understood to have been in possession of the

subjectmatter of new oramended claim of scope broader than what the PHOSITA on the

filing date could reasonably be expected to foresee fromthe specification.288 step
of this

nature would more firmlyand effectively plant in the written descriptionrequirement the

protection necessary to ensure adequate public notice of the likely scope of evolving claims.289

Continuation Practice and the Broadening of Claims

Examinationprocedures include severalmechanisms for an applicantto extend the

prosecution period potentially for many years while maintaining the benefit of the initial

286See Merges supra note 285 at 1653-54 arguing that these amendmentscover embodiments that are

more properlyattributed to the labor ofothers and termingthe applicantsconduct misappropriationby

amendment Lemley Mooresupra note 285 at 111 terming use of continuations to obtain claims

to read on competitors product where the patentee had not contemplatedthe embodimentprior to

seeing the competitors device particularly offensive practice Chiangsupra note 285 at 526 545

and 561 arguing that allowingpatent amendmentsto capture unforeseendevelopments merely confers

windfall contributing little to the patentees innovationincentives whilecreatmonopolycost

287See Hovenkampsupra note 285 at 1253 assertingthat to the extent that patentees can amend claims

to cover the existing inventions ofother inventors who did not have adequate prior notice ofthem the

policy reduces rather than increases the incentive to innovate Lemley Mooresupra note 285 at 78-

79 Strategic claimchanges mayhold-up legitimate improvers or independentinventorsreducing their

abilityand incentive to innovate.

288lndeed in one context the Federal Circuit already has taken step in this direction In In re Curtis

354 F.3d 1347 Fed Cir 2004 the court refused to find adequate support in description ofdental floss

coated with microcrystalline wax for subsequent claimscovering dental floss using friction enhancing

coatings The court asked whether the later-claimed genus wouldnaturally occur to personof

ordinary skill upon reading the disclosure Id at 1356 It reasoned that unpredictabilityin

performanceoffriction-enhancing coatings made it inappropriate to conclude that the written

description wouldput PHOSITA inpossessionofthe full rangeoflater-claimed coatings Id at 1355

1358 The focus on what PHOSITA could reasonablypredict from the written description represents

the kind of analysis we are urging

289Other suggestions for addressing these issues have included reformingthe traditionalenablement

inquiry or barring the applicant from amending claims to cover features copied from rivals product

See Merges supra note 285 at 1654-56 see also infra Section 1V.C.3 discussingpossible intervening

or prior-use protections from claims broadened through continuations
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filing date So long as the original applications specification contains adequate support for any

claim additionsor amendmentsthese continuationpractices29 provide means for broadening

the coverage of its claims But late-claimingthrough continuationscan be used opportunistically

and potential for anticompetitive hold-up increases the longer it takes for the broader

claims to emerge.291 This sectionaddressessteps to alleviate these concerns through limitations

on the consequences of continuation practice

Continuations are not the source of the notice problem regardingevolving claimsbut

they serve to extend the period of new-claimgestationand thereby raise third-party exposure

based on interveningmarket commitments None of the panelists at the March19 2009 notice

panel disagreed with the proposition that thereis tension between continuation practice and

notice

Continuations ofcourse mayserve legitimateneeds Hearing testimony provided ample

evidence that in fields like biotechnology the prolongedconversation between applicant and

examinerthat continuationsfacilitate is sometimesnecessary to adequately educate and cometo

an understanding with the examiner.292Testimony also indicated that continuationsmay be

useful for refiningthe language of claims to provide coverage that the applicant had sought from

the start293 or for efficiently allocating scarce prosecution resources.294 Other justifications for

290The proceduremaytake various forms It mayinvolve new application which might be

continuation application retaining the original written description and the original filing date

continuation-in-partwhich adds somenew matterto the disclosures and loses the original filing date

insofar as its claims rely on the new matter or divisionalwhich separates independentand distinct

inventions covered by the initial application while retaining the original filing date See 35 U.S.C

120-21 37 C.F.R 1.53b Alternatively the applicant mayfile request for continued

examination RCEwhich works to extendthe examination ofthe original application See 35 S.C

132b37 C.F.R 1.114 For case of expositionthis discussion refers to all of these variants

including those portions of continuations-in-part that maintainthe original filing date as continuations

continuing applications or continuation practice

2912003 FTC IP Report ch at 27-28

292See Rea at 228 3/19/09 the area ofbiotechnology in particular it takes number ofcontinuing

applications typically to arrive at allowable subject matterwith the examiner Shema at 59 5/4/09

takes while to educate the examiner the examiner often doesnt readthe whole

application the first timethrough Norviel at 119 5/5/09 cf Kunin at 240-4 3/19/09 stating that

RCEs in the electrical arts have largely been result of examiners not really understanding

293See Watt at 615/4/09 arguing that rather than an effort to enlarge claimscope continuations are

more an effort to come to an agreement with the patent examiners whats the right language what are

the right words to use to describe your invention in the claims

294See Katznelson at 46-47 3/1 8/09 suggesting that to limitexpense applicants mayfocus first on

claims that they know they will need withintwo or three years while putting aside the othersWatt at 66

5/4/09 explaining that youcant appealeverythingso youneed other avenues in order to continue to
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prolonged continuation practice contentions that an applicantacquires better understanding of

his orher own product over time or that the product for which coverage is sought changes over

time295 seem moredebatable Such contentions could be used to justify wide range of

conduct from narrowingthe claim to more clearly cover the applicants ultimateproduct niche to

strategically broadening claim language to cover rivals subsequent developmentof products that

the applicantnever envisioned when filing the initialapplication better understandingof

the latter type is contrary to notice goals and hardly justification for continuations.296 However

an important middleground ensuring protection of an early-filing inventors eventual

commercialproduct297 invokes difficult trade-offs between providing desirablepublic notice

and offeringpatent protection of appropriatescope.298

Given the benefits of continuations the FTC has not urged their prohibition Rather the

2003 FTCIP Report focused on ways to limit the potentialcompetitive harmfromcontinuation

practice.299 It recommendedthe enactmentof legislation to protect from infringement actions

pursue your rights in the Patent Office

295See Katznelson at 47-48 3/1 8/09 justifying continuations on the basis that there comes timewhen

you find other features ofthe invention that turn out to be importantand worthy ofprotection and then at

that point youwant to file additional claims Shema at 59-60 5/4/09 citing situations where you

learn more aboutthe particular variations ofyour invention as data are developedand wish to claimone

of the disclosed structures more specificallyWatt at 66 5/4/09 describingcontinuations as very

useful tool in order to pursue full scope of inventions that you disclose in your patent application

cf Kiani at 49 3/18/09 no way the initial patent you filed with the claims you filed will end

up protecting the invention disclosed.

296See Hovenkampsupra note 285 at 1253 Thepossibilityof such abuses reveals one ofthe more

deficient aspects ofthe patent systems failureto provide adequate notice to inventors see also supra

Section IV.C.2.b

297See Shafmasterat 234-3 3/1 8/09 explaining that applications are filed based on work thats being

done at the benchand that as clinical trials progress all that timeyourelearning more aboutthe drug

and how it works and how to formulate it and how to dose it and the continuation practice allows us to

ultimately come out with stronger patents that are more specifically directed toward the final product

298See Cotropiaat 246 3/19/09 urging that in considering notice we also consider the substantive

effects on situations where people are filing continuations not to try to capture other people but to

change as their development changes as they go along Ofcourse key question is whether an

applicant who was still developing an invention was truly inpossessionofthe laterdevelopments at the

timethe application was filed See supra Section IV.C.2.b

2992003 FTC IP Report ch at 26-31 In 2006 the FTC filed commentssupporting proposed PTO rule

that wouldhave allowed one continuation as ofright and subsequent continuations when the amendment

argument or evidence contained in the filing could not have been submitted earlier The proposed rule

was the subject oflitigation see Tafas Doll 559 F.3d 1345 Fed Cir 2009 vacatur denied 586 F.3d

1369 Fed Cir 2009 and the PTO has now dropped its proposal The Commissionscurrent

recommendations wouldnot limitthe number of allowablecontinuations or the circumstancesunder
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third parties who infringe patents oniy because of claim amendments or new claims

following continuation and iideveloped used ormade substantial preparation for using the

relevant product orprocess before the amended ornewly addedclaims were published.300 As

the Commissionexplained

Creating intervening orprior user rights would most directly cure potential

competitive problemswithout interfering with legitimateneeds for continuations

reducing business uncertaintywithout increasingcosts of error This would

protect third parties fromhold-ups derived from anyextended period of secrecy

madepossibleby continuations while allowing the patent to be enforced against

those who would have infringed properly described pre-continuationclaim or

who had timelyopportunity to gain knowledge of the amendments.301

We reiterate the 2003 recommendationhere

Some panelists urged going beyond this by providing broader protection for prior users or

independent invention.302 Typically their proposals reflected concern that the sheer number of

patents sometimesmakes clearance extraordinarilydifficult These proposals are discussed in

the next section

Recommendationsevolving andpending claims The Commission recommends

legislation requiringpublication of patent applications 18 months after filing whether ornot the

applicantalso has sought patent protection abroad subject to possibleadjustments to provide any

necessary protection to independent inventors The Commission recommends that

considerationof the PHOSITAs ability to foresee future evolution of the claims be more fully

incorporated into application of the written descriptionrequirementthe applicant should not be

understood to have been in possession of the subjectmatter of new oramended claim of scope

broader than what the PHOSITA on the filing date could reasonably be expected to foresee from

the specification The Commission recommends enactment of legislation to protect from

infringement actionsthird parties who infringe properly described claims only because of

claim amendments or new claimsfollowing continuation and iideveloped used or made

substantial preparation for using the relevant product orprocess before the amended ornewly

addedclaims were published The Commission recommends that the PTO receive the

funding and information systems needed to promptlyand properly examine the many

applicationsthat it faces

which continuations maybe filed

3002003 FTC IP Report ch at 31

3011dch at 29-30

302See infra Section IV.D.3
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Improving the Abilityto Sift Through Multitudeof Patents

Searching through mass of patents and applicationsto identify and reviewthose that are

potentially relevant to new product can be daunting undertaking Although in someindustries

reliable searches apparentlyare regularlyperformed303 panelists reported that in IT and related

industries thorough clearance search is often infeasible or cost prohibitive.304 In addition to the

sheer number of patents testimony emphasizedthat unclear claim language and the diverseways

in which claims mightbe expressed make search less effective.3C5

This sectionaddressespolicies that could improve the efficiencyof clearance searches

concentrating on areasin which the PTO mightimprove the data available to searchers.306 These

include augmentingand/or modifyingthe PTO classification system improvingthe likelihood

that text-basedsearcheswill identifi relevant patents and taking steps to ensure that patent

assignments are promptlyrecorded with the Patent Office The sectionconcludes by reviewing

certain suggestions for departingfrom strict liabilitynorms due to concerns arising from lack of

notice or related considerations

303See e.g McNelis at 24-26 5/5i09 explaining that in life sciences you can be confident that youre

finding those patents that are right on top of what you are doing

304See e.g Yen at 53-54 12/05/08 It is impossibleto achieve any degree ofcertainty bysuch

clearance searches with todays systems Bessen at 47 3/19/09 opining that it has become very

difficult or impossibleto perform an efficient clearance search in these industriessee also supra

Section III.C

305See e.g Sprigman at 34 2/12/09 Vermontat 164 4/17/09 Horton at 175 3/18/09 McNelis at 26-

27 5/5/09

306By improving the efficiency ofpatent review earlierrecommendations to promote clearer boundaries

can also expedite the search process
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Improving the Abilityto Search for Relevant Patents

Background

Firmsconducting clearance search can avail themselves of wide varietyof

resources7 Ofprincipalimportance are issued patents and documents created during the

prosecution These documents are publiclyaccessible and generallyare organized using the

PTOsPatent ClassificationSystemofabout 400 classes and 120000subc1asses8 The classes

are based on analyses ofpatent disclosures309and the systemgroups inventions based on their

proximate function i.e use of similarprocesses or structures that achieve similarresults

Examinersemploy this system to identify priorart and also to assign primaryand secondary

classifications to each patent granted and each published application3 The PTO and the

European Patent Office EPOrecentlybae begun to work toward developmentof cooperative

patent classification system12

Due to the advent ofcomputerized databases patent searching is now generally

performedelectronically13 The PTO offers full text search of databasemcludtng the full text

of all patents and sonic associated informationsuch as classification and issue date The system

permits search using simpleBoolean operators but does not rank the resultsmerelyreporting

7See generallyDAVID IlLYT Loxo NGUYEN MAT FILEW RODGERSPATrNT SEARCIHNG TOOLS

TFCFINJQIJES 2007

auSee Bronwyn Hall Adam Jaffe Manuel Trajtenberg The NBER Patent citations Data File

Lessons Insights andMethodological Tools TNatl Bureau ofEcon Research WorkingPaper No 8498

2001 available at httpJ/w abet org paperw8498

300See USPTO Examiner Handbook to the US Patent Classification Systemch ftmdamemal

principle nfthUSPC system is that each class or part thereof was created by analyzingthe claimed

disclosures ofthe USpatents creating various divisions and subdivisionb on the basis ofthat

analysis rather than by making theoretical arrangementor ordering. available at

http wisptogov/patents/resources/classificationIhandbook index jsp

10Id atch1 A.2

311Id atchJ

SeeUSPTO Press Release 109 USPTO and EPO Reach Agreement on Principles of Cooperative

Patent Classification System Feb 2011 available at 1ttp1 uuspt uo1ne stpr/20 Lii 09 isp

USPTO Press Release 05 IJSPTOand EPO Work Toward Joint Patent Classification System Oct
252010 available at http/ww.uspto gay news/pr/20l0110 SLjsp Theirefforts will seek alignment

with the International Patent Classification systemwhile achies ing greater lox ci of detail Id

cg Andrew Chin Search for Tomorrow Some SideEffects ofPatent Office Automation87 NC
RF 1617 2009 discussingthe impact of electronic searchmethods on patent searches
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them in reverse chronological order.314 Commercial servicesalso permit searches of patent

documents They frequently permit enhanced searches e.gcomplex algorithms and search

operatorswhile scoring results so that the potentiallymore relevant results can be presented

first.315

Analysis

U.S patentclasszfication system The current classification system derived from the

PTOs experience with patents often differs from industry-basedclassifications316 Testimony

suggested that it could significantly aid search ifthe PTO added industry-basedclassifications to

its system.317 To implementthis proposalthe PTO could instruct examiners to classify patents

not only using the U.S Patent Classification Systembut also under industryclassification

systems so that search could be conductedusing either orboth In addition the PTO and EPO

might consult industryclassification systems in developing their new cooperative system

Predictable terminology forsearching The lack of commonpredictableterminology

alreadyidentified as concern affecting patent clarity particularly
in IT also undermines

effective patent searching Panelists noted that variationin the terms used to describe inventions

can limit the effectivenessof electronic database searches3 and called for taxonomical

advances to better representthe intellectual space to be searched ideally the equivalent

of periodic tables in the IT fields.319

Improvement might comefromthe applicants If vocabularies for claiming were more

standardized researchers could use search terms with greaterconfidence of findingrelevant

314See Shigeyuki Sakurai Alfonso Cardenas An AnalysisofPatent Search Systems 90 PAT

TRADEMARK OFF Socy 448 449 tbl 2008 The PTO also makesthe file history available online

through PAIR See supra Section 1II.B

315See id at 449 tbl describingsearch capabilities of the USPTO Google Patent Search Delphion

PatentCafeand LexisNexis among others

316See Kunin at 262 3/19/09

3171d maintainingthat such step wouldbe great addition for industryRai at 262 3/19/09

concurring very stronglyand reporting that examinershave been wanting change inth
classification systemfor while

318See Horton at 174-75 03/18/09 explaining that software invention maybe described in different

ways makingthe automated portion offinding the right prior art littlemore challenging cf

MartinComment at 13 5/15/2009 explaining that patent claims do not followthe symbolic rules and

proceduresadopted by the field ofsoftware engineers as theirdomain

319Menell at 30-315/5/09
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patents In discussingways to enhance patent clarity priorrecommendationurged the PTO

to convene government/industry task forceor hold workshop to explore ways offostering

greater uniformityin the methodology or languageused for describingand claiming software

invcntions321 The same inquirycould simultaneouslyexplore ways to develop and promote

greateruniformity for puiposes ofenhancingsearch capabilities

Improvement might also comefrom the examiners In addition to implementingthe

industry-basedclassification system discussed aboveexaminers could also provide search-

friendly lists ofdescripthe terms for applications underreviewand patents ready for issuance

Full-textsearchingon PAIR As discussed above in Section llLBthe PTOmakes file

historyinformation available through PAIR While PAIR is an effective tool for following

particular application it does not providc full-text search capabilities Abilityto quickly

search the prosecution historywould likely enhance clearance efforts in the face oflarge numbers

of potentiallyrelevantpatents23 Recently one subscriptionservicehas announced the

availability of full-text search of file historiesuDevelopmentsofthis type could prove very

helpfulfornotice purposes25

Identifying PatentAssignees

Background

patentee is free to assign Le sellhis or her patent to another partythereby

transferring the right to exclude conferred by the patent At their optionparties can record

assignments with the PTO bypaying fee and filing form that lists for public review the

assignees name contact person and an address36 Neither the Patent Act nor PTOregulations

Similarlyrequinng that termsbe defined might also improve the reliabilityof using electronic search

mechanisms because definitions might include terms used in search query

SapraSection TVB

iLSee Kunin at 260 3/19/09 Prnate PAIRQuick Start Guide available at

http Jwwwusptogov patents/process/statuspnvatu pairIPri PairGvciview Qct09pdf

21See Kunin at 260 3119/09 urging that having full text searchable file history will provide much

better notice fimetionNASREPORT supra note 267 at 105 recommending that an electronic versiou

ofthe prosecution history be made available upon publication ofthe patent application

24See Westlaw Database Directory US-PATHISTORY summary available at

http1/director west1aworntscope/defaulLaspdb-US-PAT-1HSTORYRSWVR20

Making PTO data easily accessible to industry and the public and expanding access through the

worldwide web are objectives cited in the PTO Strategic Plan supra note 264 at 40

326Sec MPEP 301-24
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require such recordation although an assignment not recorded with the PTO is void as against

anysubsequent purchaserwho lacks notice of the assignment.327As result while the records

are open to the public328 they do not include all assignments

Panelistsreportedthat under this voluntary system PTOrecords provide poor notice

regarding current ownership of patents.329 Testimony suggested that parties often fail to report

assignments to the PT033 or listshell companiesas assignees making it as difficult as

possible apparently to trace back to the true assignee of the patent.331 Moreover testimony

indicated the information is difficult to locate it is buried somewhere on the website rather

than included with the patent record.332

Analysis

Assignment records play an important role in clearing patent rights One strategy for

navigating an environmentwith many potentially relevant patents is to concentrate clearance

efforts on patents held by competitors or otherswho are likely to sue.333 This strategy falters if

the public lacks notice of assignments Moreoverifthe clearance search determines that patent

327 35 U.S.C 261 The PTO does require proofof assignmentto permitan assignee to take certain

actions as owner ofthe patent or application in PTO proceedings See 37 C.F.R 3.73

328See 37 c.F.R 1.12

329See e.g Grahamat 236 4/17/09 describingthe PTO patent reassignmentdata as notoriously just

not goodMcNelis at 27 5/5/09 assignmentsare not always in order Slifer at 112 3/1 8/09

indicatingthat patent ownership is difficult to ascertain

330See Wagner at 236 4/17/09 explaining that the vast majorityof peoplejust dont file reports or if

they do its late Rai at 263 3/19/09 noting concerns that reporting of assignmentsdoesnthappen

very often Harris at 113 3/18/09

331Kapposat 265 3/19/09 see also Slifer at 113 3/18/09 reporting evidence that companies listshell

corporationsas part ofsome intentional hidingof. whos the true party in interestMcNelis at 27

5/5/09 assertingthat search is more difficult and costly because some companies like to play games

with the assignments

332Hall at 287 5/4/09

333See McNelis at 27 5/5/09 oneofthe strategieswe employed when there are many potentially

relevant patents was to take look at their major competitors Phelpsat 262 5/4/09 describing

search efforts focused on the portfolios of specific companies Dune at 18 5/5/09 discussing

clearance search focused on the portfolio of single company DeVore at 43 5/4/09 explaining that

freedom to operate analyses have grown more savvy by distinguishing between patents held byparties

likely to grant nonexclusive licenses and patents held by close competitors cf Dune at 19 5/5/09

litigation risk is function. underlyingbusiness considerationsthat depend on knowing

Whosholdingthe patent
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is problem knowing the owner is essential to seeking license Indeed information on the

owner can be essential for firmto determine if it alreadyhas rights to the patent via cross-

license.334 Recordation of assignments would help with these notice problems.335

In light of these considerations the filing and public recordationofassignments of

patents and published patent applications including identification of the real party in interest

should be required by statutory change patent confers right to exclude and it is important

to clearance efforts that the public faced with that
right have ready means of identifyingthe

owner Arguably public notice of transfer may reveal someinformation about the parties

business efforts and strategies336 but similarinformation must be provided when filing anypatent

application and the inventor and any assignees are identified when patent issues In each case

the public benefits fromknowing the identity of current applicants/patentholders Recording

assignments of government-conferred rights to exclude is necessary to ensure public notice and

will not undulyburden patent transfers

Modifying Liabilityfor Inadvertent Infringement

Consistentwith the notice problems described in this chapter recent studies show that

patent infringement litigation very often seeks to recover frominadvertentinfringers i.e those

who used patented technology not knowing that it was covered by patent.337 Scholars have

recognized that the current system imposesinformation costs on technology users form of

noticeexternality338 and have addressed the possibility of modifyingthe rule of strict liability

334See Kappos at 265 3/19/09

335See Kappos at 265 3/19/09 urging identification of assignees ofpublished applications Rivette at

37-385/5/09 theassignmentdatabase has to be somethingthat we fixRai at 263 3/19/09

suggesting that it wouldaid freedom to operate assessments to know who the actual assignees ofthe

patent are

336See Hoffmanat 103 4/17/09 explaining that such informationcan indicate the technology areas that

firm is pursuing or abandoning Malackowski at 102 4/17/09 arguing that firms ought to be able to

keep their strategiessecret

337See e.g Christopher Cotropia Mark Lemley Copying in Patent Law 87 N.C REV 1421

1462 2009 The overwhelming majority of defendantsare independentdeveloperswho were unaware

of the existence of the patent when they made theirproduct design decisions BESSEN MEURER

supra note 16 at ch describingthe extent and causes of inadvertent infringement see also Meurer at

207 12/5/09 statingthat only inabout percent ofthe cases is the defendant ever shownto be

copyist Duneat 124-25 5/5/09 describinghow manyinfringers didnot and could not plausibly

have received actual notice ofthe patent at the timethey making designchoices relating to their

products

338Menell at 29 5/5/09 see also Clarisa LongInformationCosts in Patent and Copyright 90 VA
REV 465 2004cf Blair Cottersupra note 12 at 800-08 observing that in light of marking

requirements 35 U.S.C 287 patent law is not pure strict liability system
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or the allocationof burdens for supplying and seeking information to accommodate concerns

regarding inadvertentinfringement.339 Several panelists expressed similarideas.34

Arguments supporting such proposals include the fact that strict liabilitymayhave little

deterrent effect on inadvertent infringement341and may promote inefficiently high levels of

search effort342 while burdening beneficialinnovative activities.343 On the otherhand some

question whetherinadvertent infringement is really innocent in many cases.344 Other testimony

argued that such defense would create strong incentivesto remainignorant of patents345 and

scholarshave warned that the difficulty of proving intentional infringement may enable actual

339See e.g Blair Cotter supra note 12 at 840-41 suggesting adoption of an actual knowledge

standard in few discrete situations BESSEN MEURER supra note 16 at 249 2008 suggesting

that might be desirable to reformpatent law by simplyexcusing good-faith infringe Henry

SmithIntellectual Propertyas Property DelineatingEntitlements in Information 116 YALE L.J

1742 1818 2007 recognizing concerns about inadvertent infringement and notingthe possibilitythat

limiting remediesto damages ratherthan injunctive reliefmaybe appropriate in somecircumstances

John GoldenPrinciples for PatentRemedies88 TEX REV505 554 2010 lack oftimely

and effective notice ofpatent rights helps to cause muchinfringement patentee might be the cheapest

cost avoider for the social costs ofpoor notice Under such circumstancesreduced remediesfor

inadvertent infringementmight optimally spur patentees to improve patent notice.

340See e.g Menell at 36 5/5/09 suggesting that an independent invention defense or limitation of

remediescould reduce notice problems McCurdy at 69-70 2/5/08 arguing that an independent

invention defense works well for technologies like software where invention is ubiquitous and the

informationcosts ofdetermining who inventedwhat are high Schultz at 131-32 5/5/09 suggesting

that damages might be reduced when patents are relatively ambiguous or notice is poor Dune at 124-25

5/5/09 arguing that damages paid by inadvertent infringers should reflect the fact that lack ofnotice

undermined their opportunity to evaluate alternative technologycf Squires at 192 12/5/08 Where
there are fuzzyboundaries and non-existent or imperfectnotice strict liability is big weight to bring

down. But cf Cotter at 193 1215/08 dont think anybody wants to abandon strict liability for

patent infringementas general principle.

341See e.g Cotropia Lemley supra note 337 at 1463 criticizing damage awards based on deterrence

goals because deterrence has no place in patent regime where virtually all infringementis

unintentional

342See e.g Stewart Sterk PropertyRules Liability Rules and Uncertainty about PropertyRights

106 MIcH REV 1285 1308-112008

343See supra Section II

344See e.g Dickinson at 191 12/5/08 suggesting that independent inventors maybe willfulinfningers

that havent studied the artRhodes at 217-18 2/12/09

345See e.g Rhodes at 218 2/12/09 wouldbe encouragingfirms not to readpatents so they can

try to avail themselvesofthe inadvertent defense Golden at 95 2/12/09 noting the importance of

considering whether an infringer used properdiligence
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copyiststo avoid liability46 Moreoversomeargue that notice problems are concentrated in

certain industriesso that it would be an error to tamperwith remedies across the board.347

Recently attention has focused on defense protecting inadvertent infringement resulting

fromindependent invention.t While this defense can be defmed broadly to cover most

inadvertentinfringement leading proponents have concentrated on modifyingliabilityin

situations involving nearly simultaneous invention44 Even this narrow defense has drawn

considerable criticism.49 Broaderformulations moreconsistentwith the inadvertent

infringement concept would pennit the defense to be raised even ifthe patent has been

published50 but raise seriousproblemsproving that the inventor invented independently.35

An alternative would be prioruser rightswhich protect those who use the patented

technology e.g as trade secret before the patentee seeks orobtains the patent enabling the

prior users to continue practicing the technology without licence Virtuallyall EU jurisdictions

recognize this defense although it is seldom invoked in courts352 U.S law currentlyrecognizes

very narrow prior user defense in the business methods context353 Some scholarshave

4bSee Blair Cotter supra note 12 at 814

41See Rhodes at 216-17 212/09

45See Samson Vermont Independent invention as Defense to Patent Infnngernent 105 MICH Riv

475 484-89 2006 proposing defense limited to situations in which finn independently invented

after the patentee invented but befote the firm was on constructive notice through publication ofthe

patent orapplication Vermontat 163-64 4/17/09 Carl Shapiro Prioo User Rights 96 AM Eco
Rrv92 2006 analyzingthe effects of similarsystem and finding that it has very attractive

properties specifically competition is enhanced innovationis rewarded

49See Lemley supia note 13 Wagner 228 1709 Venzon Communications Inc Comment at

5/5/OQ Some analysts have aeed that the circumstance ofnear-cmiultaneousinvention is significant

but suggest that it be applied mainlyin assessing whether the invention was obvious See Lemley supra

note 13 at 1534-35Hall at 210-11514/09 see generallyVermontat 171 -72 4117 09 discussingthe

role of independentinventionas an objective indicator of obviousness

See Stephen Maurer Suzanne ScotchmerThe Independent Invention Defense in Intellectual

Propei 69 OOMiCA535 2002 arguing in favor of such defense

SeeVermont supra note 348 at 475

VanEecke Kelly Bolger TruyensMonitoring and analysis oftechnology transfer and

intellectual propertyregimes and their useResults of study carried out on behalfofthe European

CommissionDG Research August 2009 describingth contours of the defense in vanous LU

jurisdictionsavwlable at http wwcistLchnologyiransfer eu/files3rcport.pdf

35U.S.C 273 see also Cockbum at 227-28 4/17/09 observing that prior user rights have had little

impact in the businessmethod patent arCa
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proposedbroadening the existing provision354 and pending legislation calls for the PTO to study

the impact of such rights in other countries.355

In sum considerable evidence suggests that notice problemshave contributed to

widespreadinadvertentinfringement in some industries.356 If efforts to improve notice do not

succeed considerationof modifications to strict liabilitymaybe appropriate But substantial

change along these lines could result in dramaticallydifferent patent system357 and legal and

economic knowledge in this area is too limitedto adequately assess specific reform proposals.358

Under these circumstances research designed to better understand how modifications to strict

liabilityfor patent infringement would affect incentives to invent and innovate would be

desirable

Recommendationssifting through multiplicityofpatents The Commission

recommends that the PTO instruct examiners to classify patents using an industry-based

classification system as well as the PTO classification system in art units where the additional

classifications would significantly improve public notice The Commission further recommends

that the PTO explore mechanisms for encouraging examiners to compilesearch-friendly lists of

descriptive terms for applicationsunder review and patents ready for issuance The

Commissionurges that the PTO explore with the software industrywhether ways mightbe

devised to foster greater uniformityin the methodology or language used for describing and

claiming inventions as means of enhancing search capabilities The Commission

recommends the enactmentoflegislation requiringthe public recordationof assignments of

patents and published patent applications To ensure that such listings provide maximumbenefit

to public notice they should identify both the formal assignee and the real party in interest

CONCLUSION

Patent notice is vital aid to competition and innovation Effective notice fosters

efficient innovation investment by enabling firms to select technologies with knowledge of

applicablepatent rights It removesuncertainty which causes some firmsto shy awayfrom

procompetitive innovation for fear of the penumbra that surrounds patents actual reach and

which induces othersto engage unnecessarily in costlydesign-around efforts It shelters firms

that move ahead with product introduction from the risk ofexpensive and disruptivelitigation

over unexpectedpatent assertions and the need to payhigher royalties than they would have

negotiated before launch It fosters the shared understanding and accurate valuation of IP rights

354See e.g BESSEN MEURER supra note 16 at 249-51

355See Patent ReformAct of2011 23 112thCong 1st Sess 2n 2011

356See supra Section III

357See Cotropia Lemley supra note 337 at 1460

358See Blair Cottersupra note 12 at 840 noting the absence of relevant empirical evidence
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that supports collaboration amongfirmswith complementaryexpertiseand promotescompetition

amonginventions in efficient technology markets

Patent notice concerns derive from varietyof sources including difficulties in

interpreting the boundaries of issued claimsdifficulties in foreseeingevolving claimsand

difficulties in sifting though multitude of patents The presence and severityof these

challenges vary greatly amongindustries At the Commissionshearings by far the most serious

concerns were identified in the IT sector where somepanelists declared it virtually impossible

to conduct meaningfulpatent clearance In contrast panelists fromthe pharmaceutical and

biotech sectors generally found the patent systems notice function well orat least adequately

served

Solutions require care and balance We have looked for mechanisms that provide notice

early avoid unnecessary burdens and assign responsibilities to the least-cost providers We have

tried to avoid recommendationsthat mightunnecessarily burdenindustries where notice

problems are manageable We recognize that somemechanisms for enhancing notice raise trade

offs between notice objectivesand patent scope In most instances we have highlighted the need

for notice considerationsto weigh heavily while leaving it to the patent systemto balance those

considerationsagainstany impact on the scope of patent protection And we have looked for

solutions that enhance notice without significantly affecting scope

With these considerationsin mind this chapter seeks ways to improve notice by

addressing each of the basic sources of potential problems With regard to the boundaries of

existing claimsit stresses vigorous PTO application of the indefinitenessstandard as way of

removing ambiguity and suggests ways to improve the utility of the specification and prosecution

historyto make claim constructionmore predictable for third parties With regard to evolving

claimsafter stressing the need for adequate PTO funding it urges broader publication of

applications application of the writtendescription requirement with notice concerns in mind and

some protection for priorusers first covered by claims broadenedthrough continuations To

address the difficulties posed in some industries by the sheer number of claimsit suggests ways

to improve the search for relevantpatents and to identifypatent assignees

Plainly notice problemsare substantial varied in source and often highly challenging

Yet with the challenges comes an opportunity to remove impedimentsto and strengthen the

infrastructure for competition and innovation Because the potential benefits are large the

concerns raisedby this chapter require prompt attention and the suggested improvements

wanant thorough consideration
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CHAPTER
THE ECONOMICAND LEGALFOUNDATIONS OF PATENT REMEDIES

INTRODUCTION

Patent owners can offer their patented inventions in the marketplace They can sell

patented product or transfer their technology for developmentand commercialization by others

In either case the market rewardearned by patentee will depend upon the inventions

contribution the extentto which consumerspreferit over alternatives and prior technology

Patent remedies play an important role in protecting the ability of patent holders to earn returnsin

the marketplace by deterring infringement and compensatingpatentees when infringement

occurs Patent remedies also play central role in ex post patent transactionsby establishingthe

legal shadow in which negotiationsoccur

For remedies to protect the patent systems incentivesto innovate and avoid distorting

competition among technologies they must replicate the reward the patentee would have earned

in the market absent infringement The Patent Act incorporatesthis fundamental goal of fully

compensatingpatentees for infringement by requiringthat court award successful patentee

damages adequate to compensate for the infringement Courts have defined damages

adequate to compensate as those that makethe patent owner whole by placing it in the position

it would have been but for the infringement This standard when accuratelyimplemented aligns

patent law and competition policyby supportingthe patent systems incentives to innovate while

allowing consumersto benefit fromcompetition among technologies

The abilityof current patent remedies law to carry out this role successfullyis unclear

The patent community vigorously debates whether reasonable royaltydamages law appropriately

compensates patentees It also struggles to understand the full implicationsof the Supreme

Courts eBay decision which overturned assumptions that every patentee who proved

infringement in court would receive permanentinjunction Gaugingthe accuracy of remedies

rules in
replicating the market reward that patentees would have earned absent infringement may

not be possible But as one commentatorexplains much of the law on patent damages obscures

the effort to match damage awards to the economic values of inventions1 To address this

criticismthis reportseeks to derivean economically groundedapproach for analyzingpatent

remedies and to test the current legal rules for calculating damages and awarding injunctions

againstthat approach

II THEMARKET ALIGNS REWARD AND CONTifiBUTIONTHROUGH
COMPETITION

An important benefit of the patent system in contrastto othermethods of encouraging

innovation like direct prizes is that it allows each invention to be valued directly through

SchlicherComment at 38 5/15/09
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marketmechanism.2 patentee can obtain financial reward for its patent by producing

product that incorporatesthe invention orby transferring the technology through patent license

or sale to manufacturer who develops and produces product The market reward3 earned by

the patentee in either case will depend upon the extent to which consumerspreferthe patented

invention over alternatives and prior technologywhich helps determine the inventions

economic value

patented invention may present small improvement over known technology or

radical departure that displaceswhat came before In somecases patents will protect

disruptivetechnology technology that creates competition which commands decisive

cost or qualityadvantage and which strikes not at the marginsof the profits and the outputs of the

existing firmsbut at their foundations and their very lives.4 patent covering such

technology can confer marketpower on the patentee and generate the possibility ofmonopoly

profits and significant market rewards

Manypatented inventions however compete with range of acceptable alternatives

which limit the patent owners ability to obtain monopoly profit.5 patent can protect new

product from competition with otherproducts incorporating the same invention but it cannot

protect new product from those similarproducts that adopt alternativenoninfringing

technologies Products incorporating patented technology often compete in product markets

Patented technologies can also compete in technology markets to be chosen for developmentand

incorporation into new productsThrough this competitionproduct developers can reject

technologies whose cost is more orwhose value is less than that ofavailable alternatives

2Kenneth Dam The Economic UnderpinningsofPatent Law 23 LEGAL STUD 247

248-491994JosephFarrellJohn HayesCarl Shapiro Theresa Sullivan Standard

Setting Patents and Hold-Up 74 ANTITRUST 603 2007

3The market reward defined here is the amount the patentee could have earned by either selling

patented product or licensing the patented technology in the absence of infringement

4JOSEPH SCHUMPETER CAPITALISM SOCIALISM AND DEMOCRACY 1942 1976

5The principlethat patents do not necessarilyconfer market power for these reasons is widely

accepted Ill Tool Works Inc Indep Ink Inc 547 U.S 28 45-46 2006Congressthe

antitrust enforcement agencies and most economists have all reached the conclusion that

patent does not necessarilyconfer marketpower upon the patentee Today we reach the same

conclusion. U.S DEPT OFJUSTICE FED TRADE COMMNANTITRUST

ENFORCEMENT AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS PROMOTING INNOVATION AND

COMPETITION 2007ch at 22 Although patent gives the patent owner the right to

exclude others frommaking using or selling particular product orprocess the existence of

close substitutes for the product orprocess mayprevent the patent owner from exercising

marketpower.
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Consumers benefit from the competition amongpatented products and technologies which

lowers prices increases qualityand encourages innovations

In well-functioning market the more advantageous the patented invention compared to

alternathes the more consumerswill preferit the greaterits economic value and the greaterthe

market reward to the patent owner These exclusive rights are worthless ifthe

invention turns out to be dud but ultimatelythe market decides what is valuable and what is

not Judge Giles Rich captured this important aspect ofthe patent systemin an often quoted

statement is one ofthe legal beauties ofthe systemthat what is given by the people through

their government the patent right is valued automatically by what is given by the patentee

His patent has value directly related to the value ofhis invention as determined by the

marketplacel8 Competitionaligns the economic value ofthe invention and the value of the

patent To support this alignmentthe patent legal rules mustnot distort that competition

The alignment of the patent systemand competition affects not only the operationof

product and technology markets It also can affect the allocation ofresearch and development

resources Under the patent system society funds the often expensive process of invention

research developmentand innovation by conferring exclusive rights on patentees By aligning

the patenteesrewardwith the inventions value compared to alternatives and priortechnology

well-functioning market incenrivizesinventors to pursue those inventions that are more likely to

be valued by consumers9 In this way market forceshelp to allocate research and development

resources to those areas mostvalued by consumers Disronions in how the market rewards

patented inventions can have consequences for RDdecisions

Ill PATENTREMEDIES SEEK TO REPLICATEAND PROTECTTHE MARKET
REWARDFORINVENTIONS

Remedies for patent infringement are crucial to the ability ofthe patent system to promote

innovation by protecting innovators ability to reap benefits fromtheir investments in research

developmentand conmiercialization of new products The market can fully reward patentee

and alignthat rewardwith the inventions economic value over alternativesonly where thereis

no infringement to dilute the reward To successfullysupport the patent systems incentivesto

SeeFro TRADE COMM To PROMOTE I\NOVA1IOl Tiw PROPER BALANCE OF COMPETITiONAND

PATFNTLAW AND POLICY eh at 8-16 Oct 20032003 FTC IP Report available at

hup1/ftcgovios200 10 innovaiionrptpdfdiscussinghow competition promotes innovation see also

Sliferat 77 3/18109 Asdetailed in the Commissions2003 reportMicron continues to believe that

the primarydrive for innovationat least in our industry is competitiort

7R0GER BLAIR THOMAS COTTERINTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ONOMICAND LEGAL

DIMENsIoNs OF RIGHTS AND REMEDIES 17-19 2005

In re Kirk376 F.2d 936 964 C.C.P.A 1967

9BLAIR COTTERsupranote at 16-17
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innovate remedies must compensate for past infringement prohibit future infringement and

deter infringement in the first instance

Patent remedies provide three types ofredressto accomplish these tasks compensatory

damagesenhanced damages and injunctiverelief Each plays different but overlapping role

Compensatorydamages preserve the patentees incentive to innovate by making it whole in spite

of infringement
1C Enhanced damages deterwillful infringement.11Permanentinjunctions

preserve the patentees exclusivitygoing forward and deterinfringement in the first instance.12

Enhanced damages are unique among the three remedies because they are meant to punish the

infringer and so they award the patentee more than the marketwould have Compensatory

damages and permanentinjunctions on the other hand are meant to serve the utilitariangoals of

the patent systemby allowing the patentee to reap the reward the market would have conferred

absent infringement

To alignthe patent system and competition policy it is important that compensatory

damages and injunctions be assessed in manner that
aligns the patentees compensationwith

the inventions economic value Remedies do so when they either replicate the market reward in

the case of compensatorydamagesorprotect the exclusive marketpositionthat allows the

patentee to earn that reward directlyin the case of injunctions Assessing damages or

injunctions in manner that undercompensatespatentees compared to the market rewardwill

underminethe patent systemss power to promote innovation Overcompensationcompared to

the market rewardcan distort competition among technologies which raises multipleproblems

discussed in Section of this chapter

CompensatoryDamages

To compensate patentee as the market would have damages should be designed to

returnthe patentee to the financial condition it would have been in but for the infringement

Following finding of infringement court shall award damages adequate to compensate for the

infringement 35 U.S.C 284

Establishing willful infringementrequires clear and convincing evidence that the infringer acted

despite an objectively high likelihood that its actions constituted infringementof valid patent and that

this objectively-defined risk .. was either known or so obvious that it should have been known to the

accused infringerIn re Seagate Tech LLC 497 F.3d 1360 1371 FedCir 2007 See also Roderick

McKelvie Simon Frankel Deanna Kwong Nine UnansweredQuestionsAfter In re Seagate

Technology LLC 20 JNTELL PROP TECH 2008

2Section 283 of the Patent Act grants district courts the discretion to issue injunctions in patent

infringementcases following the principles ofequity 35 U.S.C 283 In its decision in eBay the

Supreme Court set out four factors that courts must consider in exercising that discretion eBay Inc

MercExchange LLC 547 U.S 388 391 2006
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Patent damage awardsshould reflect the economic realities of the market by rendering the

patentee no worseoff but also no better off than it would have been absent the infringement.13

The law of patent damages incorporatesthis fundamental economic principle The Patent

Act requires that court award successful patentee damages adequate to compensate for the

infringement Damagesare meant to be compensatoryand not punitive.14 Courts have defined

damages adequate to compensate as damages that make the patent owner whole by placing it in

the positionit would have been but for the infringement.15The Supreme Court frames the

question as had the Infringernot infringed what would the Patent Holder-Licensee have

made16 As explained by leading treatise is the critical starting point for anyreview of

the various patent damages theories or even for damages analysis in an actual case regardless

of howthe damages award is computed or what that damages award is called.17

Over the yearscourts have developedan extensive jurisprudence on how to calculate

compensatorydamages Current law identifies two categories lost profits and reasonable

royaltiesand provides legal rules for determining which category appliesand howdamages

should be calculated One important method for placing the patentee in the positionit would

have been but for the infringement is to award it the profits that it lost due to the infringement

This approachmostreadilyapplies when the patent holder seeks to earn its returnby selling

product in the marketplace Infringingcompetition can reduce patentees profits in number of

ways including by divertingsales fromthe patenteesproduct eroding the patentees sales price

and causing the patentee to lose collateral sales of nonpatented products.18 As discussed in

Chapter in measuringlost profits damages it is important that the legal rules allow the

patentee flexibilityin creating the world but for infringement But the legal rules must also

recognize how alternatives to the patented invention would have affectedprofits in order to align

patent law and competition policy

3Cotterat 138 12/5/09 Squires at 168 12/5/09 NERA Economic ConsultingComment at 11

3/9/09 BLAIR COTTER supra note at 47

4Riles Shell Explorationand ProdCo 298 F.3d 1302 131 1-12 Fed Cir 2002Compensatory

damagesby definition make the patentee whole as opposed to punishing the infringer

5See e.g Brooktree Corp Advanced Micro-Devices Inc 977 F.2d 1555 1579 Fed Cir 1992

6Aro Mfg Co ConvertibleTop Replacement Co377 U.S 476 507 1964 quoting Livesay

WindowCo Livesay Indust Inc 251 F.2d 469 471 5th Cir 1958

7JOHN SKENYON CHRISTOPHER MARCHESE JOHN LANDPATENT DAMAGESLAW AND PRACTICE

1.1 1-3 1-4 2008 The treatise continues it is probably the failureto recognize this basic premise

that has resulted in many ofthe large damages awards for the patentee awards that otherwise might

have been substantially limitedId

8See e.g Ericsson Inc Harris Corp 352 F.3d 1369 1377-79 Fed Cir 2003upholding lost

profits award that included compensation for sales lost to the infringer and price erosion attributable to

the infringing activity
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Lost profits damages will not be appropriatewhen the patentee does not manufacture

product Rather the patentee would likely seek to license its patent for the maximumamount

that it could extract from the infringer
in the technology licensing market In that situation

putting patentee in the positionit would have been but for the infringement and compensating

the patentee as the marketwould have requiresreplicatingthe bargain the parties themselves

would have struck prior to infringement This requirescalculating reasonable royaltydamages

based on hypothetical negotiationbetween willing licensorthe patentee and willing

licenseethe infringer.19 Properly implemented the hypotheticalnegotiation can alignpatent

damages law and competition policy The law adopts the hypotheticalnegotiation approach2

but sometimesgives the willinglicensor/willinglicenseemodel short shrift as discussed in

Chapter Moreover implementingthat model raises many difficult conceptual and evidentiary

issues as discussed in Chapter

PermanentInjunctions

The Patent Act requires that following findingof infringement district court consider

the principles of equity in deciding whether to grant permanentinjunctionagainst

infringement.21In eBay MercExehangethe Supreme Court rejected general rule favoring

the grant of injunctions and listed four equitable factors that patentee must satisfy to obtain an

injunction

that it has sufferedan irreparableinjury that remedies at law such as monetary

damages are inadequate to compensate for that injury that considering the balance of

hardships between the remedy in equity is warrantedand that the public

interest would not be disserved by permanentinjunction.22

Permanentinjunctions play critical role in protecting the exclusivitythat allows

patentee to reap the market reward for its invention following findingof infringement By

maintaining control of the invention patentee can maximize its returns For example

manufacturing patentee can maximize profits by controllingthe quantity of its innovative product

offered in the marketplace Similarly research firmpatentee might obtain the highestroyalty

by negotiating an exclusive license with the companybest-suited to commercialize the invention

9Manypanelists and commentators agreed that the hypothetical negotiation construct is the correct

approach for determining reasonable royalty damages E.g Cotter at 138 12/5/09 NERA Economic

ConsultingCommentat 113/9/09

20TJnisplay S.A AmericanElec Sign Co 69 F.3d 512 517 Fed Cir 1995 The statute

contemplatesthat when patentee is unableto prove entitlement to lost profitsor an established royalty

rate it is entitled to reasonable royalty damages based upon hypothetical negotiation between the

patentee and the infringer when the infringementbegan.

2135 U.S.C 283

22eBay Inc MercExchange LLC 547 U.S 388 391 2006
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The threat of an injunctionalso creates significant deterrent to infringement that allows

patentees to earn the full market reward supported by an exclusivepositionwithout litigation

An injunctionhas consequences reaching beyond possible damages award If an adjudged

infringer has sunk costs into research and developmentor plant and equipment to produce the

infringingproductit risks losingthat investment ifit cannot obtain license.23 The injunction

may render the infringers inventory valueless making it impossible to recoup those sunk costs

For that reason many firms attempt to ensure freedom to operate orpatent clearancebefore

embarking on research and developmenttrack either to avoid an area alreadycovered by

patents or to seek license to the patented technology24

Under somecircumstances howeverthe threat of an injunctioncan lead an infringer to

payhigher royalties than competitive market would award for minorinvention having several

alternativesWhere patentee asserts patent seeking an ex post licensing agreement and the

infringer has sunk costs in product design and production using the patented technology

switching to an alternative technology maybe very costly In that case the patentee can use the

threat of an injunctionto obtain royalties covering not only the value of its invention compared to

alternativesbut also portion of the costs that the infringer would incur ifit were enjoined and

had to switch This higher royaltybased on switching costs is called the hold-up value of the

patent In this situation the patentees compensationis no longeraligned with the value of its

technology compared to alternatives In some situationsthis outcome can lead to the problems

of overcompensationdescribed below Chapter discusses how injunctionanalysiscan balance

the competingconcerns of protecting incentives to innovate while avoiding overcompensation

The Problems of Under and Overcompensation

Patent remedies that either under orovercompensatepatentees compared to the market

reward absent infringement harm consumersin multipleways The size of damage awards

determines the amount that the infringer must pay the patent holder as compensationfor past

infringement The effects of damageshowever extend beyond cases in which they are awarded

Damage awardshave rippleeffect on the far
larger number of cases in which royalties are

negotiated to avert or settle litigation as part of an ex post patent transaction.25

23See e.g Mark Lemley Carl Shapiro Patent Hold-Upand Royalty Stacking 85 TEX REV 1991

2007 Vincenzo Denicolô Damien Geradin Anne Layne-Farrar and Jorge Padilla Revisiting

Injunctive Relief Interpreting eBay in High-Tech Industries with Non-Practicing Patent Holders

COMPETITION EcoN 571 573-42008Vincent OBrienEconomics andKey Patent Damages

Cases BALT INTELL PROP L.J 19 2000BLAIR COTTER supra note at 231 The deterrent

effect of injunctions followingthe eBaydecision is discussedin Chapter Section IV.A infra

24See Chapter SectionIV.A Chapter Section II

25Marian Underweiser Towards an Efficient Marketfor Innovation presentedat FTC Hearing The

Evolving IP MarketplaceFeb 11 2009Court awarded reasonableroyalty determinations provide the

backdrop against which all patent settlements and patent licensing activities are measured.The sizeof

damage awards will have less influence over ex ante patent transactions where the cost and value of
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Remedies that systematicallyundercompensatepatentees reduce incentivesto innovate

below levels intended by the patent laws Denials of injunctions can undermine the abilityof

patentees to obtain the full market rewardby commercializing their inventions Damage awards

that do not make the patentee whole makeinvestment in the creationand developmentof new

technologies less likely Under these circumstances inventorswould also be morelikely to rely

on trade secrets rather than patents to protect intellectual property thus underminingthe patent

systems benefit of public disclosure.26

Panelistswarned that reducing available remedies by either lowering damages or

restricting injunctions would impairinvestment in innovation Without credible threat of

injunctionand damages start-up companiescould not attract the capital they need to develop an

invention into an innovative product Design firms that create new technology and license it to

othersfor manufacturecould not adequately protect that technology frommisappropriation

Large companiescould not deter copying of the features that differentiate their products.27

On the other handremedies that overcompensatepatentees beyond the market reward are

not benign Whenmarket conditionsallow excessive royalties from damages or the threat of

high damages to be passed on to consumersprices increase.28 Consumers are deprived of the

benefits of competition among technologies ifthe size of damage awardsand royalties do not

reflect that competition Moreover it is false logic to argue that higher damage awardswill

simply create greater incentivesto innovate lead to more innovation and increase consumer

welfare Inflated awards just like inadequate awards can have the perverse effect ofretarding

alternative technologies will likely have biggereffect on royalty rates

26NERA Economic ConsultingComment at 3/9/09 OSKR Comment at n.1 5/5/09 OBrien

supra note 23 at

27Lasersohnat 183 2/11/09 Ifyou do not allow inventors to capture the full economic value oftheir

invention. the amount of that will qualify for venture capital financing will decreaseid

at 184 patent damages injunctive reliefand other things are simplyabsolutely critical to promoting

investmentin new technologies Maghame at 172-73 2/11/09 explaining that where infringers force

them to litigate to obtain appropriate compensation having the flexibility to determinethe amount of

damages is absolutely necessary Rhodes at 165 2/11/09 describinghow in other jurisdictions

wherethere arent effective remediesfor infringement infringementbecomes cost of doing

business Its cheaper to free ride on someoneelsesRD and pay the slap on the wrist penalty than it is

to do your own RD.
28Some have recognized degree of circularity in the effect of damages on licensing rates Because

parties negotiate license in the shadowof litigation the potential damage award will influence the

negotiated rate However the law looks to the royalty the marketwouldaward to establish damages See

SUZANNE SCOTCHMERINNovATIoNAND INCENTIVES 211-12 2004This circularityis attenuated in an

ex ante licensing negotiation byth licenseesabilityto use an alternative technology and his

unwillingness to pay more than the incremental value the invention adds to the infringing product

regardless ofthe sizeof any potential damage award
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imiovation9 When infringers are also imiovators the inflated damage awardsthey paywill

reduce returns fromtheir ownRDeffortswhich can decrease innovation Inflated awardscan

also drive higher licensing fees that increase costs and decrease innovation

Patent damages that overcompensatepatentees compared to the market reward

incentivize speculation through the purchase and assertionofpatents in litigation Ifpatent

holders can obtain more in patent damages through litigation than they could by ex ante licensing

in the marketplace where their inventions compete with alternativesthe result will be excessie

litigation30 that diverts funds frominnoative and productive activities Oercompcnsation

through damages encourages cx post transactionsat the expenseofcx ante transactionswith

technology transfer32

Overcompensationcan deter socially beneficialchallenges to maIidor narrow patents

which also raises the cost of innovation As the risk ofpaying an inflated award increases

would-be innovators will tend to enterinto licensesratherthan challenge claims that may be

weak perhaps payingunnecessary royalties31 Alternatively manufacturers may incur higher

costs by using different technology to avoid even weak threat of infringement Inflated

damage awards also discourage innovative activity when companiesminimizetheir exposure by

stopping research and developmentin technology for which patent coverage is uncertain As

patent awardsincrease relative to harmfrominfringement innovation that is distinct frombut at

the fringes ofpatented technology maybe abandoned4

Inflated damage awardscan also have broader effects on an industry Overcompensating

category ofpatents disruptsthe
ability

ofthe market to allocate RDresources to those areas

most likely to generate the products most valued by consumers Overcompensationofcertain

patented technologies over-incentivizesinvention in that area to the detriment ofmare

productive innovative activity It also oer-incentivizes the pursuitofpatents far their own sake

CatlShapiro Patent Reform AligningReward and Contribution NATL BcRLAT or EcovoMle Res

111 13 in JNOVAIIONAD THE Ec ONOMv 2007 see also Business Software Alliance Comment at

215109

Thisscenario assumes that manufactw ers cannot identify all relevant patents and
arrange

lienscs prior

to commercializationas is the case when the notice function of patents fails See Chapter SectionIL

31Software InformationIndustry Association Commentat 2/5/09 OSKR Comment at 5i5/09
Marian Underweiser Towards an Efficient Marketfir Innovation presentedat FTC hearing The

Evolving IF MarketplaceFeb 112009 available at

http ftc gobr urkshopj ipniarkctp lace 1Lb11 doc mundcrweier.pdf

Chapter Sectiun IIIB

OBriensupra note 23 at 20 Thomas at 145 12/5108

4Shapiro supra note 29 at 112 Bi AiR COTTFRsupra note at 60
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unnecessarily increasingthe number of patents in given field beyond what is necessary to

encourage productive innovation Largenumbersof patents can create patent thickets35 and

increase transactioncosts for manufacturers that seek to clear the rights needed to produce

product.36

Some panelists asserted that concerns about overcompensationof patentees through

damages were exaggerated because damages are unable to put patentee in the positionit would

have been but for the infringement given the high cost of litigation and consumptionofcompany
resources.37 Panelistsrepresentingindependent inventors described large manufacturers that

would use inventions with impunityknowing that the high cost ofpatent enforcement meant

they would rarely be stopped.38 On the other hand panelists representingmanufacturing

companiesthat were defendants in patent litigation described settling weak infringement suits to

avoid litigation costs and settlementnegotiations that focused more on the cost of litigation than

the value ofthe invention.39

The high cost of patent litigation is undoubtedly significant issuefor both producers and

users of technology40 but it does not justify unmooring damages calculations from an economic

foundation rooted in the creation of worldbut for infringement Doing so makes damages

unpredictable and risks distorting market-based incentives in the ways described above The

problem of high litigation costs should be addressed directlyalthough that issue is outsidethe

scope of this report

20O3 FTC IP Report ch at 34-35 Defensive patenting also contributes to patent thickets especially

in the IT industries Id Chapter Section III.A

36BLAIR COTTER supra note at 17-19

37Rhodes at 195-96 2/11/09 Johnson at 188 2/11/09 Maghame at 203 2/11/09 Cassidyat 183-84

2/12/09

38Ryan at 32-33 4/17/09 see also Fromson Western Litho Plate Supply Co 853 F.2d 1568 1574

Fed Cir 1988 suggesting that under the hypothetical negotiation approach to damages cold

bottom line logic woulddictate to some total disregard ofthe individual inventorspatent

391BM Comment at 2/12/09 citing costly settlement in advance of litigation as one consequence of

patents lack clear boundaries Yen at 52-53 2/5/10 describinghow high litigation costs even

for baseless assertions difficulty in establishing invalidity and uncertainty regardingdamage

determinations can lead to unmeritorioussettlements

40NATL RES CoUNcIL PATENT SYSTEM FOR THE 21ST CENTURY 38 Stephen MerrillRichard

Levin Mark Myerseds 2004 discussingpotential negative effect of high cost of patent litigation

on innovation
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IV CONCLUSION

Patent damages that either under or overcompensatepatentees for infringement compared

to the market can have detrimental effects on innovation and competition Undercompensation

underminesthe patent systems incentives to innovate Overcompensationraises costs to other

innovators through multiplemechanisms and can deterinnovation As discussed in Chapter

overcompensationthrough damages also risks encouraging patent speculation ex post licensing

and being infringed as business model rather than more productive efforts at technology

transfer Damage awardsthat do not track the value of patented invention compared to

alternatives can deprive consumersof the benefits of competition among technologies

To alignpatent damages law and competition policy it is therefore important that

damage awardsattempt to accuratelyreplicate the market rewardan invention could have earned

absent infringement Calculating accurate damages is difficult task however The following

chapters attempt to provide insights on how to structure an economically groundeddamages

analysis to help accomplishthis task
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CHAPTER
LOST PROFITS DAMAGES

INTRODUCTION

To promote the patent systems incentivesto innovatepatent law sets the goal of

calibrating compensatorydamages to replicate the market reward that would have been earned

absent infringement As Chapter discusses damages that undercompensatepatentees

according to that standard underminethe patent systems incentivesto innovate Damagesthat

overcompensatepatentees can distort competition and decrease innovation

One way patentee can innovate is to develop and commercialize the invention itself

For patentee producing patented product the primaryimportance of the patent is often the

right it confers to exclude competitors frommaking and selling competingproduct

incorporating the patented technology Often the most effective way to remedy infringement in

this context is by awarding the patentee its profits on sales of the patented product that it lost due

to the infringement

To accuratelyreplicate the market reward that the patentee would have earned by

practicing its invention the lost profits damages calculation must account for competition that

the patentees product would have faced ifthe infringer had sold noninfringing alternative that

did not incorporatethe patented technology Denying patentee lost profits damages based on

the availability of anyacceptable alternativeas the seminal Panduitcase seems to suggest can

undercompensatethe patent holder.1 But ignoring competition from alternatives that would have

occurred in the absence of infringement and awarding lost profits based on all infringingsales

can overcompensateit Both outcomes can harm innovation and consumers.2

Determininghow the marketwould have rewardedthe invention absent infringement can

be done by assessing consumer preference for the patented technology and the degree of

substitutability between the patented technology and noninfringing alternatives That

assessment can identify the number of consumersthat would have purchased the patented

product in the face of competition and the price they would have paid The analysisand

economic tools are similarto those used in antitrust cases to reconstruct market and measure

the effects of proposedmerger The case law governing lost profits damages has moved toward

this more economically groundedanalysis since the Panduitcase in 1978 However additional

Panduit Corp Stahlin Bros Fibre Works Inc 575 F.2d 1152 1156 6th Cir 1978 requiringan

absence of suitable noninfringingalternatives

2See Chapter Section III

3For comprehensive discussion applyingeconomic analysis to the calculation ofpatent damagessee

ROGER BLAIR THOMAS COTTER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY EcoNoMIc AND LEGAL DIMENSIONS

OF RIGHTS AND REMEDIES2142282005Roger Blair Thomas Cotter Rethinking Patent

Damages10 TEx INTELL PROP L.J 2001
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improvements including rejection of rigid rules such as the entire market value rule and the

requirement for dual awardsof lost profits and reasonable royaltydamageswould increase the

accuracy of damage awards Such result would better align patent damages law and competition

policy to the benefit of consumers

II NONINFRINGINGALTERNATIVESIN LOST PROFITSCALCULATION

The Panduit Test

To receive lost profits damages patentee must prove that but for the infringement it

would have earned the lost profits it seeks and that this loss was foreseeable consequence of

infringement Infringingcompetition can reduce the patentees profits in severalways including

by divertingsales from the patentees product eroding the patentees sales price and causing the

patentee to lose sales of related non-patented products.4 The Panduit test provides

commonly-usedframework with which patentees can establish entitlement to lost profits

damages It requires the patentee to prove

therewas demandfor the patented product in the relevant market during

the period at issue

therewere no suitable noninfringing alternatives to the patented product

the patentee had the manufacturing and marketing capacity to meet the

demandclaimed and

the amount of profit it would have made.5

Panduitappears to create an all-or-nothingtest in the absence of noninfringing

alternativesand assumingthe patentee satisfies the other criteria the patentee receives lost

profits on all the infringers sales Whennoninfringing alternatives are available the patentee

receives no lost profits.6 Later cases however have adopted more flexible approachthat

allows patentee to recover lost profits on some but not all of the infringers sales For

instance in State Industries Mor-Flo Industries the court awarded lost profits damages on the

portion of infringingsales that corresponded to the patentees market share.7 The analysis

4See Rite-Hite Corp KellyCo56 F.3d 1538 1546 Fed Cir 1995 TWM Mfg Co Dura Corp
789 F.2d 895 902 Fed Cir 1986 price erosion

5PanduitCorp 575 F.2d at 1156

61d

883 F.2d 1573 1578 Fed Cir 1989 see also Micro Motion Inc Kane Steel Co. 894 F.2d 1318

Fed Cir 1990
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assumed that the remainder ofthe infringers customers likely would have chosen alternative

products The court described this market share calculation as an alternative to the Panduittest8

Panelistsand commentatorshave criticized the Panduittest because the factors

stated as necessary conditionsfor lost profits awardwhen in fact you can have lost

profits even ifone ormore ofthem arentsatisfied.9 One commentatorargues that courtshave

at times imposedunrealistic evidentiaryburdens on patentees to establish the preciseextent of

their lost profits thereby relegatingthem to reasonable royaltyrecoveriesthat are not designed to

remedytheir losses.10 Panelists proposedan approachfor calculatinglost profits focused on

the defendants next best alternative to infringing and then determining the

market outcome in the but for worldwhere it pursued alternative insteadof infringing.11

Further developmentin the case law along these lines toward an economically grounded

calculation of lost profits and away fromrigid ruleslike the Panduittest would increase the

accuracy of lost profit damage awardsand help frilly compensate patentees Moreovercourts

should recognize that lost profits determination is not an exact science12 and permit plaintiffs

to approximateifnecessary the amount to which the patent owner is entitled.13

RecommendationIn assessing how the market would have rewardedthe

invention absent infringement courts should allow patentee flexibilityin

creatingthe but for world to address different losses and avoid

8Bic LeisureProds Inc Windsurfing Intl Inc F.3d 1214 1219 Fed Cir 1993 allowing

patentee to recover lostprofits despite the presence of acceptable noninfringing substitutes because it

nevertheless can prove with reasonable probability sales it wouldhave made but for the infringement

see also Grain ProcessingCorp AmericanMaize-Prods 185 F.3d 1341 1349-50 Fed Cir 1999

recognizing that but for infringementthe defendantwouldhave participated in the market byusing an

available noninfringing alternativeIn re MahurkarDouble Lumen Hemodialysis Catheter Patent Litig

831 Supp 1354 1390 N.D Ill 1993 Easterbrook sifting by designation recognizing that absent

infringementthe patentee mayhave made additional sales at higher prices

9Leonard at 48 2/11/09 Commentof John Schlicher at 53 5/15/09 efforts to apply Panduit

test have largely been unfruitful

Mark Lemley DistinguishingLost Profits fromReasonable Royalties51 WM MARY REV 655

657-6 2009 The samearticle argues that courts have inflated reasonable royalty damages in an

attempt to compensate patentees for denied lost profit claims Id at 661-69 Chapter discusses the

detrimental effects of inflatingreasonable royalty damages for this reason

Commentof Greg Leonard at 7-8 3/9/09 Blair Cotter supranote at 15 Vincent OBrien

Economics and Key Patent Damages Cases BALT INTELL PROP L.J 2000see also Levko at

59 2/11/09 noting that the but for world should broadlylook at marketdefinition

2King InstrumentCorp Otari Corp 767 F.2d 853 863 Fed Cir 1985

3Del MarAvionics Inc Quintori InstrumentCo 836 F.2d 1320 1327 Fed Cir 1987
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undercompensation Patentees should not be denied an opportunity to establish

lost profits through applicationof rigid rules that do not reflect sound economic

principlesor imposition of evidentiary requirements beyond what is required for

the court to make reasonable approximation of the patentees loss

An economically groundedapproachto calculating lost profits damages focuses on the

market for the patentees product It generally requiresconsidering the sales and prices that the

patentee actually madeand comparingthem to the sales it would have madein the but for

worldwhere the infringer sold noninfringing alternativeifone is available That comparison

involves quantifying the number ofsales the patentee lost due to infringement and estimating the

extentof anyprice erosion.14 This analysismust consider the extentof consumer preferences for

the patented feature over alternativesand not simplytreat alternatives as falling on either side of

brightline dividing the acceptable from the unacceptable Instead the analysis recognizes that

the degree of substitutabilitybetween the patented product and the noninfringing substitute

will affect the extentof the loss caused by infringement as opposed to competition generally.15

At one end of the spectrum consumersfreely substitute alternatives for the patented

product The infringer could have madenearly as many sales by offeringthe alternative In such

case the patentee lost few sales due to infringement and should receive little lost profits

damages.16 The patentees recovery is limitedbecause its invention contributesrelatively little

value over alternativesand the damages should reflect this fact At the other end of the

spectrum consumersstronglyprefer the patented product over alternatives and will payhigher

4See e.g Gregory Werden Luke Froeb Lucian Wayne Beavers Economic AnalysisLost Profits

fromPatent InfringementWith and WithoutNoninfringingSubstitutes 27 AIPLAQ.J 305 07-08

1999Gregory LeonardApplying MergerSimulationTechniques to Estimate Lost Profit Damages

in Intellectual PropertyLitigation in ECONOMIC APPROACHES TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY

LITIGATION AND MANAGEMENT 112-13 Gregory Leonard Lauren Stiroh eds 2005 The

analysis should also recognize that at lower prices the patentee maysell moreproducts whichwill affect

the amount of profits lost by infringement Gregory Werden Lucian Wayne Beavers Luke

FroebQuantityAccretion Mirror Image ofPriceErosion fromPatent Infringement 81 PAT

TRADEMARK OFF SOCY 479 1999see also Comment of John Schlicher at 54 5/1/09

51n re MahurkarDoubleLumen Hemodialysis Catheter Patent Litig 831 Supp at 1390

Competitionis not an all-or-nothing proposition There are degrees of substituabilityWerden et al

supra note 14 at 310 noting that somesense there are always substitutes for the patented

product

6See Grain ProcessingCorp American Maize-Prods Co 893 Supp 1386 1392 N.D md 1995

Easterbrook sitting by designation affd in part vacated in part 108 F.3d 1392 Fed Cir 1997

awardingno lost profitsdamages due to availabilityof alternativebut see Jerry HausmanGregory

Leonard Gregory Sidak Patent Damages andReal Options HowJudicial Characterization of

NoninfringingAlternatives Reduces Incentives to Innovate 22 BERKELEYTECH L.J 825 852-53 2007
arguing that the district courts conclusion in Grain Processing that no lost profitsexisted if the

infringer were assumed to have adopted the noninfringingtechnology is at odds with standard economic

theory
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prices for it In the world without infringement the patentee likely would have mademost of the

infringers sales at higher price earning large returnon its invention It should receive

substantial lost profits damages adequate to compensate for the market reward it would have

earned absent infringement In both cases the remedyreflects the value of the invention

providing proper incentives for invention and innovation Many patented products and their

alternatives fall between these two extremes but these also are entitled to lost profits damages

when proven.17

Economic analysisof the type used in antitrust mergerreview can help determine where

alternatives fall along this spectrum the number ofsales lost to the infringingproduct and the

price erosioncaused by infringement.18Measuring the cross-elasticity of demandbetween an

infringingproduct and noninfringing alternatives can determine their degrees of

substitutability.19 Economistshave explained that damages frompatent

infringement is quite similarto simulating the effects of merger Rather than extrapolating

fromthe lower-price pre-merger equilibriumto the higher-price post-merger equilibrium one

extrapolatesfromthe lower-price with infringement equilibriumto the higher-price but-for-

infringement equilibrium.20

The Entire MarketValue Rule

The law of lost profits damages recognizes that patented invention may be only one

component of complex product In that case not all of the infringersprofit or the patentees

lost profits is necessarilyattributable to the patented invention The case law traditionally

addressesthis issueby apportioningthe potentialdamages according to the value the invention

such as mop headcontributesto the product such as mop.21 Moderncase law applies the

entire marketvalue rule to determine when to award lost profits damages based on the entire

17See OBriensupra note 11 at C.f Lemley supra note 10 at 67 1-72 arguing that patentees

difficulty in proving precise amount oflost profitsdamages as opposed to entitlement to them should

not disqualify it from receiving them

18Blair Cotter supra note at 15-16modemeconomic analysis does provide sometechniquesfor

estimating losses based on construction of market absentinfringement see also Marion Stewart

CalculatingEconomicDamages in Inellectual PropertyDisputes The Role ofMarket Definition77

PAT TRADEMARK OFF Socy 321 1995

9Blair Cotter supra note at 13-14 n.34 explaining relationship ofcross-elasticity of demand to lost

profits

20Werden et al supra note 14 at 07-08

21Seymour McCormick57 U.S 480 489-91 1853 explaining that damages based on an entire

machine when the patent covers only component could subject the infringer to duplicative and

excessive damagessee also Garretson Clark 111 U.S 120 121 1884 requiringapportionment of

damages from sales of mop based on infringementof patent covering improved mop head
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value of the patented product The entire marketvalue rule applieswhen the patented feature

is the basis for customerdemand22 of the infringingproduct and the patented and

unpatented components togetherconstitute functional unit.23 Forinstance in GoldenBlount

Inc Robert Peterson Cothe Federal Circuitallowed lost profits damages based on the

entire marketvalue of an artificial fireplace where only the gas burner was patented The court

upheld finding that the burner logs and grate worked togetheras functional unit and that the

ember burner was the basis for customerdemand.24

The entire marketvalue rule is not needed in an economic assessment of lost profits

kdeed it distracts fact-finders from careful reconstructionof market lacking infringement

Courts should reject it The rules focus on whether feature is the basis for customerdemand
and allowing only yesor noanswerto that question prevents courtsand juries from giving

adequate considerationto the degrees of substitutabilitythat mayexist with respect to

noninfringing alternatives.25 In doing so it inhibits an appreciationof the differencesamong

consumersand their preferences for different alternatives The functional unit prong of the

22State Indus Inc 883 F.2d at 1580 This basis of customerdemandstandard as sometimes applied is

arguablymore lenient than statements of earliercases requiring that the entire value ofthe whole

machine as marketable article is properlyand legally attributable to the patentedfeature for damages

to be based on the whole product Garretson 111 U.S at 121 quoting Garretson Clark 10 Cas 40
44 C.C.N.Y1878 Compare State Indus Inc 883 F.2d at 1580 allowing lost profitsdamages based

on entire water heater where invention related to foam insulation with Marconi Wireless Tele Co
United States 99 Ct Cl 121 CtCl 1942 affdin part vacated in part320 U.S 1943 holding

that patentee can recover damages based on an entire product if patented feature was of such paramount

importancethat it substantially created the value ofthe component parts

23Rite-Hite Corp 56 F.3d at 1550 lostprofits damages maybebased on the entire market value of

product only where the patentedand unpatentedcomponents were analogous to single functioning

unit and maynot be extended to include unpatenteditemsthat have essentiallyno functional

relationship to the patented invention and that mayhave been sold with an infringing device only as

matter of convenience or business advantage.

24438 F.3d 1354 1371-72 Fed Cir2006 See also Tec Air Inc DensoMfg Michigan Inc 192

F.3d 1353 1361 Fed Cir 1999 damages based on entire assemblywhere infringing fans were sold

with noninfringingradiator and condenser

25The basis for consumer demandstandard is not good proxy for those instances inwhichno

alternativesfor the patented invention exist such that the patentee wouldhave made all infringing sales

The standard has been liberally applied in some cases and it fails to focus on the operative economic

question ofnoninfringingcompetition See Golden Blount Inc 438 F.3d at 1371 allowing damages

based on entire artificial fireplace when only gas burner was patented withoutexamining noninfringing

competition in artificial fireplace market Tec Air Inc 192 F.3d at 1361 damages based on entire

assemblywhere infringing fans were sold with noninfringingradiator and condenser because consumer

demand was based on performance ofentire assembly
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rule makes the determinationof damages hinge on distinction that is irrelevant to

reconstructionof market lacking infringement.26

The all ornothing aspect of the entire market value rule detracts fromthe abilityof patent

damages to provide compensationto patentees that reflects the value of their inventions and

thereby align with competition policy more nuanced economic analysiscan help identify the

extentto which infringement causes patentee to loseprofits whetherthe patent at issueclaims

the entire infringingproduct orone component of that product When consumersview

patented component as valuable feature of larger product they are less likely to be satisfied

with similarproducts containing noninfringing alternative components The more valuable the

patented feature is to consumers the larger the portion of the infringers sales that can be

attributed to infringement However when consumersview patented component as minor

feature that they would forgo at higher prices or substitute with noninfringing alternatives

infringement causes the patentee to lose fewer sales.27

Under this economic analysis the infringers sales are effectively apportioned

according to the value ofthe invention This approachprovides more direct and accurate

measureof patentees harmfrominfringement when one component of product is patented

than does an attempt to measurethat components relative contribution to product or to apply

the entire marketvalue rule

RecommendationCourts should reject the entire marketvalue rule as basis for

awarding patentee lost profits damages based on all infringingsales and insteadrequire

proofof the degree of consumer preference for the patented invention over alternatives

Dual Awards of Lost Profitsand ReasonableRoyalties

When courtshave awarded lost profits damages based on portion ofthe infringingsales

they also have sometimesawarded reasonable royaltydamages on the remaining portion of

infringingsales.28 Those cases refer to Section 284 of the Patent Act in reasoning that patentee

26See Juicy Whip Inc Orange BangInc 382 F.3d 1367 1371-73 Fed Cir 2004 remandingfor

consideration ofwhether patentee was entitled to damages based on sales of unpatentedsyrup and

because syrup and patentedjuice dispenser functioned together toproduce the visual appearance that

was central to Juicy Whips405 patent If patentee can prove that it wouldhave made sales of an

unpatentedproduct along with patented product but for the infringementexamining whether they

function as unit maybe useful in determining whether lost sales ofthe unpatentedproduct were

foreseeable and compensable See Blair Cotter supra note at 89 proposing this limited use ofthe

functional unit test Rite-Hite Corp 56 F.3d at 1546 requiringthat lost profits be foreseeable to be

compensable

27See Blair Cotter supra note at 17 26-28 Leonard Comment at 8-9 3/9/09

28State Indus Inc 883 F.2d at 1580 Rite-Hite Corp 56 F.3d at 1554-55 awarding lost profitsdamages

on all but 502 sales and awarding reasonable royalties on those
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is entitled to no less than reasonable royaltyon all of an infringers sales even when it has

received its profits lost due to infringement.29In many instances dual awardsof lost profits and

reasonable royaltydamages are inappropriate and courts should not award them.3

When patentee receives lost profits damages on lost sales amounting to only portion

of the infringers sales the award recognizes that but for infringement the infringer would have

sold an alternative to the patented invention Putting the patentee in the positionit would have

been but for the infringement does not require compensatingit for sales the infringer would have

madeof noninfringing alternativesAwarding the patentee reasonable royaltydamages on those

sales in addition to lost profits overcompensatesit compared to the market reward for the

invention because it ignores competition that the patented invention faced fromnoninfringing

alternatives.31 Awarding lost profits damages based on portion of the infringers sales can fully

compensate the patentee for infringement as required by Section 284

RecommendationCourts should reject dual awardsof lost profits and reasonable royalty

damages when competition from alternatives would have prevented the patentee from

making all the infringers sales in worldbut for infringement

III CONCLUSION

The guiding principlein the calculation of lost profits damages is the constructionof the

hypothetical marketbut for infringement In that market the patented invention maysometimes

compete with noninfringing alternativesAccurately calculating damages in the face of that

competition requiresan examination of consumer preferences for the patented invention over

alternativesEconomic tools including those frequently used in antitrust analysis can support

that calculation

The case law has evolved to recognize the importance of the realities of the market.32

But further flexibility
in the legal rules that apply to lost profits damages would allow more

economically groundedcalculation leading to moreaccurate awardsand full compensationof

29Rite-Hite Corp 56 F.3d at 1554

300ne situation in which dual awardsmight be appropriate is when markets for the patented

product are separated by geographyor type ofuse patentee may seek to earn royalties in one

market making reasonable royaltydamages appropriate but sell its invention exclusively in

another making lost profits appropriateOBriensupra note 11 at 21 n.74

31See OBriensupra note 11 at 1-22 Comment of John Schlicher at 54 5/1/09 when law insists

that patentee recover damages on every infringing unit sold the patentee is better off financially than it

wouldhave been absent infringement

32SmithKlineDiagnostics Inc Helena Lab Corp 926 F.2d 1161 1166 Fed Cir 1991 considering

whether others would likely have capturedsales made by the infringer despite difference in the

products
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patentees Patentees that have proven entitlement to lost profits damages should not be denied

that compensationand limitedto reasonable royalties based on overly-rigorous requirements to

show the precise amount ofdamages

To achieve accurate awards calculation of lost profits damages must also take account of

competition the patented product would have faced but for infringement Courts should reject as

not based on sound economicsthe entire market value rule and dual awardsof lost profits and

reasonable royaltydamages in most situations Additional focus on creating the worldbut for

infringement including full appreciationof the role of noninfringing alternatives in that world

will help compensate patentees through damages as the marketwould have done avoiding the

under and overcompensationthat can harminnovation competition and consumers
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CHAPTER
THEHYPOTHETICALNEGOTIATIONIN REASONABLEROYALTYDAMAGES

INTRODUCTION

Much of the controversy in the patent community concerning damage awardshas focused

on whether the law governing reasonable royaltydamages appropriatelycompensates patentees

Differentperspectives on this question have fueled debate on the wisdomof legislative changes

to reasonable royaltydamages law as part of broader patent law reformeffort.1 Companies fall

on opposite sides of this question dependingon numberof factors including whether they view

themselves as more likely defendants orplaintiffs in patent litigation whether they use patents

primarilydefensivelyor offensively how likely it is that patent in their industrymight confer

marketpower and how manypatents typically cover single product

Different sides ofthe debate have at times looked to mediandamage awardsas evidence

of both the presence and the absence of problem But medianscannot answerthe question of

whether patent damages law appropriatelycompensates patentees They supply no information

about the accuracy of individualawardsor the effect of very large awardsthat arguably motivate

some litigation That said several factors suggest that careful study ofthe economic

underpinnings of reasonable royaltydamages law would be beneficial On the one hand full

compensationis important to incentivize invention and support licensing in growing open

technology paradigm.2 On the otherhand dramatic increases in litigation in the information

technology IT industries and the rise in business models that use patents only to extract rents if

driven by awardsthat overcompensatepatentees could deterinnovation and disruptcompetition

in technology markets.3

As discussed in Chapter damages law appropriatelycompensates patentees for

infringementwhen it aligns damage awardswith the economic value of the invention by

replicating the market reward When patentee cannot orchooses not to prove lost profits or

otherdirect harm the market reward is the royaltyto which willinglicensorand willing

licenseewould agree in hypotheticalnegotiation But courtssometimesreject either implicitly

or explicitly limitation based on the maximumamount willinglicenseewould pay In doing

so they often seem motivated by concerns about compensatingpatentees for unprovendirect

harm and deterring infringement Those concerns are better addressed through other areasof

remedies law including lost profits damages enhanced damages and injunctions Allowing

those concerns to distort the reasonable royaltydamages calculation risks overcompensating

patentees in litigation as compared to the market and creatingproblems such as higher prices

increased patent speculation and decreased innovation

REp No 111-18 at3 2009

2See Chapter

3See Chapter
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This Chapter and Chapter seek to derive an economically groundedapproachto

calculatingreasonable royaltydamages and to compare that approach to the rules developed

through case law Ensuringthat the legal rules reflect an understanding ofthe economics

underlying the market in which technology competes will help align patentees compensation

with the economic value of the patented invention and align patent law with competition policy

IL RECENTCONTROVERSIESSURROUNDINGREASONABLEROYALTY
DAMAGE AWARDS

Support for DamagesReform

Those who complain about the current state of damages law come mainlyfromthe IT

industriesTheyargue that patent value has becomeincreasingly divorced ftom the economic

alue ofthe underlying technology in recenl years because ofexcessive damages awards4 From

2002-2009 there were at least eleven damage awardsover $100 millionand one that was over $1

billionrepresenting marked increase in landmark damageawardscompared to 20 years ago5

While somevery large awardshave been overturned6 outlier cases still raise concerns because

they informand influence the licensing and settlementnegotiationsthat resolve the vast majority

4See eg Yen at 47 12/5108 Increasingly activity in the marketplaceis driven not by increased

innOVation but by cfforts to exploit imbalancesin patent systemthat overvaluespatents particularly

weak ones and thereby actually suppresses marketplace innovailon CCIAConiment at 6-7 2i5/09

Doyle at 14i 5/09 lhe current damages systemencourageswhat wouldconsideropportunistic

litigationthat has littlerelation to the value of patent its paent-worthmess its validity let alone

whether or not its infringed

Paul Janicke Patent DamagesPatent Verdicts from 1-1-05 to 1-6-09 presentedat FTC I-tearing The

Evolving IP Marketplace Feb 112009 available at

http Iftc gov/bc/wurkshops/ipmarketplaeefeb11 does anicke-medianverdirs.pdlJanicke at 1109

explaining that these numbers are only what the juryforeman announced and do not reflect

enhancements e.g for willfulness or interest orsubsequent judicial actions reducing or vacating the

award See also Levko at 212/i 109 reporting that there had been soniethmglike 22 cases with

awards over $100 million in 2008 dollarsin 14 years including six in 2008 alone

PricewaterhouseCoopers2010 Patent Litigation Study The continued EvolutionofPatentDamages

Law Patent Litigation Trends and the Impact ofRecent Court DecLs ions on Damagesat Chart 2c

Sept 2018 listing eight cases in which the initially adjudicated damage award exceeded $200 million

since 2007 and notingthat somehad subsequentlybeen vacated or otherwise modifiedavailable at

Impww ccom/us enjforensicservices/publications/20 10 patcntAitiganonstudy jhtml

6See e.g Innovation Alliance Coniment at 10 216109 Withfew exceptions the largestjuryverdicts

awarded each year are typically reduced or overturned upon appeal as in the Alcatel-Lucentcase
citing Innovation Alliance Moving Beyondthe Rhetoric JuiyDamage Verdicts in Patent Infringement

Gases 2005 2007 2008available at

http/ www.innovationalhance.net files JURY%2ODAMAGE%ZOYERDICTS0020Th1%2OPATENT%201
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ofpatent disputesJ Appendix reviews available statisticson patent litigation outcomes and

damages awards Supporters ofreformalso point to the ten-folddisparitybetween damage

awardsmadeby junescompared to judges and the high median award of $31 millionin the

telecommunications sectoras evidence of probEem

Panelistsassert that these awardshave generated lottery-ticketmentality that

encourages patent assertionentities PAEs1to purchase patents solelyfor the purposeof

asserting them againstproducts that were developedwithout any input from the inventors i.e

the cx post licensing described in Chapter Indeed all panelists for high-tech companies

reportedsteep increases in patent litigation almost entirely attributable to suits brought by

PAEs1 They argue that this increased cx post litigation imposes substantial burden on

manufacturing companiesand deters innovation by divertingresources and increasingthe risk

associated with introducing new products2

The cases presentingthe greatest risk for excessive damage awards according to

panelists are those in which the patented invention is one component ofmany in complex

See Squires at 195 12/508 Reines at 33 2/l1/09emphasizmg that settlements are affected by trial

outcomes through magnification processwhere the anomalous outcomes at trial or fear of anomalous

outcomes at trial can dnve whole rangeofdecision-makingNERA Economic ConsultingComment

at 4-5 3/9/09 reasoning that companywill take into account even relatively low probability ofan

excess damage award in its decision makingand market behavior

iCoalition for Patent Fairness and BusinessSoftware Alliance Comment at 5/09

PricewaterhouseCoopers lover Look 2008Patent Litigation Study Damages wards Surrest Rates

and Time-to-Trialat Chart 2C 2008available at

http /sww pwc conven US/us forensic services/assets 2008 patent litigation studypdf

tSquires at 166 12/5/081 see also Janicke at tO 2/11/09 these large verdicts are the that

spurthe filing ofpatent litigation hundreds ofmillions ofdollars

This report uses the term patent assertion entity rtther than the more common non-practicingentity

Ph to refer to firms whose business model focuses on purchasing and asserting patents Sec Chapter

for discussion of the different types of non-practicing entities and their impact on iimovation and

competition

113 infra Chapter Section JV.A

Yenat 54 1215/05 statingthat money to payunjustified settlements is taken away from RD
and promisingtechnologies and the added costs ultimately are passed on to the consumer and more

troubling perhaps is the lo8t opportunity fornew products and services Underweiser at 159 2/11/09

explaining that transactioncosts from litigation mean yourproducts are going to cost more and that

you wont have the innovations makingtheir way into productsMcCurdy at 42 1215/08 Software

InformationIndustry Association Comment at 2-3 215/09 Coalition for Patent Fairness and Buinss

Software Alliance Comment at 7-8 2/5/09
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product.13 IT productssuch as personal computersand cell phones are covered by thousands of

patents As discussed in Chapters and the notice function is poorly served in these

circumstances making it unfeasiblefor manufacturers to identify
all patents that mightread on

product.14 Proponents ofreform explain that patentees often seek damages based on percentage

of the whole product even though the patents inventive contribution relates to very small

aspect of the product One proposedsolutioncalls for damages rules that apportionthe

award.15

Oppositionto DamagesReform

Panelistsand commentatorsrepresenting varietyof industries and business models

stronglywarned againstadopting any change in damages law intended to systematicallylower

awards They argued that reducing the value of patents or injecting additionaluncertainty and

complexity into damages calculationswould undermine the patent systems incentives to invest

in riskyresearch and developmentin promising industries Lower patent values would also

encourage infringement rather than licensing they wonied reducing incentivesto invent and the

opportunity to engage in technology transfer licensing.16

3Cotterat 134 198 12/5/08 describinghow hold-up can occur in the context ofa patent on

component Lemleyat 253 5/5/09 Mostof the discussion here has been pointing in the direction

that the problem with reasonableroyalty damages is that they are too high in many-componentindustry

cases for variety ofreasons NERA Economic ConsultingComment at 19-233/9/09

4See Chapter Section lilAChapter Section III

5Doyle at 210 5/5/09 itseems to methat apportionment just by itselt as rule standing alone is the

onlything that anyonescome up with that has half chance of focusing the discussion Schlicher at

210 5/5/09 agreeing with Doyle explaining that the award shouldbe an approximation of the value of

the invention given its advantages Squires at 167-68 12/5/08 where the inventive contribution is

one ofmany components in complex product or service then valuation should be correlated to the

component Software InformationIndustry Association Comment at 2/5/09 Coalition for Patent

Fairness and BusinessSoftware Alliance Comment at 2/5/09 Cf Lemleyat 215 5/5/09 courts

always already do apportionment in reasonable-royalty case they just dont do it very well Thomas

at 149 12/5/08 Apportionmentis part ofour law. Manyofus believe that its been unevenly

applied

6Rhodesat 196 2/11/09 ifyoudecrease damages youdo lose part ofthe deterrent against

infringementLayne-Farrar at 512/11/09 observing that we dont want to encourage

under-the-radar infringementPhRIVIA Commentat 14 18-202/10/09 BlO Comment at 5/15/09

NanoBusiness Alliance Comment 2/5/09 Changeswhichreduce our abilityto receive adequate

compensation for infringementofthose patents will make it difficult to protect our intellectual property

and therefore will discourageinvestmentin our field NationalVenture Capital Association Comment

at 2/10/09 Epstein at 169 5/4/09 think passing significant changes to damages law is the fastest

way to shut down the overall licensing and secondary patent marketplace.
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Panelistsopposed to changes in damages law disputethe argumentthat recent awards

indicate any problem They point out that median damageawardsadjustedfor inflationhave

remainedstable since 1995 at approximately $5 million an amount that is modestcompared to

litigation costs They alsoexplain that where ajurysdamage award is excessive courts can

and have corrected it The current legal rules are effective and flexible for addressing the wide

varietyoffact scenarios that arise in damages calculation they maintain In particular those

factors track the considerationsthat influence real-worldlicensing negotiationsand allow

considerationofthe value addedby patented component in aminfringingproduct2

The Need to Review Damages Law

Aggregatedstatisticsalone cannot answerthe question of whether patent damages law

appropriatelycompensates patentees As one commentatorcautioned relyingtoo much on

1PricewaterhouseCooperssupra note at Chart 2a reporting that the medianannualdamages

award has remained fairlystable over the last 13 yearsand that medianwas $3.9 million from

1995 through 2000 and $3.8 million from 2001 through 2007 in 2007 dollars See also

PricewaterhouseCooperssupra note at Chart 2a reporting that between 1995 and 2009 annual

median awards averaged $5.2 million and ranged from $2.2 million to $10.5million in 2009 dollars

but showedno disrernable trendover that periodJanicke at 10 2111109 reporting median jury

verdict of $5.3 million for the period January2005 through January2009 PhRMA Comment at 17

2110/09 Innovation Alliance Comment at 10 2/6/09

Innovation Alliance Commentat 10 2/609 Itinovation Alliance Moving Beyondthe Rhetoric fur

Damage Verdicts in Patent Infringementcares 2005-2007 2008available at

httpwww mnovationalliance.netIiles/JURY%20DAMAGE02OYERDICTS%201N o2OPATENT%201

NFRINGEMENT%2OCASESo5Bl%5D.pdfreporting that from 2005 to 2007 there wete 47 patent

cases where thejuryfound damages of $2 million ormoreand in 12 cases the damage verdict was set

aside or the trial judge found the damages were not supported by the evidence PhRMA Commentat 13

17 2/10/09 ChiefJudge Paul Michel of the Court ofAppeals for the FederalCircuit argued that

judicial review of excessive jury awards shows that the systemis working not that it is broken Cf
Michel at 116-17 12/05/08 but see Daralyn Dune Mark Lemley StructuredApproach to

calculatingReasonable Royalties 14 Luwis CLARK Rrv 627 634 2010 surveying 267 cases in

whichdamageswere awarded and finding only three in whichthe district court grantedJMOL on the

issue damages

9Rhodcs at 237-38 2/11109 the Geaigia-Paczfic factors mirror lot ofthe considerations that take

place in actual licensing negotiationsand are trying to replicate what type of dynamic wouldexist in

the hypothetical negotiation Johnson at 243-44 2/i lrO9pharmaceutical company representative

explaining that when his companysitdownto negotiate we use methodologiesthat are

very much like the Georgia-Pacfic factors

aJohnson at 268 2/11/09 pharmaceutical company representative suggesting that the award shouldbe

based on comparthe invention with its closest non-rnfnnging aiternatPhRMA Commentat

20 2/10/09 when the patentedinvention is smallcomponent of product reasonableroyalty

wouldbe determinedby assessing the value to th infringer of using the patented invention over the

closest non-infringing substitute
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medianstellyou very little about the awardsthat matter mostthose for the very few very

valuable inventions.21 Moreover it is an impossible and unproductive task to attempt to

determine whether samplingof awardsis incorrect in the sense that they made patent holder

better orworse off in court than it would have been in the marketplace.22

That said reviewof the available statisticson reasonable royaltyawards combined

with the recent controversy in the patent communitysuggests that study of the relationship

between the legal rules governing damages and the economic principles
that should guide

damages calculations would be beneficial On the one hand it is essential to ensure that the laws

governing patent damage awardsprotect incentives to invent and innovate by affording

compensationequal to the loss caused by infringement On the otherhand recent very large

damage awardsfor minorcomponents of complex products and dramaticindustry-specific

increases in patent litigation do raise questions of whether damages law is sufficiently

economically grounded The question seems most pressingin that subset of cases where the

invention is one component of complex product Some panelists asserted that excessive

reasonable royaltyawardsresult from failure to use economically conect approaches to

calculation and legal rules that obscure the effort to match damage awardsto the economic

values of inventions.23

III OVERVIEWOF REASONABLEROYALTYDAMAGESLAW

Section 284 of the patent statute mandates that patentees recover damages adequate to

compensate for the infringement but in no event less than reasonable royaltyfor the use made

of the invention by the infringer reasonable royaltyis available as remedyin all cases

where the patentee has not proven entitlement to lost profits caused by the infringement.25

Reasonableroyalties may be awarded to patent owner that was injuredand competed but was

unable to establish lost sales one that licensed exclusively or one that licensedbroadly leading

one author to call them catch-all category of patent damages.26

21John Schlicher Comment at 39 5/15/09

22Douglas Kidder Vincent OBrien Comment at 5/5/09

23Schlicher Comment at 38 5/15/09 see also NERA Economic ConsultingComment at 19-20

3/9/09 discussingspecific unreliable approaches to determining reasonable royalty damages

2435 U.S.C 284

25Rite-Hite Corp Kelley Co 56 F.3d 1538 1554 Fed Cir 1995 patentee is entitled to no less

than reasonableroyalty on an infringers sales for whichthe patentee has not established entitlement to

lost profitsen banc JOHN SKENYON CHRISTOPHER MARCHESE JOHN LAND PATENT

DAMAGESLAW AND PRACTICE 13 2008

26SKENYON et alsupra note 25 32 at 3-3
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Courts invoke the hypotheticalnegotiation framework when calculating reasonable royalty

damages The seminal case Georgia-PacflcCorp United States Plywood Corp described the

proper measureofsuch damages The amount that licensorsuch as the patentee and

licenseesuch as the infringerwould have agreed upon at the time the infringement beganif

both had been reasonably and voluntarilytrying to reach an agreement.27 The case law

recognizes that the central tenet of this framework is the willinglicensor/willinglicenseemodel

under which the awarded amount must be acceptable to both parties.28 The royaltymust

adequately compensate the patentee for permittingthe use and still leave the infringer an

appropriatelevel of anticipatedprofits from using the invention.29 As discussed below however

some recent cases seem to reject or ignore that the requirement of willinglicenseeplaces an

upper bound on reasonable royaltydamages.3

Courts apply two assumptions when implementingthe hypotheticalnegotiation Firstthe

finder of fact must assume that the hypotheticalnegotiation takes place at the time the

infringementbegan This timingdetermines the information available to the parties during the

negotiation.31 Thus in
setting reasonable royaltyrate considerationssuch as the infringers

expected profit and available alternatives are to be determined not on the basisof hindsight

evaluationof what actuallyhappened but on the basisof what the parties to the hypothetical

license negotiations would have considered at the time of the negotiations.32 Subsequentevents

may be considered as evidence book of wisdomshedding light on the expectations that

27Georgia-Pacific Corp United States PlywoodCorp 318 Supp 1116 1120 S.D.N.Y 1970

modifiedand affd 446 F.2d 295 2d Cir 1971 Chapter Section II lists the Georgia-Pacfic factors

28See e.g Lucent TechsInc Gateway Inc 580 F.3d 1301 1325 Fed Cir 2009Thehypothetical

negotiation tries as best as possibleto recreate the ex ante licensing negotiation scenario and to describe

the resulting agreement.

29Applied Med Res Corp U.S Surgical Corp 435 F.3d 1356 1361 Fed Cir 2006 reasonable

royalty is the amountthat person desiring to manufacture or sell patentedarticle as

business propositionwouldbe willing to pay as royalty and yet be able to make or sell the

patented article in the market at reasonableprofit quoting Trans-World Mfg Corp Al Nyman

Sons Inc 750 F.2d 1552 1568 Fed Cir.1984

30See Section IV infra MonsantoCo Ralph 382 F.3d 1374 1383 Fed Cir 2004rejecting

infringers argument that reasonable royalty deduced through hypothetical negotiation processcan

never be set so high that no rational self-interestedwealth-maximizing infringer acting ex ante would

have ever agreed to it

31Riles Shell Explorationand ProdCo 298 F.3d 1302 1313 Fed Cir 2002reasonable royalty

determination mustrelate to the timeinfringementoccurred and not be an after-the-fact assessment

Unisplay S.A AmericanElec Sign Co69 F.3d 512 518 Fed Cir 1995 rejecting royalty based

on evidence of likely value at timeoftrial

32HansonvAlpineValley Ski Area Inc 718 F.2d 1075 1081 Fed Cir 1983
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would have guided the parties during negotiation33 but the focus remains on the value at the time

infringementbegan

Second courtsrequire the finderof fact to assume that at the time of the negotiation the

parties know with certainty that the patent is valid and infringedby the defendants product or

process.34 This assumptionensures that the patentee having incurred the risk and burden of trial

and prevailed is fully compensated.35 As one panelistexplained ifthe hypotheticalnegotiation

incorporated the risk that the patentee might lose on liability the damages award would

effectively discount twice for the legal risk The patentee would have run the legal risk once

by going through trial to judgment and then had its recovery discounted by the legal risk in the

determinationof the reasonable royalty.36

IV CONCERNSWITH THE HYPOTHETICALNEGOTIATIONFRAMEWORK

As discussed in Chapter the goal of compensatorydamages is to put the patentee in the

positionit would have been but for the infringement by providing the market reward for the

invention The case law rightly equates this goal withthe statutory mandate that the patentee

receive damages adequate to compensate for the infringement The law allows patentee to

show lost profits caused by the infringement Andas discussed in Chapter the law should

allow patentees flexibilityin creatingthe but forworld so that they can be fully compensated

However when patentee fails to prove lost profits caused by infringement his legal

redressis limitedto compensationfor the lost opportunity to license the infringer It is the return

available fromthe right to license the patent that is injuredin this case not the returnfrom the

exclusive opportunity to sell product incorporating the patented invention patentee who

would not have lost sales or sufferedother direct damages frominfringement would rationally

33Sinclair RefiningCo Jenkins PetroleumCo 289 U.S 689 698 1933 post-infringementevidence

represents book ofwisdomproviding is then available to correct uncertain

prophecy

34See e.g Lucent Techs 580 F.3d at 1325 Thehypothetical negotiation also assumes that the asserted

patent claims are valid and infringed.

35See Rite-Hite Corp Kelley Co774 Supp 1514 1535 E.D Wis 1991 Innegotiating

settlementthe typical patentee is constrained by the risk and expense oflitigating patent suit Risk and

expense are not factors in the hypothetical royalty negotiationbecause the patentee is presumed to know

that the patent is valid and infringed affd in part vacated in parton othergrounds56 F.3d 1538

1554 Fed Cir 1995 en banc

36Cotter at 85 2/11/09 See also Ed at 83-85 Thomas Cotter PatentHoldup Patent Remedies and

Antitrust Responses 34J CORP 1151 1182-83 n.l562009
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want to licensethe patent at the maximumrate the infringer would pay.37 That rate will not be

more than the incremental value of the invention compared to available alternatives because at

higher rates the infringer would choose an alternative.38 patentee would be unwilling to

license at this rate only ifit expected greater returns frommarketing the invention itself But in

that case the patentee would have claim to lost profits Thus absent proofof lost profits

caused by infringement the appropriatemeasureofcompensatorydamages is the hypothetical

negotiation amount between willinglicensorand willing licensee

Despite this reasoningtwo lines of cases allow orcomment favorably on damage awards

that arguably added to or exceeded reasonable royaltydetermined using the hypothetical

negotiation framework In the first line of cases the Federal Circuit affirmed awardsadding to

the hypothetical negotiation amount In H.M Stickle Heublein the court stated that trial

court may award an amount of damages greater than reasonable royaltyso that the award is

adequate to compensate for the infringement.39 In Maxwell Baker Inc the court upheld

damage award where the district court had instructed the jury to determine two awards

reasonable royaltyaward based on the hypothetical negotiation and an additionalaward to the

extentneeded to provide adequate compensation.4 The opinions do not however describe the

economic basisof anyharmthat the patentee might have sufferedfor which compensationis

required beyond the absence of royaltypaymentsfor the infringinguse.41

second line of cases purports to apply the hypotheticalnegotiation framework but

arguably allows damage awardsexceeding amountsto which willing licenseewould have

37The negotiated royalty between the patentee and licensee hypotheticalor otherwise maybe less than

the maximumamount the licensee is willing to pay depending on the bargainingpower ofthe parties

See SUZANNE SCOTCHMERINNOVATIONAND INCENTIVES 137 2004

38See Chapter Section lIlA

39H Stickle Heublein Inc 716 F.2d 1550 1563 Fed Cir 1983 see also King Instruments Corp

Perego65 F.3d 941 951 n.6 Fed Cir 1995 listing discretionary awards of greater than

reasonable royalty as one responseto the problem ofinadequatereasonable royalty awardsbut see

Mahurkarv C.RBard Inc 79 F.3d 1572 1579-80 Fed Cir 1996 rejecting augmentationof

reasonable royalty damage award to cover litigation expenses

40Maxwell BakerInc 86 F.3d 1098 1109-10 Fed Cir 1996 The court also describedthe jury

verdict as consistent with reasonableroyalty Id at 1110

41Mark Lemley DistinguishingLost Profits fromReasonable Royalties51 WM MARY REv 655

666-67 2009 identifyingthe damages calculation in the H.M Stickle and Maxwell cases as

problematicBrian Love The Misuse ofReasonable Royalty Damages as Patent Infringement

Deterrent 74 Mo REv 909 920 2009 criticizing Maxwell decision for allowingdamage award that

was double what juryidentified as reasonableroyalty
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agreed.42 In Golight Inc Wal-Mart Stores Inc the Federal Circuitaffirmed reasonable

royaltyaward that was nearly four times greater than the infringers forecasted profit The court

explained that is no rule that royaltybe no higher than the infringers net profit

margin.44 In Monsanto McFarlingand Monsanto Ralph the Federal Circuitaffirmed

single use royaltyrate that madeit more expensive for farmer to save infringingsoybeanseeds

fromcrops that he grew and replant them than it would have been to buy new seeds and plant

those.45 Certainly willinglicenseefarmerwould reject
that licensing offer and buy new seeds

instead.46

The cases identify two concerns that maymotivate courts to allow damage awardsbeyond

what willinglicensorand licenseewould have agreed to in hypotheticalnegotiation the

counterfactualnature of the hypotheticalnegotiation and the insufficient deterrentto

infringement provided by reasonable royaltydamages As described below these concerns do

420ne commentator notes that recent cases have highlighted that as legal matter reasonableroyalty

awards mayexceed the amount the partieswouldhave agreed to in the hypothetical negotiation He

explains that such decisionsmake no economic sense Cottersupra note 36 at 1185 n.163 citing

Mars Inc Coin Acceptors Inc 527 F.3d 1359 Fed Cir 2008Golight Inc Wal-MartStores

Inc 355 F.3d 1327 Fed Cir 2004 and Monsanto Co Ralph 382 F.3d 1374 Fed Cir 2004See

also Amy Landers Let the Games Begin Incentives to Innovation in the New EconomyofIntellectual

PropertyLaw 46 SANTA CLARA REV307 347-354 2006 describingRalph and Golightcases as

ignoring constraints that the requirement of willing licensor should place on damage awardsLove

supra note 41 at 918-19 criticizing Monsanto cases for awarding inflated damages that were higherthan

the purchase price of seeds

43355 F.3d 1327 FedCir 2004

MId at 1338 quoting State Indus Inc Mor-Flo Indus Inc 883 F.2d 1573 1580 Fed Cir.1989

rejecting defendants contention that the royalty award left Wal-Mart selling the accused product well

below cost and shouldbe capped at Wal-Marts profit forecast for the product and explaining that

defendants evidence showedwhat it might have preferred to pay which is not the test for damages.
See also Mars 527 F.3d at 1373 stating an infringer maybe liablefor damages that exceed the

amount that the infringer could have paid to avoid infringement and rejecting counter-argumentas

wrongas matteroflaw Chapter Section III.A discussingMars and the role of alternative

technologies in the hypothetical negotiation

45Monsanto Co McFarling488 F.3d 973 978-8 Fed Cir 2007 affirming$40 royalty per bag of

soybean seed costing between $26 and $29 Monsanto Co Ralph 382 F.3d 1374 1384 Fed Cir

2004 affirmingroyalties of $52-55 per bag ofsoybeans The court applied the reasonableroyalty

damage award inboth cases to every bag of infringing seed replanted over two-year periodof

infringement The royalty was based on single planting ofinfringing seeds so it did not encompass the

right to save and grow multiple generations of seeds Thus the damages royalty is analogous to the

purchase of bag of seed and not an unlimitedlicense to grow multiple generations ofseed McFarling

488 F.3d at 977 981Ralph 382 F.3d at 1383 describingdamage award of $52-55 per bag ofsaved seed

as reasonable royalties for licenses to save and replant for single year

46See additional discussion ofRalph in Section IV.A infra
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not justify inflating the reasonable royaltyaward beyond the maximumamount willinglicensee

would have paid assuming validand infringedpatent Doing so can overcompensatepatentees

by awardingmore than the economic value ofthe invention which leads to the problems

described in Chapters and

The CounterfactualNature of the HypotheticalNegotiation

The case law and somecommentatorsand panelists worry that due to its counterfactual

nature the hypothetical negotiation is unreliable.47 The Federal Circuithas characterized the

notion of voluntary agreementbetween parties in litigation as absurd48and pretense that

the infringement never happened.49 Indeed the fact that the parties have litigated the matter

through trial is evidence of their inability to reach agreementon paymentsfor use of the patented

technology These points are of course true and they raise manypractical issues for

implementingthe hypothetical negotiation which are discussed in Chapter Determiningan

accurate reasonable royaltyaward to fully compensate patentee can be very difficult But the

fact that the parties litigated through trial ratherthan reaching licensing agreementdoes not

justify giving short shrift to the willinglicensor/willinglicenseemodel or inflating reasonable

royaltydamages beyond the economic value of the invention

There are two reasons why the parties may have failed to reach agreementbefore trial

where both otherwise would have been open to licensing arrangement Neither should

underminethe hypothetical negotiation analysis Firstone orboth parties could have had

unrealistic expectations about the likely size of the reasonable royaltyaward The patentee may
overvalue the invention or the infringer may undervalue it Since one would expect license in

this situation but for one partys imperfect information it is appropriatefor the court to award

reasonable royaltybased upon information offered by the parties about the value of the invention

It falls to the court to set the award based on the expectations of more realistic negotiators.5

47Panelists worriedaboutthe abilityof factfinders to implement the hypothetical negotiation See e.g

Rooklidge at 157-58 5/5/09 discussinghow results from mock trials suggested that juries were not

constrained by the structure ofthe hypothetical negotiation in setting an award Robinson at 146

2/11/09 asking whetherthartificial legal construct reallyresonates to typical jurorThomas at

146 12/5/08 One of the big questions now is Is thhypothetical negotiation framework essentially

useless

48Rite-Hite Corp Kelley Co 56 F.3d 1538 1554 Fed Cir 1995 enbanc

49Panduit Corp Stahlin Bros Fibre Works Inc 575 F.2d 1152 1158 6th Cir 1978

50See Roger Blair Thomas Cotter Rethinking Patent Damages10 TEX INTELL PROP 76

2001Vincent OBrienEconomics andKey Patent Damages Cases BALT INTELL PROP

27 2000 criticizing Rite-Hite for justifying high royalty on the basis that the patentee did not wish

to grant license
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Second even ifthe parties had similarviews on the value of the invention they may have

had very different views on the validity and infringement of the patent that made them unable to

compromiseon litigation risk discount for the reasonable royalty Again it appropriately falls

to the court to resolvethe patent meritsand award damages based on ascertained validity and

infringement.51The parties failure to reach agreementin either circumstance does not make it

necessary to supplementthe hypothetical negotiation amount or award more than willing

licenseewould pay assuming validity and infringementto fully compensate the patentee

Another important source of courts unease with the willinglicensor/willing licensee

model is concern that the patentee would never accept the maximumroyaltythe infringer

would have paid in hypotheticalnegotiation In some casescourts have been willingto

determine reasonable royaltydamagesbased on what the patentee would have accepted with less

concern for what the infringer would pay.52 That might happen when the patentee could make

more selling the invention exclusively than through licensing but the patentee fails to prove lost

profits or chooses not to One treatise explains that inthe vast majorityof damage cases today

the reasonable royaltydamages awarded are rarelythe floor represented by negotiated

royalty.53 The Federal Circuit the treatise continues routinely affirms reasonable royalty

awards that are obviously well in excess of what the parties would have actually negotiated.54

Arguably in these circumstances the court considers reasonableroyaltyas not just the award

based on the hypothetical negotiation but as the money awarded to the patent owner however it

is computedin cases where thepatent owner is unable to prove actual damages i.e lost

profits.55 One commentatorposits that courtshave expanded reasonable royaltydamages

beyond the hypotheticalnegotiation amount in order to adequately compensate patentees that fail

to meet overly rigorous requirements for proving lost profits damages.56

51See e.g Lucent TechsInc Gateway Inc 580 F.3d 1301 1325 Fed Cir 2009Thehypothetical

negotiation also assumes that the asserted patent claimsare valid and infringed.

52See discussion ofMonsanto Co Ralph infra notes 59-63

53SKENYON et al supra note 25 32 at 3-3

54SKENYON et al supra note 25 35 at 3-18 These include numberof cases in whichthe award was

substantial percentageofthe revenues from the infringing sales SmithKlineDiagnostics Inc

Helena Labs Corp 926 F.2d 1161 1168 Fed Cir 1991 refusing to award competing patentee lost

profitsbut upholding reasonableroyalty award of 25% ofthe infringing products sales price Minco

Inc Combustion Engg Inc 95 F.3d 1109 1119 Fed Cir 1996 emphasizing that the patentee and

infringer competed head-to-head in awarding reasonableroyalty of 20% ofthe infringers sales price

for sales beyond 95% ofthe patentees production capacity

55SKENYON et alsupra note 25 32 at 3-3

56Lemley supra note 41 at 661-69 As discussedin Chapter the law of lostprofitsmust be flexiblein

allowingpatentees to demonstratethe harm caused by infringement Rigidrules that rej ect claims to lost

profits damages based on lack of precision in proving the amount of damagesrather than entitlement to

them underminesthe abilityof damages law to fully compensate patentees See Id at 657-61
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Concernsabout compensatingunproen lost profits damages should not be allowed to

inflate reasonable royaltydamage award beyond the maximumamount that willing licensee

would have paid Arguments that the patentee would reject
that maximumamount are based on

an assumptionthat the patentee could have made more by not licensing which means it sold

product But ifthe patentee were better off selling or licensingthe invention exclusively it

should be entitled to damages based on lost profits When patentee has failed or chosen not to

prove its last profits5 allowing amorphous or unprovenclaims ofharmto override the

hypothetical negotiations requirement of willinglicenseerisks damage awardsthat are

unconnected to the economic value of the mvcntion This result misaligns the patent system

and competition policyby overcompensatingpatentees compared to marketabsent

infringement

Monsanto Rlph illustrateshowreasonable royaltycalculationsthat reject the

requirenlentof willing licenseecan overcompensatepatentees whose harmis better measured

through lost profits Monsanto developed and patented series ofRoundup Readyseeds that it

sold to farmerswith the restriction that they not save and replantharvested seeds Ralph did just

that howeverand infringedMonsantospatents Each time the farmer replanted bag ofsaved

seed Monsanto and its distributors lost sale Thus satisfying patent laws overarching goal of

putting Monsanto in the positionit would have been but for the infringement should have

involved calculatingits lost profits based on the numberofsaved bags6c In spite of this

Monsanto pursued and the Federal Circuitaffirmed reasonable royaltydamage award ofabout

S55 applied to each bag ofsaved infringingsoybeanseed That royaltysignificantly exceeded

the approximately $25 cost per bag ofnew seeds the amount willinglicenseewould have paid

and presumably anyprofits that Monsanto lost due to the infringement

7One commentator has asserted that somepatentees that have lost profitsclaimschoose to pursue

reasonableroyalty damagesin hope ala larger award Lemley supra note 41 at 667-68 Reasonable

royalty has now become the more prevalent measuremeni of damages Levko at 10 1/09 Aron

Levko 2009 Patent Damages Study PreliminaryResults presented at FTC Hearing The Evolving IP

MarketplaceFeb 11 2009 available at

http www 11 //1ocs alevkopdf reporting that reasonable

royalties account for 54% ofawards since 2000 an increase over prioryears

Lemleysupra note 41 at 66768 By importingcompensation concepts from lostprofits into the

reasonable royalty context without importingthe strict elementsofproof these courts have turned the

reasonableroyalty from floor on patent damagesdesignedto avoid undercompensation into windfall

that overcompensates patentee

382 F3d 1374 FedCir 2004

Ralph did arguethat lost profits were shown and those should have been the measure ofdamages The

court did not respond to this argument Id at 13 83

Idat 1377-79 see n.45 supra
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The court reached this result by accepting the limitsof the hypotheticalnegotiation

where Monsanto was unwilling to license farmers to save and replant seed at anyprice62

Those limits freedthe court to affirm reasonable royaltyaward without concern for whether

willing licenseewould have paid it.63 But the impossibilityof identifying bargain between

willing licensorand willing licenseein this case stems not from flaw in the hypothetical

negotiation framework but fromthe fact that lost profits are the moreappropriatemeasureof

damages for patentees that wish to market their inventions exclusively ratherthan license them

In at least one case Rodime Seagate64 the Federal Circuit rejected patentees attempt

to incorporateunproven direct harm into reasonable royaltycalculation The patentee Rodime

sought consequential business damages beyond the reasonable royaltyamount The patentee

argued that the infringers refusal to take license deprived it of revenue stream that would

have prevented bankruptcy The court explained that allowing both consequential business

damages and reasonable royaltydamages would be improper The consequential damages

Rodime patentee seeks are merely species of lost profits Having elected to pursue only

reasonable royalty Rodimecannot in the district courtswords bootstrap evidence of its lost

profits back into the case by reference to reasonableroyalties.65 Courts should not allow such

bootstrapping to support reasonable royaltyawardsbeyond what willing licenseewould pay

in the hypothetical negotiation

Deterrents to Infringement

Closely related to the concern about the counterfactualnature of the hypothetical

negotiation is the worry that reasonable royaltydamages do not deterinfringement but rather

allow patentees competitor to simply elect to infringe and thereby impose compulsory

license.66 The case law explainsthat the infringer would have nothing to lose and everything

to gain choosing to infringe ifit could count on paying only the normal routine royalty

621d at 1384

63Ralph argued that the reasonableroyalty awarded exceeded his anticipated profits and violated the

hypothetical negotiation framework The Federal Circuit rejected that argument an

infringers anticipated profit from use ofthe patented invention is among the factors to be considered in

determining reasonableroyaltythe law does not require that an infringer be permittedto make

profit Id at 1383

64174 F.3d 1294 FedCir 1999

651d at 1308

66Panduit Corp Stahlin Bros Fibre Works Inc 575 F.2d 1152 1158 6th Cir 1978
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non-infringersmighthave paid.67 Some cases contain overtones of punishing infringers68 even

thoughcompensatorydamages for the strict liabilityoffense of infringement are not meant to be

punitive This argumentignoresseveralother deterrentsto infringement incorporated within the

patent system and it presents an inappropriatereason to inflate reasonable royaltyawardsbeyond

the market reward for the invention69

Firstthe argumentincorrectly assumes that damages following trial will be the normal

routine royalty The law howeverrequires that the hypothetical negotiationamount

incorporatethe assumptionthat the patent is valid and infringed.70 Therefore reasonable

royaltyshould be higher following trial than it would have been before because uncertainties

regarding liabilityhave been resolved Regular licenseeswould have bargained for royaltyrate

reflecting discount for the probabilitythat they would not have been found liable The higher

royaltypaid following litigation will provide some deterrent to infringement and encourage

settlement The cases sometimescall for an infringersroyalty.71 royaltythat is higher than

establishedrates because liabilityis ascertained is appropriate but inflating damage awardsfor

otherreasons unrelatedto economic proofis not

Second the primarymechanism for deterring intentional infringement is the award of

enhanced damages and attorneysfees for willful infringement which target only intentional and

not inadvertent infringement.72Attemptsto adjust compensatorydamages to increase their

deterrence value risks making such damages punitive which is inappropriate for the strict

liabilityoffense of infringement in patent systemthat suffers from significant uncertaintyand

67H.M Stickle Heublein Inc 716 F.2d 1550 1563 Fed Cir 1983 quoting Panduit 575 F.2d at

1158

68Ralph 382 F.3d at 1384 the imposition on patent owner who would not have licensed his invention

for givenroyalty is form of compulsory license against the will and interest ofthe person wronged

in favor ofthe wrongdoer quoting Rite-Hite 56 F.3d at 1554 n.13 en banc

69See generallyLove supra note 41

70See e.g Lucent TechsInc Gateway Inc 580 F.3d 1301 1325 Fed Cir 2009Thehypothetical

negotiation also assumes that the asserted patent claimsare valid and infringed.

71King Instruments Corp Perego 65 F.3d 941 951 n.6 Fed Cir 1995 Such an increase which may
be stated by the trial court either as reasonableroyalty for an infringer or as an increase in the

reasonable royalty determinedby the court is left to its sound discretion quoting HM Stickle 716

F.2d at 1563

721n re Seagate Tech LLC 497 F.3d 1360 1371 Fed Cir 2007enbanc establish willful

infringement patentee must showby clear and convincing evidence that the infringer acted despite an

objectively high likelihood that its actions constituted infringementof valid patent Ifthis

threshold objective standard is satisfied the patentee mustalso demonstratethat this objectively-defined

risk. was either known or so obvious that it should have been known to the accused infringer.
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lack ofnotice That result could lead to the market distortions of overcompensationdiscussed in

Chapters and and deterinnovation by potentialtargets of infringement suits

Third othersignificant costs and risks ofinfringement deter intentional infringement and

provide motivation to avoid inadvertentinfringement Infringement can lead to substantial

litigation costs including potentially onerous discovery demands and business uncertainty.73

Moreover the threat of an injunctionprovides an especiallysignificant deterrent to knowing

infringement If an adjudgedinfringer has sunk costs into research and development or plant

and equipment to producethe infringingproduct it risks losingthat investment ifit cannot

obtain license.74

Some participants raisedthe concern that in the wake of the Supreme Courts eBayInc

MercExchangeLLC75 decision permanentinjunctions will no longer be available to firms that

do not practice their patents and thereforeprovide less of deterrent to infringement.76As

discussed in Chapter and Appendix careful reviewof the cases demonstrates that the

injunctionanalysisis more refined and nuanced than this argumentsuggests allowing non-

manufacturing patent owners to obtain injunctions in many scenarios.77 MoreoverChapter

advocates an injunctionanalysis that supports the deterrence value of injunctions Thus the

change in injunctionlaw brought by eBay and other concerns that reasonable royaltydamages do

not deter infringement cannot justify awardingdamages beyond the amount resulting from the

hypothetical negotiation analysis

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

The constructof hypothetical voluntarilynegotiated agreementis widelyused in

reasonable royalties determinations Several panelists agreed that it was useful tool78and

perhaps there is no alternative that is anybetter.79 The willing licensor/willing licenseemodel

can provide patentee with the market rewardbased on the economic value of the invention by

73Rooklidge at 180 5/5/09

74See Chapter Section IV.B

75547 U.S 388 2006

76lnnovation Alliance Comment at 10 2/5/09 Maghame at 233 2/11/09 representative ofRD firm

expressing concern that injunctions mayno longerbe available in lot of instances Lasersohn at 183-

84 2/11/09 venture capitalist representative stating that the fact that injunctive reliefis lessavailable

is huge issue forus

77See Chapter SectionII.B See also eBay 547 U.S at 393 explicitly warning against an analysis that

wouldautomatically deny injunctions to patentees that do not practice the invention

78Underweiser at 219-21 2/11/09 see also Cotter at 412/11/09

79Loebat 224-25 2/11/09 Lasersohn at 232 2/11/09 OBrien at 174 5/5/09
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determining the bargain the parties would have struck in light of competition from alternatives

Admittedlythe calculation is difficult due to its hypothetical nature But as discussed in Chapter

courts and the parties can bring greater economic discipline to this analysis thereby enhancing

its usefulness as tool for determining the market reward

RecommendationThe Commission recommends that courts award reasonable

royaltydamages consistentwith the hypothetical negotiation analysisand willing

licensor/willinglicenseemodel Concernsabout punishing infringement

deterring infringement the counterfactualnature of the analysis orunprovenlost

profits that the patentee mayhave suffered should not inflate the reasonable

royaltydamage award beyond what willing licenseewould have paid for

patent known to be validand infringed Doing so risks awardingpatentees more

than the economic value of their inventions compared to alternatives and creating

problems ofovercompensationand market distortion
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CHAPTER
CALCULATINGREASONABLEROYALTYDAMAGES

INTRODUCTION

The goal of reasonable royaltydamages calculation is to replicate the market reward

assuming valid and infringedpatent for the invention in the absence of infringement for

patentee that would not have or cannot prove that it would have made the infringers sales As

discussed in Chapter the proper measureofdamages in this case depends on what willing

licenseeand licensorwould have agreed to in hypothetical negotiation

Accurately calculating reasonable royaltydamages based on hypothetical negotiation

presents numerous challenges for litigants and courts An economically groundedapproachthat

reflects an appreciationof the role of competition in establishingthe economic value ofan

invention would increase the accuracy of that determination Such analysisis important for

avoiding undercompensationof patentees which can undermineincentives to innovate and

discourage innovation models based on technology transferas described in Chapter Accurate

damage determinationsare also important for avoiding overcompensationof patentees which

can distort competition among technologies and deterinnovation by raising costs and risks for

innovators as described in Chapters and This Chapter suggests severalsteps courtsshould

take to increase the accuracy of reasonable royalty damage awards They include treating the

Georgia-PacfIcfactors appropriately recognizing that alternatives cap the royalty willing

licenseewould pay excluding unreliableexpert testimony fromevidence and eliminatingthe

entire marketvalue rule

II OVERVIEWOF THE GEORGIA-PACIFICFACTORSAND THEIR
IMPLEMENTATION

The Factors

Awardsof reasonable royaltydamages typically have been based on list of 15 factors

identified by the district court in the Georgia-Pacficcase.1 Factor 15 is the hypothetical

negotiation amount and the other 14 factors list categoriesof evidence The factors are

The royalties received by the patentee for the licensing of the patent in suit proving or

tending to prove an establishedroyalty

The rates paid by the licensee for the use ofother patents comparableto the patent in

suit

Georgia-PacificCorp United States PlywoodCorp 318 Supp 1116 1120 SD.N.Y 1970

modifiedand affd 446 F.2d 295 2d Cir 1971 see also JOHN SKENYON CHRISTOPHER

MARCHESE JOHN LAND PATENT DAMAGES LAW AND PRACTICE 36 at 325 2008 hypothetical

negotiation is almostalways based on Georgia-Pacificfactors
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The nature and scope of the license as exclusive or non-exclusive or as restricted or

non-restrictedin terms of tenitoryorwith respect to whom the manufacturedproduct

maybesold

The licensors establishedpolicy and marketing programto maintain his patent

monopoly by not licensing othersto use the invention or by granting licenses under

specialconditions designed to preserve that monopoly

The commercialrelationship between the licensorand licensee such as whether they

are competitors in the same territory in the same line ofbusiness orwhether they are

inventor and promoter

The effect of selling the patented specialty in promotingsales of other products of the

licensee that existingvalue of the invention to the licensor as generator of sales of his

non-patented itemsand the extent of such derivative or convoyed sales

The durationof the patent and the termof the license

The establishedprofitability of the product madeunder the patent its commercial

successand its currentpopularity

The utilityand advantages of the patent property over the old modesor devices ifany

that had been used for working out similarresults

10 The nature of the patented invention the character of the commercial embodimentof

it as owned and producedby the licensor and the benefits to those who have used the

invention

11 The extent to which the infringer has madeuse of the invention and any evidence

probative ofthe value of that use

12 The portion of the profit orof the selling price that maybe customary in the particular

business or in comparablebusinesses to allow for the use of the invention oranalogous

inventions

13 The portion of the realizable profit that should be creditedto the invention as

distinguishedfromnon-patented elements the manufacturing process business risks or

significant features or improvements added by the infringer

14 The opinion testimony of qualifiedexperts

15 The amount that licensor such as the patentee and licenseesuch as the

infringerwould have agreed upon at the time the infringementbegan ifboth had been

reasonably and voluntarilytrying to reach an agreement
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This list has becomeirtuatlycodifiedby the Federal Circuit and serves as

touchstonefor expert testimony and courtsreviewing an award2 As one commentator

observed some courtsdescribed the law governing so-called reasonable royalty damages

solely byreference to the Georgia-Pacflclist3 Courts frequently cite the district court decision

as authoritative4 Indeed standard jury instructionsoften recite list ofall ornearly all ofthese

factors5 Expert witnesses often structure testimony aroundthem and mayfeel compelled to

opine on each factor to protect their overall assessment from attack6

Reactions to the Georgia-Pacific Factors

Several panelists and commentatorsstronglysupported the prominenceof the Georgki

Pacfic factors in calculating reasonable royaltydamages7 They identified the factors flexibility

RIChARD CAUu W1iNDinr PATENT DAMAGES CASI LlTIoAToRsGuwr io Ecovouic

MODELSAND OThER DAMAGE STRATEGIES 67 2009

JOH\ SCHLTCIIER PATENT LAW LEGAL ADECONoMIC PRINCIPLES 13146 1992

4See Minks Polaris Indus Inc 546 F3d 1364 1372 Fed Cir 2008 determmation of the

royalty stemming from hypothetical negotiation is often made by assessing factors such as those set

forth in GeorgiaPactic..

See eg Skenyonat 103 2/11/09 Mitchell Stockwell hnpletn eating cRay New Problems in

GuidingfudirialDiscretionandEnforcingFatent Rig/its 88 PAT TRADEMARK OFF Soc

n58 2006 Manystandardjuryinstructions for determining reasonable royalty iefcrence the

multi-factor test set forth in Georgia-Pcwfic see also Pattern Jury Instructions Fifth Circuit

Civil Cases 98 Common Pattern Jury Instructions Dist Judges AssnFifth Circuit 2006citing the

Georgia-Pacfkfactors available at http //wu w.1b5 ucourts .go/j uiyinstrucnons/fifth 2006IVIL pdf

Uniform JuryInstructions for Patent Cases in the United States DistrictCourt for the District of

Delaware Instruction 6.11 1993 Factors for Determining Reasonable Royaltyrepeatingthe

Georgia-Pacificfactors AmIntell PropertyLaw AssnModel Patent Jury Instructions 4547 listing

substanti ally all of the Georgia-Pacificfactors and other economic factor that normallyprudent

business personwould under similarcircumstances take into consideration in negotiating th

hypothetical heense. But çj Model Patent Jury Instructions for the Northern Districtof California

Nov 29 2007available at http /wvw.aud uscourts govt lilelibrary Model-Patcnt-Jury

Instructions pdf citing Geoiia-Pacficbut not listingfactors and advismg juryto use thgeneral

hypothetical negotiation framework applyingthe evidence presented

6Brian Riopelle Directand ross-examinationof Damages Expert 766 PU/Pat 781 806 2003 to

bolster damagesexperts credibility. he should say he consideredall the factors set forth in the

Georgia-Pacificcase

7Loeb at 180 11/09 Johnson at 244 2/11/09 Rhodes at 166 2/i 1/09 PhRMA Commentat 16

2i10/09 Innovation Alliance Comment at 112/5/09 Georgia-Pacific simplyrestated the basic

principles and methodology that have historicallyguided courts in matters ofpatent damages

ITheyl are rooted in well-established and arguably incontrovertible legal and economic principles of

compensatory damagesgenerally.
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as an important benefit.8 The conditionsunder which parties enter licensing negotiationsvary

tremendouslyand flexibilityis important in properly considering them.9 The discussions of

technology transfer licensing in Chapter and ex post licensing in Chapter illustrate how

licensing covers an extremely diverserange of technology and economic conditions Several

panelists agreed that the Georgia-Pacflcfactors allow considerationof issues that would govern

real-worldnegotiationsin varietyof contexts Forinstance one panelist praised the Georgia

PacJIc factors as mirror lot ofthe considerationsthat take place in actual licensing

negotiationsand replicatwhat type of dynamic there would be between the patent holder

and one wanting to use the patented invention10

Other panelists howeverwere highly critical of the Georgia-Pacficcase and the manner

in which the factors are used in litigation today.11 In particularmany argued that the list of

factors provides little orno guidance to juries.12 One panelist stated thejudgethrows the grab

bag with all the factors to the juryand says Do what you think is right.13 Another explained

Georgia-Pacflc provides list of sometimesoverlapping factors the GP factors without

giving framework in which to evaluate those factors14

The lack of guidance and framework in the Georgia-PacjIc approachcreates two related

problems according to panelists Firstit permits the patentee to introduce or emphasize

information that leads the jury away from an economically groundedanalysis based on facts that

8Maghamc at 234 2/11/09 youneed the flexibilityto do market based evaluation Burton at 77 94

2/11/09 Levko at 137 2/11/09 Gauri Prakash-Canjels Ph.D Commentat 34/16/09

9lnnovation Alliance Comment at 112/5/09 flexibilityis needed so that courts and juries

consider any and all evidentiary factors that wouldhave been deemed relevant by the parties in

hypothetical negotiationLasersohn at 231 2/11/09 experts relyon the Georgia-PacIcfactors

because determining economic value is complicated varyingaccordingto company competitorand

economic environment Loeb at 225 2/11/09

Rhodes at 237-3 2/11/09 id at 166 the 15 Georgia-PacfIc factors really do replicate world

licensing negotiationJohnson at 243-44 2/11/09 Innegotiating hundreds of licenses per year one

panelists firm uses methodologies that are very much like the Georgia-PacIcfactors.

Schlicher at 201 5/5/09 characterizing the case as historical tragedySimon at 243 2/11/09

observing that the Second Circuit reduced the award since the Georgia-PacijIcdistrict court had failed

to leave an appropriate profit for the infringer

2Leonard at 47 2/11/09 callingthe Georgia-Pacificfactors grab bag Levine at 37 132 2/11/09

Simon at 200 2/11/09 Chaikovsky at 195 5/5/09 describingthe Georgia-Pacificfactors where

have so many factors and anyone can kind ofpick or choose Verizon Comment at 3/20/2009

3Janicke at 15 2/11/09

4NERAEconomic ConsultingComment at 18 3/9/09
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would have informedthe licensing decision.15 One panelist drew distinction between the facts

necessary to support lost profits and reasonable royalty damages profits tend to be

constrained by the facts and reasonable royaltyisnt constrained by the facts but by the

imagination of the expertwitness.16 Second the lack of guidance leads to basically free for

all17 in which juries may render highlyunreliableawards18 that courtsmay not be able to

overturn given deferential standards for reviewing juryverdicts.19 One academic stated the

Georgia-PacfIcfactors. can be so easily manipulatedby the trierof fact to reach virtually

anyoutcome.2

The Role of the Georgia-Pacific Factors

Courts can improve reasonable royaltydamages calculations by emphasizingthe

hypothetical negotiation and willinglicensor/willinglicenseemodel as the conceptual framework

againstwhich conduct of the damages trial should be tested.21 The first fourteen Georgia-Pacflc

factors do not supply that conceptual framework Rather they are properly understood as non

5Schlicher at 202 5/5/09 emphasizing that the Georgia-Pacijicfactors permit evidence on the

infringers total profitsand revenue see also OBrien at 205 5/5/09 Georgia-PacijIcemphasi
the profitability ofthe producteven though the value of component has little to do with the

profitability of the product Cf Rooklidge at 192 5/5/09 emphasizing the substantial prejudicial

impact ofpermitting evidence on the companysgross revenues or market capitalization

6McKelvieat 193-94 12/5/09

7Reines at 82 2/11/09

8Doyle at 209 5/5/09 declaring that Georgia-Pacific is notoriously emptyof any real meaning here

It certainly hasntled to predictability ofresults.

9See infra SectionIV.B describingstandards of review forjuryverdicts

20Cotter at 39 2/11/09 see also Schlicher at 201 5/5/09 Anyrule that says consider 15 things and

anything else you think is relevant and arrive at number permits any number Simon at 200 2/11/09

jurycomesback can be supported because youcan choose all someor none of

those 15 factors.

21

panelists and commentators suggested the need for conceptualeconomic framework to guide

reasonable royalty calculations See e.g OBrien at 205 5/5/09 itwouldbe much better having

conceptualframework as opposed to this listAgisim at 254-55 2/11/09 ultimately youneed

to create an objective standard John SchlicherPatent Damages the Patent ReformAct andBetter

Alternatives for the Courts and Congress 91 PAT TRADEMARK OFF Socy 19 46 2009 Factors

are useless without coherent theory of reasonableroyalty damages that enables judges and juries to

understandwhat they are trying to accomplishby an award and how to go about doing soLevine at 37

2/11/09 suggesting courts consider governingprinciplesLeonard at 37 2/11/09 Whatwe really

need is framework conceptually sound and coherent framework that lays out how youdo it and

the valuation principles.
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exhaustive list ofcategoriesof evidence potentiallyrelevant to computing reasonable royalty.22

Evidencewithin one of these categoriesmay ormaynot be useful in proving the willing

licensor/willing licenseeamount in any particular case

An increased emphasison the hypothetical negotiation with its requirement of willing

licensee23 and better appreciationfor the appropriaterole of the Georgia-Pacflcfactors will

have practical consequences that courts should implement Firstcourts should make damages

determinationsas the trierof fact or reviewthe sufficiency ofjury determinationswith focus on

what willinglicenseeand licensor would have agreed to in the hypotheticalnegotiation

Second as further discussed in sectionIV of this Chapter courts should not treat evidence as

reliable and admissibleonly because it falls into one of the Georgia-Pacficcategories Third

courtsshould aidjuries with instructions that focus attention on the hypothetical negotiation

including the requirement of willinglicensee as the touchstone for their determination When

jury instructions present complete orpartial list of the Georgia-PacJIcfactors they provide

little guidance Simplyadmitting evidence that corresponds to anyof the Georgia-Pacflc

categoriesand charging the juryto use it to comeup with royaltycan lead to confusion for

juries
in making awards24 and difficulty for courts in reviewing them.25

The wide varietyof fact scenarios to which the hypotheticalnegotiation model may apply

counsels for flexible approachwhen identifyingevidence that may inform that determination

However flexibilitymust be combined with framework for testing and using the available

evidence Without such discipline the Georgia-Pacflcfactors provide grab bag for use by

parties seeking to establish whateverreasonable royaltyserves their purposes Their competing

claimsmaybear little or no relationship to each other or to credible effort to implementthe

hypothetical negotiationmodel.26 Many courtsand parties alreadyapply this discipline but

broader application would help increase the accuracy of reasonable royaltydamage awards

RecommendationCourts should consistently adopt and apply the hypothetical

negotiation and willinglicensor/willing licenseemodel as the conceptual

framework againstwhich conduct of the damages trial is tested In particular

22See infra SectionII.A for review ofthe Georgia-Pacificfactors

23See Chapter

24Levine at 37 2/11/09 Sometimesthe grab bag offactors is simplypresentedto the jury and the

jurors have to figure out or sort ofdivine from that what kind ofreward to give.

25Daralyn Dune Mark Lemley StructuredApproach to CalculatingReasonable Royalties 14

LEWIS CLARK REV627 632 2010 the fifteen-factor test makes it extremelydifficultfor judges

to review jurydamage award forsubstantial evidence either on judgment as matteroflaw JMOLor

on appeal

26Schlutz at 132 5/5/08 youllhave these experts on the plaintiffside versus the defense side and

sometimes the difference in their valuation will be thousandfold
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courtsshould recognize that the first fourteen Georgia-Pacific factors provide

only list of evidence categories Implementingthis recommendationwill have

varietyofpractical consequences

III THEROLEOF ALTERNATIVETECHNOLOGIES

The hypothetical negotiations assumptionof willing buyer and willingseller depends

on the existence of royaltyrates that are acceptable to both parties Fromthe patentees

perspective the damages must at least cover income that would have been earned but for the

infringement.27Fromthe infringers point of view the maximumroyaltycannot exceed the

increased profits the infringer anticipates based on using the patented invention rather than the

next best alternative.28 willinglicenseeand willing licensorwould typically reach price

somewhere within this bargaining range leaving both to profit from the agreement.29 Even if

that is not the case and the licensee pays the bargaining ranges maximumamountcompetition

fromalternative technologies playsan important role in establishingthe maximumreasonable

royalty Damagesdeterminationsthat do not give sufficient weight to competition from

alternatives risk overcompensatingpatentees and distorting competition as discussed in Chapters

and

Competitionfrom Alternatives Defines Cap for Reasonable Royalty

Damages

In many instances technologies compete for incorporation into new productsas

discussed in Chapters and Product designers choose technologies based in
part on technical

advantagesconsumers willingness to pay and costs someof which mayinclude patent

royalties For some non-core technologies high-tech firmalmost invariablyha another

option at the timeof its design decision which it would choose if patentees royaltydemand

2It maybe that patentee is onlywilling to accept an amount that is more than the infringer wouldpay

because the cost ofthe infringementin terms of lostprofits or other direct damages is high In that case

the patentee should receive lostprofitsdamages rather than an inflated reasonableroyalty damages as

discussed in Chapters and

28RICHARD TROXEL WILLIAM KERR CALCULATING INTELLECTUALPROPERTY DAMAGES 518

at 269 2009 determining the value ofthe patentedtechnology requires comparisonofthe gains that

the infringer expects to receive from using the infringing technology with the gains that wouldhave been

available had the infringer gone forward with the next-best noninfringing alternative

29See e.g Gregory Leonard Lauren Stiroh Practical Guide to Damagesin ECONOMIC

APPROACHES TO INTELLECTUALPROPERTY POLICY LITIGATION AND MANAGEMENT 52-58Gregory

Leonard Lauren Stiroh eds 2005cf Mark Lemley Carl Shapiro Patent Holdupand Royalty

Stacking 85 TEX REV 1991 1995-96 2007 analyzing the negotiation ofreasonableroyalties under

various conditions the standard economic theoryofNash bargaining which the negotiated

royalty rate depends upon the payoffthat each party wouldobtain if the negotiations break down i.e on

each partys threat point in the licensing negotiations
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was excessive.3 When substitute technology is not available product designer may leave the

patented feature off its product if revenues attributable to the feature do not justify the royalty

demand.31 Thus at the time companyis designing productthe incremental value that

patented technology provides over alternatives includingan alternative product that lacks the

patented feature constrainsthe royalty.32 The most companywould be willingto pay for

patented technology is the incremental value i.e the incremental profit of the patented

technology over the alternative

Because the incremental value ofpatented technology over alternatives plays such

crucial role in licensingnegotiations it mustplay commensurate role in the hypothetical

negotiation that determines reasonable royaltydamages Commentatorsexplain that evaluating

the available alternatives is crucial to establishingwhat the parties would

have agreed to in the hypotheticalnegotiation.33 Indeed with sufficient data the alternative

can be incorporated directly into determining the licensees maximumwillingness to pay.34

Academics35 practitioners36 economists37 and business representatives38 acknowledged the

30Simon at 202-03 2/11/09

310Brien at 173-74 5/5/09 Fresenius Med Care Holdings Inc Baxter Intl Inc No 03-01431

2006 WL 1646113 at N.D CalJune 12 2006 allowing evidence that the infringer could have

successfully competed without the patentedfeature and therefore wouldnot have been willing to pay

high royalty

32Lance Gunderson Stephen Dell Scott Cragun The Analytic Approachas Technique to

Determine Reasonable Royalty in ECONOMIC DAMAGES IN INTELLECTUALPROPERTY HANDs-ON

GUIDE TO LITIGATION 181 182 Daniel Slottje ed 2006 Generally the maximumroyalty amount that

licensee wouldbe willing to pay is the excess profit licensee wouldexpectto earn from the infringing

products over the return from its best alternative.

33Peter Frank Vincent OBrien Michael WagnerPatent InfringementDamagesin

LITIGATION SERVICES HANDBOOK THE ROLE OF THE FINANCIAL EXPERT Ch 22 at 16 Roman Weil

Peter Frank Christian Hughes Michael Wagner eds 2007

Leonard Stirohsupra note 29 at 63-64

35Cotter at 138 2/5/09 hypothetical bargain should windup reflecting the expected value ofthe

patented technology in comparisonto the next best alternative Janicke at 42 2/11/09 proposing the

value added by particular patent as the best criterion for reasonable royalties

36Schlicher at 230-31 5/5/09 damages ought to be the difference between the profits that company

wouldhave made selling PDAwith that memory chip minus the profitsthe companywouldhave made

using the next-best kind ofmemory chip it wouldhave cf Rooklidge at 180 5/5/09 suggesting

that comparing the infringing product to the next-best alternative may very wellwork in the vast

majority of cases but in some cases there maybe alternate evidence thats available

37Gilbert at 2215/5/09 central inquiry is the incremental contribution the patentedtechnology

relative to the next-best noninfringing alternative Leonard at 127 2/11/09 describinghow to estimate
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importance of the value of the patented technology over alternatives to reasonable royalty

damages analysis

Recognizing the key economic role of alternatives does not undermine the flexibilityof

an analysis that considers broad range of factors including the relevant Georgia-Pacific factors

Some panelists argued that value over alternatives should not become singlefactor test that

undulyinhibits the flexibilityof Geogia-Pacflc.39 However the value ofpatented technology

over alternatives determines only the upper end of bargainingrange whose lower end is

determined by the amount that the licensoris willing to accept.4 Other factors including the

Georgia-Pacflcfactors may be relevant in constructing the bargaining range and establishing

royaltywithin it.41

Case Law AddressingAlternatives

Georgia-Pacflcfactor nine allows considerationof alternatives.42 The Federal Circuit

has recognized that alternatives represent factor relevant to the determinationof proper

royaltyduring hypothetical negotiationsexplaining that an infringer would be in stronger

positionto negotiatefor lower royaltyrate knowing it had competitive device in the

the incremental value that the patented technology gives youas the infringerOBrien at 174 5/5/09

opining that its not necessarily the maximumbut its benchmark

38PhRMA Comment at 20 2/10/09 Verizon CommunicationsInc Comment at 3/20/09 Johnson at

268 2/11/09 pharmaceutical companyrepresentative endorsingcompar invention with its

closest non-infringing alternate

39Burton at 133 2/11/09 see also id at 77 2/11/09 expressing concern about proposals that put

single factor first or make that the primaryone emphasizingthat each case is different and its really

importantto be flexible in your analysisRhodes at 238-39 2/11/09 pointing out that the Georgia

PacfIc factors include consideration ofthe added benefit of the patented invention as compared to prior

products but do constrain the analysis Lasersohn at 230-32 2/11/09 Maghame at 258 2/11/09

40See e.g Leonard Stirohsuprc note 29 at 52 explaining that reasonableroyalty mustbe one in

which both sides benefit from the bargain

41NERA Economic ConsultingComment at 16 3/9/09 describingways to determine where withinthe

range the negotiated royalty wouldfallLeonard Stirohsupra note 29 at 60 suggesting that some

Georgia-Pacificfactors maybe used to assess bargainingpower and thus where withinthe bargaining

range the final royalty wouldlie

42Georgia-Pacific 318 Supp at 1120 The utility and advantages ofthe patent propertyover the old

modesor devices if any that had been used for working out similarresults.
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wings.43 Some district courtshave also acknowledged the importance ofalternatives to the

reasonable royaltyanalysis.44

leading case is GrainProcessing Corp American Maize-ProductsCo.45 The district

court Judge Frank Easterbrook sitting by designation held that the cost difference between using

the patented technology and an alternative effectively capped the reasonable royaltyaward

since ifthe patentee had insisted on rate in the hypotheticalnegotiations the

infringer would have adopted the alternative technology.46 Judge Easterbrook award of three

percent royaltyrepresented his best estimate of what the parties would have reached in light of

the 2.3% cost saving from the patented technology as well as other cost savings associated with

hypothetical licenseagreement.47

The parties did not appeal the royaltyamountso the Federal Circuitdid not reviewit

However the appeals court stated that Judge Easterbrook supported royaltyamount with

43Zygo Corp Wyko Corp79 F.3d 1563 1571-72 Fed Cir 1996 see also Total Containment Inc

Environ Products Inc Nos 96-1 138 96-1151 1997 WL 16032 Fed Cir Jan 17 1997 unpublished

opinion observing that when faced with an unreasonablyhigh license fee for patentedtechnology the

market players ordinarily opt for the technology

SmithKline Diagnostics Inc Helena Laboratories CorpNo Civ.A B-83-10 1989 WL 418791 at

E.D Tex June 30 1989 willing licensee would be less inclined to agree to high royalty

because of the availabilityofsuch non-infringing alternatives Novozymes A/S Genencor Intl Inc

474 Supp 2d 592 607 Del 2007parties would consider available or soon to be available

alternatives in agreeing to royalty Fresenius 2006 WL 1646113 at alternatives are key part

of damages determination CardiacPacemakers Inc St Jude Medical Inc No IP 96-1718-C-H/K

2002 WL 1801525 at 74 S.D md July 2002an importantfactor to consider affd in part revd

in part and remanded 381 F.3d 1371 Fed Cir 2004 vacated 315 Fed Appx 273 Fed Cir 2009

185 F.3d 1341 1350-51 Fed Cir 1999 This decision was the last in series addressing the proper

remedyin the case See Grain ProcessingCorp AmericanMaize-Products Co 893 Supp 1386

N.Dmd1995 finding infringementdenying lostprofits and awarding reasonableroyalty affd in

part vacated in part 108 F.3d 1392 Fed Cir 1997 nonprecedential reversingand remanding the

denial of lostprofitsfurtherdecision on remand 979 Supp 1233 N.D md1997 againdenying

lost profitsand awarding reasonable royalty affd 185 F.3d 1341 Fed Cir 1999 affirmingthe

denial of lostprofits

461d at 1347 describingthe district courts reasoningregarding reasonable royalty See also Grain

Processing 893 Supp at 1392-93

47Grain Processing 893 Supp at 1392-93 The benefits of the license included eliminating the risk

that the alternative might have turned out to infringe the patent which had happened in the infringers

initial
attempts to design around the patent Id Judge Easterbrook also cited evidence of comparable

royalties and emphasized that the infringer AMP must bearthe effects ofuncertainty resulting

from the lack ofmore detailed cost evidence Id
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sound economic data and with actual observed behavior in the market.48 The Federal Circuit

also explained inaffirming denial of lost profit award that onlyby comparing the patented

invention to its next-best availablealternatives regardlessof whether the alternatives were

actually producedand sold during the infringement can the court discern the marketvalue of

the patent owners exclusive right and thereforehis expected profit or reward had the infringers

activities not prevented it from taking full economic advantage of this right.49

In spite of its comments in GrainProcessingthe Federal Circuitmore recently suggested

that alternatives do not cap reasonable royaltydamage awards InMars Inc Coin Acceptors

Inc the court stated in dicta that it iswrong as matter of law to claim that reasonable royalty

damages are capped at the cost of implementingthe cheapest available acceptable noninfringing

alternative.51 The Mars court continuedto the contrary an infringer may be liable for

damagesincluding reasonable royaltydamages that exceed the amount that the infringer could

have paid to avoid infringement

RecommendationCourts should recognize that when it can be determinedthe

incremental value of the patented invention over the next-bestalternative

establishes the maximumamount that willing licenseewould pay in

hypothetical negotiation Courts should not award reasonable royaltydamages

higher than this amount

The Timing of the HypotheticalNegotiation

An infringers ability to choose alternatives to the patented technology and the cost of

utilizing those alternatives can depend on the timing of the hypothetical licensing negotiation.52

In particular when designing product potentiallicenseemaymakemany design choices after

which it will make investments e.gbuildingmanufacturing facilities that depend on those

choices Costs associated with switching to different design arise for manyreasons including

the expense ofretooling manufacturing facility or ensuring interoperability with related

48Grain Processing 185 F.3d at 1353 n.5

491d at 1351

527 F.3d 1359 FedCir 2008

511d at 1373

52Levine at 73-74 2/11/09 explaining that in assessing the next best alternative really

importantif youreapplyingthat test properlyis the timingspecifically that it not be after the infringer

has incurred whole lot of switchingcosts Leonard Stirohsupra note 29 at 57-58 Schlicher at

184-85 5/5/09
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products As these switching costs53 increase the royalty willinglicenseewould pay for

permission to use the technology and avoid redesign increases.54 Thus ifthe hypothetical

negotiation is deemed to take place after switching costs have increased the reasonable royalty

may be higher than it would have been at the time of the design choice.55

reasonable royaltydamages award that is based on high switching costs rather than the

ex ante value of the patented technology compared to alternativesovercompensatesthe patentee

it improperly reflects the economic value of investments by the infringer ratherjust
than the

economic value of the invention.56 To address this issue panelists suggested setting the

hypothetical negotiation at the time the decision to use the infringingtechnology was made.57

For instance one panelist suggested that the hypothetical negotiationbe mademorerational and

more predictable by framing the question to the jury as What is the projected economic value

to the defendant of using this technology in light ofthe other possiblealternatives before

incurringthe costs58 The case law on damages places the hypotheticalnegotiation at

the time infringement began59 but does not precisely define that point in time

53The term switching costs is used throughout this chapterto refer to the costs that an infringer would

incur as result ofswitchingfrom its current design to the best alternative including any costs of

redesign investmentsin additional plant or equipment any difference in incrementalproduction costs

and any difference in consumerswillingness to pay for the product

54Scholars and practitioners have analyzedthe potential for patentees to extract higherroyalties from

infringers that face switchingcosts by threatening an injunction See Chapter Section 1V.B

55The Federal Circuit has acknowledged that the result ofthe hypothetical negotiation can vary

significantly depending on when one assumes it occurred Integra Lifesciences Ltd Merck KGaA
331 F.3d 860 869 Fed Cir 2003 The correct determinationof this date is essential for properly

assessing damages The value of hypothetical license negotiated in 1994 could be drastically different

from one undertakenin 1995 vacated on other grounds 545 U.S 193 2005

56Gilbert at 186 200 5/5/09 suggesting that there should be one more factor in determining damage

awards sayingsomethingaboutnot attributing value to sunk investments made by the infringer

Lemleyat 182 5/5/09 stating that reasonableroyalty negotiations should not permitsomebodyto

capture value thats the result of an irreversible investment made after that technology was chosen

57Badenoch at 130 2/12/09 decisionpoint for hypothetical negotiation should be decision time for the

infringementOBrien at 173 5/5/09 think if you take it back in then when the decision was made

youd get around lot of the hold-up problem

58Cotter at 83 2/11/09

59See e.g Rite-Hite Corp KelleyCo 56 F.3d 1538 1545 1554 Fed Cir 1995 en bane citing

Hansonv Alpine Valley Ski Area Inc 718 F.2d 1075 1078 Fed Cir 1983
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Recommendation To prevent damage awardsbased on switching costs courts

shouldset the hypotheticalnegotiation at an early stageofproduct development

when the infringer is making design decisions6

Considerationof Alternative Technologies When Establishing Reasonable

Royalty Applied to Standards

The abilityofpatentees to demandand obtain royaltypaymentsbased on the switching

costs faced by accused infringers ratherthan the cx ante value of the patented technology

compared to alternativesis commonlycalled ho1d-up6 One important context in which hold

up mayhave especiallysevere consequences for innovation and competition is standardized

technology

In many IT industriesinteroperability amongproducts and their components is critical to

dcv eloping and introducing innovative products that satisfy range ofconsumer needs

Frequently firmsachieve this goal by working together in standard setting organizations SOs
to jointlyadopt industry-wide technicalstandards SSOs conduct extensivc processes for

identifyingand evaluating alternative technologies and ultimatelychoosing those to incoiporate

into the standard2 While firmsmaynot formallycommit to using standard in producingtheir

productsas practical matter they will generally find it necessary to usc standardized technology

if it becomes successful in the marketplace

6This analysis is consistent with infringementcase law holdingthat early stage product development is

sufficient for infringementliability Roche Prods Inc BolarPhamisCo733 F2d 858 863 Fed
Cli 1984 use ofpatentedcompound in experiments designedto enable launch of competing product

constituted infringement Soitec SA Sthcon Genesis Coip Si Fed Appx 734 737 Fed Cir 2003

unpublished opinion the early stages
of

process development is nonetheless violation ofpatent

61Hold-up is used throughout thisreport to describe patentees ability to extract higherlicensing fee

after an accused infringer has sunk costs into implementing the patented technology than the patentee

could have obtained at the time ofdesign decjsionswhen the patentedtechnology competed with

alternatives The patentees abilityto extract hold-up value is based on fear of an injunction see Chapter

and potential damagesto the extent they overcompensate patentees compared to the cx ante economic

value ofthe technology hold-upis sometimes used in more narrow sense not intendedhere to

describe sitUations in which patent owner fails to disclose his patents to standardsetting organization

and attempts to license after an industry is locked into using the standard See
e.g

U.S DFPT rn

1usTIcL FED TRADE COMMNANTIIRI8T ENFORCEYIENTAND NTELLETTJAL PROPERTY

PaosrormuIovATIoN AND COMPLIITION35 2007 available at

http/iwww ftcgov/reportstinnovationP040 10 lProniotinglnnovationandCompetitionrptO704pdf

ESCId at 33 Joseph Farrell John Hayes Carl Shapiro Theresa SullivanStanda Setting Patents

andHold-Up 74 ANTITRUST L.J 603 607 2007 Standards and patents are very importantin

informationtechnology but not only thereKrall at 134 3/18/09 The standardsetting practice is

really critical part of the technology development process
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Before the standard is chosen technologies often compete againsteach other for inclusion

in the standard but once particular patented technology is incorporated in standard its

adoption eliminatesaltematives6 At that point firmwith patent reading on the standard may

ha market power in the relevant technology market If so the patentee can demand royalty

that reflects not only the cx ante value of the technology compared to alternativesbut also the

value associated with investments madeto implementthe standard Accused infringers maypay

royalties based on the costs ofswitching to another technology Switching costs can be

prohibitivelyhighwhen an industrystandard is involved Forinstance it is often difficult to

modify standard due to the need for newly manufacturedproducts to be backward-compatible

and interoperablewithsimilarproducts alreadyowned by consumers The industrymay be

locked-in to using the standard Were patentees able to obtain the hold-up value this

overcompensationcould raise prices for consumerswhile underminingefficient choices made

amongtechnologies competingfor inclusion in standard5

Many SSOs attempt to address this problem through disclosureand licensingrules66

Disclosurerules typically requireparticipants to disclosepatents orpatent applications during the

standard setting process before standard is chosen Licensing rules typically require that

participants agree to license disclosedpatents on RAND Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory

orFRANDFairReasonableand Non-Discriminatoryterms However thereis much debate

over whether such RAND or FRANDcommitments can effectively prevent patent ownersfrom

imposingexcessive royalty obligationson licensees Panelistscomplainedthat the terms RAND
and FRAND are vague and ill-defined particularly withregard to hat royaftyrate is

63Broadeom Corp QualconimInc 501 lF3d 2973143d Cir 2007 Sun Microsystems Inc

Comment at 2/5/09 patentedtechnology is incorporated into an adopted standard

irnplementers ofthe standard have no choice but to license the patentedtechnology from the patent

owner in order to conform to the standard see alo ANTITRi si MODERNIZATION C0MNIIsSI0NREPORT

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 119-20 2007available at

httpIgovmfolibrary unteduiamcireport rerommendation/amc final report pdf

Dniot Jcsiict FaD TRADE COMM supra note 61 at 37-38switching to an alternative

standard ould require significant additional costs and could delay the introduction of new

productFarrell et aL supra note 62 at 612 616

Kra11 at 135 3/1 8i09 Once youve got broad industry adoption of standard lock-in and investment

irreNersibleinvestmentsin developingproducts on that standardwhen somebodycomesout and asserts

patents against products to that standard it causes quite bit ofdisruption in the technology market and

ultimately impacts the consumer cf Grahamat 140 4/1709 reporting research showthat

patents disclosed to standardsettixlg organizations are muchmore likely to be litigated

Durr OF JusiJCF FED TickDE C0MMNsupra note 61 at 42
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reasonableMoregenerally these policiescannot constrain those patent holders not

participating in the SSOs proecss Some SSOs have attempted to avoid these problems by

requiringor allowing patentees to announce royaltyrates during the standard setting process so

that memberscan consider licensing costs in choosing tcchno1ogies7

Clarification ofpatent damages law especially recognition of the role that the

incremental value ofpatented technology over alternatives plays in capping licensing rates and

setting the hypothetical negotiationat the time of design decisions can help prevent or lessen

hold-up of standard Were courtsto adopt these recommendations reasonable royaltydamages

for patent asserted against standard would consider alternatives available at the time ofsetting

the standard7 Panelistsrecognized that the law of reasonable royaltydamages has significant

effect on the abilityofpatentees to obtain hold-up value2 When patentee and implementerof

standardized technology bargam for licensing rate they do so within framework defmed by

patent remedies law That law sets the implementersliabilityif negotiationsbreak down and the

parties enterpatent litigation and thereforeheavily influences the negotiated amount73

Idat 45-47 cf VanPelt at 182 5/409 tone ofthe frustrations RAND requirenientsis well

whats discriminationbecause all the companies ore different that are getting licensedso yourenot

discriminating againslLayne-Farrarat 215 5126/10 there is huge gray area over what licensing

terms and conditions are under RAND or FRANDMelamed at 235 5/26/10 even for those who

participate in proceedingsarid declaredpatents we dont know what the FRAND terms will

actually end up being

See egMelamed at 230-31 526i10Farrellat 292 5126/10 Marasco at 227 5/26/10

Business Reiew Letter from Thomas Barnett Assistant AttyGeiiUS Deptof Justice to Robert

Skitl DrinkerBiddle Reath LLP Oct 30 2006 reviewing policy that iequired cx ante

disclosures of maximumroyalties and default license terms available at

http i/www usdojgoviatr/pubhc lrusreview219380 pdL BusinessReview Letter from Thomas

BarnettAssistant Atty Gen US Deptof Justice to Michael Lindsay Dorsey Whitney LLP

Apr30 2007reviewing policy thatpermittedcx ante disclosures ofmaximumroyalties and default

license terms available at http wwwusdojgos/atrpublie/br srevien/222978pdf

tSee Lemleyat 182 515/09 placing the hypothetical negotiation at the timeof standardsetting decision

could solve lot of the hold-up component of damagesproblems in multi-component industries

Schlicher at 184-85 5/5/09 suggesting that the infringers options should he assessedas ofthe date that

the standard was Set

72Melamed at 211 5/26/10 arguing that damages arc not well eabined and that since potential

damage exposureto the assertion of patent is very large theres enormous incentive for hold-up

Chandler at 233 5/26/10 describinghow patentees taking advantage ofuncertainty and damagesto

leverage the system

3Robert IL Mnookin Lewis Kornhauser Bargaining in the Shadow ofthe the Law the Caseof

Divorce 88 YALE 950 997 1979 in wide variety of contexts bargain in the

shadowofthe law The availabilityof permanent injunction will also affect patentees abilityto

demand the hold-up value as discussed in Chapter
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Clarification of reasonable royaltydamages law could also help support definition of

reasonable licensing fees under RAND commitment that avoids hold-up No court has yet

directly addressed the definition of RAND but manufacturer that believes patentees license

offer is unreasonable may raise the issuein contract dispute.74 In that case court may look to

reasonable royaltydamages law for guidance Commentatorshave observed close relationship

between the reasonable prong of RAND commitment and the legal rules for determining

reasonable royaltydamages definition ofRAND based on the ex ante value of the patented

technology at the time the standard is set is necessary for consumersto benefit from competition

amongtechnologies to be incorporated into the standard competition that the standard setting

process itself otherwise displaces

RecommendationCourts should apply the hypotheticalnegotiation framework

to determine reasonable royaltydamages for patent subject to RAND
commitmentCourts should cap the royaltyat the incremental value of the

patented technology over alternatives available at the time the standard was

defined

IV COURTSGATEKEEPINGROLEIN REASONABLEROYALTYDAMAGES
CASES

Damagesevidence in patent cases is frequently presented to the jurythrough an expert

witness who offers opinion on the appropriatedamage award The court acts as gatekeeper in

determining whetherthat opinion testimony sufficiently satisfies the Federal Rules of Evidence

FREto be presented to the jury Callsfor more vigorous gatekeeping in damages cases have

received heightened attention in the patent community recently and generated broad agreement

amongpanelists.76 Increased focus by courts on the need for expertsto tie accepted

74See generallyMark Lemley Intellectual PropertyRights andStandard-Setting Organizations 90

CAL REv 1889 1923-27 2002 More recently the issue ofalleged failureto adhere to RAND as

contract violation has been raised in Nokia Corp Apple Inc C.A 09-791-GMS Del filed Dec 11

2009 Apple Inc.s Answer Defenses and Counterclaims at 45-46

One article has observed that the fifteenfactors in Georgia-Pacificthat guide reasonableroyalty

determinations forpatent infringementcases are the most obvious startingpoint for FRANDand they

appear to be readily applicable to reasonable royalties within SOs Anne Layne-Farrar Jorge

Padilla Richard Schmalensee PricingPatentsfor Licensing in Standard-SettingOrganizations

Making Sense ofFRAND Commitments74 ANTITRUST L.J 671 705 2007 One importantdistinction

however is that RAND royalty should not incorporate the knowledge that the patent is valid and

infringedas reasonableroyalty damages followingpatent litigation do since the RAND royalty assumes

no infringementlitigation

76Loebat 180 2/11/09 Maghame at 258-59 2/11/09 endorsing gatekeepingwhile emphasizingthe

need for flexibility Reines at 1112/11/09 Agisim at 256 2/11/09 NERA Economic Consulting

Comment at 23 3/9/09
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methodologies to the facts of particular case as required by the FRE would strengthen the

reliability of damages evidence

The Role of Judge as Gatekeeper for Expert Testimony

The district court judge in any federal trial must determine whether expertwitness

testimonyis reliable under FRE 7O2 The purposeof this requirement is to makecertain that

an expert employsin the courtroomthe same level of intellectual rigor
that characterizesthe

practice of an expert in the relevant field.78 Expert testimony is subject to this judicial scrutiny

because it can be both powerful and quite misleading because of the difficulty in evaluating

it.79

To meet the threshold of reliability FRE 702 requiresthat expert testimony satisfy three

criteria It must be based on sufficient facts or data the product of reliable principlesand

methods and result from reliable application of those principles and methodsto the facts of

the case.8 If the testimony fails any of these conditions the trial court must exclude it In

Daubert MerrellDow PharmaceuticalInc the Supreme Court set out non-exclusive list of

factors for evaluatingthe reliability ofan experts methodology.81 In Daubert the Court stated

that the focus of the reliability review mustbe solelyon principles and methodology land not

on the conclusions they generate.82 The Court clairified this statement in GeneralElectric

Joinerhowever and methodology are not entirely distinct from one another...

in either Daubert or the Federal Rules ofEvidence requires district court to admit

opinion evidence which is connected to existingdata only by the isedixit ofthe expert

77Unlike fact witnesses qualified expert witnesses mayoffer opinionon scientific technical and other

specialized topics Also unlike fact witnesses expert witnessesmaytestifywithoutpersonalknowledge

and rely on otherwise inadmissible hearsay Fed Evid 703

78Kumho Tire CoLtd Carmichael 526 U.S 137 152 1999

79Daubert Merrell Dow PharmsInc 509 U.S 579 595 1993 quoting Jack Weinstein Rule 702

ofthe Federal RulesofEvidence is Sound It Should Not BeAmended138 F.R.D 631 632 1991
United States Frazier387 F.3d 1244 1263 11th Cir 2004 testimonymaybe assigned

talismatic significance in the eyes of lay jurors and thereforethe district courts must take care to weigh

the value ofsuch evidence against its potential to mislead or confuse.

80Fed Evid 702

81The Daubert factors are whether the experts theoryhas been tested whether the theoryhas

been subject to peerreview and publication the known or potential rate of error of technique or

theory when applied the existence and maintenance ofstandards and controls and the degree to

which the technique or theoryhas been generally accepted in the scientific community See Daubert 509

U.S at 594

821d 509 U.S at 595
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court may conclude that there is simply too great an analytical gap between the data and the

opinion proffered and exclude the experts evidence on that ground.83

The threerequirements of FRE 702 reflect Joiner clarification that an experts

testimonymust meet standards beyond being the product of reliable methodology.84 Courts

must also exclude expert testimonyas unreliablewhen it is not based on sufficient facts or the

methodology has not been reliably applied to the facts of the case.85 Expert testimony that is

unreliablefor these reasons may also be unpersuasive but court should not abdicate its role in

evaluatingreliabilityon the grounds that it maynot weigh the evidence.86 The requirement of

reliability establishes thresholdthat evidence mustmeet as determined by the judge before

jury is allowed to weigh it.87

The Need to ApplyGatekeeping to ReasonableRoyalty Evidence

The legal standards governing judicial gatekeeping againstunreliableexpert testimony

apply in full measureto expert opinion testimony on patent damages.88 Indeed vigorous

application is essential for achieving accurate damage awards As recent handbook for federal

district court judges explains issuein patent trial cries out for strict application of the

gatekeeping tools of Federal Rule of Evidence 702 and the Supreme Courts Daubert decision

83Gen Elec Co Joiner 522 U.S 136 146 1997 upholding district courts decision to exclude expert

testimonybecause animal and epidemiologicalstudies upon which experts relied were not sufficient to

support their conclusions although neither court attacked reliance on such studies as an inappropriate

methodology

84See Fed Evid 702 Advisory CommitteesNote 2000 trial courts gatekeepingfunction

requires more than simplytaking the experts word for it

85Naeem McKesson Drug Co444 F.3d 593 7th Cir 2006excluding testimonyas unreliable where

expert offered general observations about employmentpractices but did not base opinionon the

controlling employmentpolicy manual

86Deputy Lehman BrosInc 345 F.3d 494 506 7th Cir 2003vacating district court decision to

exclude expert witness testimonyon credibilitygrounds but remanding for consideration ofwhether

expertsopinionwas supported bysufficient data to be reliable

87See Knight Kirby Inland Marine Inc 482 F.3d 347 355 5th Cir2007holdthat the district

court did not abuse its discretion in excluding testimonyupon reasonablyconcluding that the analytical

gap between the studies on whichhe relied and his conclusions was simplytoo great and that his

opinions were thus unreliableMoore Ashland ChemInc 151 F.3d 269276 5th Cir 1998 en

banc

88Micro ChemInc Lextron Inc 317 F.3d 1387 1391 Fed Cir 2003 Lack ofreliabilityhas and

should be used to exclude expert testimonyon lost profits damages also DSU Med Corp JMS Co
471 F.3d 1293 1309 Fed Cir 2006 Expert testimonyon lostprofitshas been subject to less recent

controversy and so this section focuses on reasonableroyalties
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more than damages Forreasonable royaltydamagesthe jurysdifficult task ofevaluating

technicaltestimony is compounded by the need to weigh evidence in the context of

hypothetical legal construct the willinglicensorwilling licenseemodeL9

In spite of this panelistsreportedthat district courtsrarely exercisetheir gatekeepi ng

authorityin patent damages matters1 According to one panelistratherthan exclude evidence

on Daubert motion courts oftenpreferto admitthe evidence and allow the jury to make

decisionthat will be subject to post-trial
reviewY2 Two recent contrastingdecisionsby the

Federal Circuitillustrate common rationale for admitting problematic expert damages

testimonyand better approach Courts often admittestimony underDaubert that they deemto

be based upon commonmethodology such as the hypotheticalnegotiation or Georgia-Paciftc

factors But this analysisis insufficient to judgewhether expert testimony can reliably assist the

trierof fact in determining the royalty willing licenseewould pay and willing licensorwould

accept for the patent at issueas used in the infringing device Thatjudgment requirescareful

considerationofwhetherthe expert reliably applied the methodologyto the facts of the case

The Federal Circuits December 2009 decision in 141 Microsoft provides an exampleof

the courts hesitancy to exclude expert damages testimony fromtrial Foran improvement to the

XMLeditor ofMicrosoft Word i4i damages expert calculatedreasonable royaltydamages of

CompensatoiyDamages Issues in Patent InfringementCases handbook for Federal District Court

Judges at 21 Jan 2010available at

httpJ wwu nationali uryinstructionsordocuments/Damagcsl IandbookFmaLpdl

Id at 23 See als Robinson at 146 2/11/09 questionmgwhether the artificial legal construct of

the the hypothetical negotiation real1 rcsonates to typical juror who knows littleabout the market

apart
from the case Gilbert at 200-01 5/09 questioning whywe have juries doing damage

determinations in this and other contexts in light of their lack of expcricnce Rooklidge at 156-57

55/09 discussinghow results from mock trials suggested that juries take actions that are holly

unrelated to the lawgoverning reasonable royalties

91Leonard at 116 2/11/09 asking Why isnt Daubert used more in IP casesDune Leniley supra

note 25 at 635 reporting that search of decisions had uncovered only about40 district court opinions

and 10 Federal Circuit court opinions ruling on Daubertmotions regardingreasonableroyally

determination Reines at 110 11/09 the stronger your Daubertj motionthe more the judge looks

at youand sayWell great youll have great cross examination that should be lotof fun for

you But see Robinson at 14S-50 2/11/09 criticizing the excessive reliance on Dauhert motions

in IP cases

92Rcines at 116-17 2/11/09 Judge Robinson noted however that many challenges to expert testimony

are routine and not well-supported Robinson at 149 2/lli09 She also expressedconcern that

granting Daubert motions based on substantive differences in the expert views can be contrary to both

lDaubertl itselfand to the true economic realities that the parties have right to present to ajury Id at

1150
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$200 million.93 Microsoft challenged the experts testimony as unreliablebut the Federal Circuit

affirmed the awardexplaining that the testimony wasbased on hypothetical negotiation and

the Georgia-Pacflcfactors which was recognized as an acceptable methodology.94 The expert

determined royaltyrate of98per unit by taking the price of high-endXML product 499
as benchmarkmultiplyingby Microsoftsprofit margin76%attributing 25%of that amount

to i4i by invoking rule of thumb and adjusting upward based on the Georgia-PacfIcfactors.95

The court did not analyze whether there was sufficient evidence tying the choice of benchmark

and calculation steps to hypotheticalnegotiation for incorporating the particular invention at

issue into Microsoft Word Instead the court repeated i4is assertions that the 25%rule was

well-recognized and widelyusedand that use of the high-endproducts price was

justified amongotherreasons due to focus on customers who reallyneeded an XML
editor.96 In addition the court cited vigorous cross-examinationand presentation ofcontrary

evidence as the means to attack shaky expert testimony.97

In contrast the January 2011 Federal Circuitopinion Uniloc Microsoftdiscusses at

lengththe need for courts to consider whether damages expert reliably applied common

methodology to the facts of the ease in assessing admissibilityof expert testimony As

consequence of carefullyconsidering this requirement of FRE 702 the court found that

testimonybased upon 25%rule of thumbdiscussed below was unreliableand inadmissible

The court relied on Joiner when explaining that majordeterminant of whether an expert

should be excluded underDaubert is whether he has justified the application of general theory

to the facts of the case.98 The court elaborated evidence purporting to apply any of the

Georgia-PacfIcfactors must be tied to the relevant facts and circumstances of the particular

case at issueand the hypotheticalnegotiations that would have taken place in light of those facts

and circumstances at the relevanttime.99

93i4i Ltd Pship MicrosoftCorp598 F.3d 831 853 Fed Cir 2010 cert granted 79 U.S.L.W 3326

U.S Nov 29 2010No 10-290 The patent covered an improvement in method of editing

documents containing markup language such as XML that stems from storing documents content and

metacodes separately

941d at 854 Microsofts disagreementsare with Wagners conclusions not his methodology.

951d at 853-54 He then multiplied that rate timesan estimated2.1 million infringing uses of Word

identified through surveyto reach$200 million in damages Id at 854-55 Wordsold for between $97

and $299 Microsoft claimed that it charged at most $50 more for versions of Wordthat included an

XML editor Id

961d at 853

971d at 856 quoting Daubert 509 U.S at 596

98Uniloc USA Inc MicrosoftCorpNos 2010-10352010-10552011 WL 9738 at 20 Fed Cir

Jan 42011

991d at 21
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RecommendationIn their gatekeeper role of enforcing FRE 702 courts should

test the admissibilityof expert testimony on damages by evaluatingwhether it will

reliably assist the trierof fact in determining the amount willinglicensorand

willing licenseewould have agreed to as compensationfor use of the patented

invention in the infringingproduct.10 Courts should not deem evidence as

relevant reliable and admissiblesolely because it fallswithin one of the Georgia

Pacflc factors

RecommendationConsistentwith FRE 702 courts should require showing

that damages experts methodology is reliablethat he reliably appliesthe

methodology to the facts of the case and that the testimonyis based on sufficient

data Evidencebased on reliable methodology that does not satisfy the other

two prongs should not establish admissibility.101 Subjecting jurydamage awards

to post-trial reviewshould complementratherthan substitute for active

gatekeeping because of the broad latitude that juries have to determine an award

based on the evidence presented and the deferential standards for overturning

jury verdict.102

Applying FRE 702 to Two Methodologies of DamagesCalculations

reviewof the issuessurrounding the admissibilityof experttestimony on two common

methodologies of damages calculations royaltyrates on licenses claimed to be comparableto

the hypothetically negotiated license and the 25%rule of thumb illustrates the importance of

active gatekeeping through rigorousenforcement ofFRE 702s requirements One commentator

in urging courtsto exclude testimonythat was not consistentwith economic principles argued

that unreliabEly large reasonable royaltyoutcomes typically arise when plaintiffsexpert uses

one of the unreliableapproaches to determining the reasonable royalty e.g blind application of

Experttestimonyon damages must be based on soundeconomic and factual predicates Riles

Shell Exploration Prod Co 298 F.3d 1302 1311 Fed Cir 2002 see Cornell Univ Hewlett-

Packard CoNo 01-CV-19742008 WL 2222189 at N.D.N.Y May 27 2008Rader sitting by

designation Whereas here such sound economic and factual predicates are absent from reasonable

royalty analysis district court must exercise its discretion to exclude the proffered testimony.

Knight Kirby Inland Marine Inc 482 F.3d 347 355 5th Cir 2007 expertstestimony

must be reliable at each and every step or else it is inadmissibleThe reliabilityanalysis applies to all

aspects of an expertstestimony the methodologythe facts underlyingthe experts opinion the link

between the facts and the conclusion et alia quoting Heller Shaw Indus Inc 167 F.3d 146 155

3d Cir 1999

2Generally district court will review verdict on motion for JMOLunder substantialevidence

test Lucent TechsInc Gateway Inc 580 F.3d 1301 1336 FedCir 2009 and will grant new

trial only if the verdict is against the clear weight of the evidence Id at 1309 quoting Pavao Pagay

307 F.3d 915 918 9th Cir 2002 See infra Section VI
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rules of thumb orbenchmarks insteadof the economic analysis of the hypothetical negotiation

taking into considerationthe defendants alternatives and customer preferences.103

ComparableLicenses and Averages

Looking to patent licenses that are comparableto the license for the infringedpatent

that would result from the hypotheticalnegotiation is common methodology for setting

reasonable royaltydamages.104 Georgia-Pacflcpoints to such evidence as helpfulin factor

two.105 But such evidence can reliably assist the trierof fact only ifthe patented invention and its

infringinguse are sufficiently similar to those ofthe comparablelicense Keyattributes for

evaluatingsimilarity include the technologythe rights licensedone patent or portfolio

royaltytype running royaltyor lump sumand terms of the license one product ormany.106

Such truly comparablelicenses are rare according to panelists107 They criticized many

uses of comparablelicenses in damages litigation lot of comparables just plainarent

comparable but itshard for juryto really see that.108 The district court decision reviewed by

the Federal Circuitin Lucent Gateway illustrates the problematic way that allegedly

comparablelicensesare sometimesused to prove reasonable royaltydamages.109 The calendar

function of Microsoftsemail program Outlook was found to infringe patent covering date-

picker function The patented invention was tiny feature of one part of much larger software

3NERAEconomic ConsultingCommentat 20 3/9/09 Rhodes at 239 2/11/09 agreeing there is

room for improvement regarding use of comparable licenses and rules ofthumb but favoring common

law development rather than legislation

4See e.g AmericanOriginal Corp Jenkins Food Corp 774 F.2d 459462 Fed Cir 1985 using

the rate in licenses granted for patent on prior art alternative processes as reasonableroyalty for the

process patent at issue

5Georgia-PacificCorp United States PlywoodCorp 318 Supp 1116 1120 S.D.N.Y 1970

modifiedand affd 446 F.2d 295 2d Cir 1971

6Lucent Techs 580 F.3d at 1325 licenses relied on by the patentee must be sufficiently comparable

to the hypothetical license at issue

7Krall at 100 3/18/09 Theresno real comparable market data You cant do comparable analysis

like when youreselling your home about what other prices are in your neighborhoodMillien at 79

12/5/08 same

8Burton at 94 2/11/09 explaining that juriesdontwork with technologies day in and day out and

even judges often dont and its very challenging to understandwhen someoneputs forward something

thats comparable why it is and isnt

580F.3d 1301 Fed Cir 2009 The opinionconsiders whether ajury award of $358 million is

supportedbysubstantial evidence not whether the licensing evidence and related expert testimonywas

properly introduced because the defendantsdid not move to exclude that evidence Id at 1325
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program.11 The patentee offered as comparablelicense amongothers an agreementunder

which Dell licensedIBMspatent portfolio for the purpose ofmanufacturing full line of

personal computers The jury awarded damages that exceeded the paymentunder the

Dell/IBM agreementand the district court upheld the award.112

The Federal Circuithas recently applied more rigorous reviewof damage awardsthat

considers whether licenses offered as comparableare sufficiently similarto support jury

verdict The appellatecourt vacated the damage award in Lucent Gateway because the

licenses offered as evidence were vastlydifferent from the hypothetical license.113 In

ResQnet.com Lansa the court vacated damage award based on testimony by the patentees

expertbecause the testimony did not linkallegedly comparablelicenses to the infringed

patent14 The court vacated third damage award based on inadequate comparablelicenses in

Wordtech Systems Integrated NetworksSolutions

While the methodology of looking to comparablelicenses may be generallysound for an

expertto reliably apply that methodology he must explain the similarities between the licensed

patent the infringedpatent and their uses Expert testimony that makes little attempt to explain

why the comparablelicense serves as good proxy for the hypothetical negotiationcannot meet

the thresholdof reliabilityunder FRE 702.116 Forinstance allowing expert testimony based on

Id at 1332

Id at 1328

2Lucent TechsInc Gateway Inc 580 Supp 2d 1016 S.D Cal2008 affd in part vacated in

partand remanded 580 F.3d 1301 Fed Cir 2009 Ofthe licenses relied upon by the patentees

damages expert at $290 million the IBM/Dell agreement bore lump-sumroyalty closest to the $358

million jury award Id at 1328

31d at 1328

4RcsQnet.com Inc Lansa Inc 594 F.3d 860 869-70 Fed Cir 2010explaining that court

has long required district courts performingreasonableroyalty calculations to exercise vigilance when

considering past licenses to technologies other than the patent in suit whilerejecting reliance on

licenseswith no relationship to the claimed invention

609F.3d 1308 1320 Fed Cir 2010 Cf i4i LimitedPship MicrosoftCorp598 F.3d 831 857

Fed Cir 2010 cert granted 79 U.S.L.W 3326 U.S Nov 29 2010 No 10-290 refusing to overturn

damages award under the highly deferentialstandardapplicable to motion for new trial

work is admissible only to the extent that it is reasoned uses the methods ofthe discipline

and is founded on data Talking off the cuff deploying neither data nor analysis is not an acceptable

methodology Lang Kohls Food Stores Inc 217 F.3d 919 924 7th Cir 2000 IP Innovation LLC

Red Hat Inc 705 Supp 2d 687 691 E.D Tex 2010Rader sitting by designation excluding

expert testimonythat relied on evidence of average royalties in various industries in part because the

expert offerno evidence that the alleged industry agreements are in any way comparable to the
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patents orportfolios that cover whole products when the infringedpatent covers only one feature

of complex product risks ajury award that overcompensatesthe patentee117 Indeed the

Federal Circuitrecently suggested in Un/bc that expert testimonybased on prior licenses is not

admissibleunless there is basis in fact to associate the royaltyrates used in priorlicenses to

the particular hypothetical negotiationat issue.118

The use of average royaltyrates as proxyfor the hypotheticalnegotiation amount

suffers the same weaknesses as the use of comparablelicenses Without somedemonstration of

similarity between the infringedpatent and the licensedpatents represented in the sample

including the license terms and the circumstances in which they are used the average royaltyrate

is not helpfulin constructingthe hypothetical negotiation Panelists were critical of this

approach.119

RecommendationCourts should admit expert testimonybased on comparable

licenses only upon reliable showing of similarity between the licensedpatent

and the infringedpatent and between the non-price terms of the comparable

licenseand hypothetical license That showing should be sufficient to support an

inference that the royaltyrate for the comparablelicense provides reliable

indicatorof the royaltythat would be reached in the hypotheticalnegotiation

Rule-of-Thumb Evidence

District courtsalso have allowed expert testimony based on rule-of-thumb evidence in

which the reasonable royaltyis set at 25%of the expected profit for the infringingproduct.12 In

doing so courts have cited Georgia-Pacflcfactor 12 which considers portion of the profit

or of the selling price that maybe customary in that particular business or in comparable

patents-in-suitand finding the evidence irrelevantor unreliable

7Burton at 94-95 2/11/09 can be an area of significant abuse particularly if youhavent..

matched your royalty base with your rates so youreseeing comparables at percent when youshould

be 1/10th of percent on this particular base.

8UnilocUSA Inc MicrosoftCorpNos 2010-10352010-10552011 WL 9738 at 21 Fed Cir

Jan 42011

9One described ludicrousinstance in which an expert relied on an average of licenses withinthe

same four digit SIC code and compared this approach with opening store that sells onlyshoes ofthe

average size Leonard at 115-16 2/11/09

120Inline ConnectionCorp AOL Time Warner Inc 470 Supp 2d 424 432 n.38 Del 2007 see

also Civix ExpediaNo 03-C-3792 2005 U.S Dist LEXIS 45948 N.D Ill Oct 25 2005 Uniloc

USA Inc MicrosoftCorp632 Supp 2d 147 150 D.R.I 2009 Microsoftclaims experts

methodology for concocting the reasonable royalty is just not goodscience But this is like saying

Alice did not serve Earl Gray at her tea party Maybe so but it is close enough vacated in

partand remanded 2011 WL 9738 Fed Cir Jan 2011
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businesses to allow for useofthe invention or analogous inventions12 proponentof the 25%

rule explains that it is tool that should not be used in all contexts and when used the

percentage can be adjusted according to the facts Ultimateroyaltyrates often are higher or

lower than 25 per cent of fully loaded profitsdependingon host ofquantitative and qualitative

factors that can and should affect negotiation orhtigation122

Panelistsroundly criticized the rule-of-thumb methodology23 Many challenged the

rules rigidity and lack ofconnection to the facts of particular case itsonly happenstance and

luck if rule ofthumb is right in particular circumstance and yet people put rules of thumb

forward as iftheyregospeL24Another panelist explainedit defies economic logic to claim

that this rale fits every set of facts Forexamplethe rule would apparentlygive the same

answerfor both 4large component and smallcomponentwhich makes no economic

sense25 One commentatorcalls the 25%rule an exercisein arbitrary business analysis

because it does not relate to the value and degree to which the patent can exclude substitute

products and thereforecommand patent profit26 Another explainsthat the rule is unreliable

because considerationis given to the numberorvalue ofeconomic alternatives or the

incremental value ofusing the patented technology over other viable alternatives27

21Georgia-ParJic Corp 318 Supp at 1120

1Robcrt Goldscheider John Jarosz CarlaMulhern Use ofthe 25 Per Cent Rule in Valuing IP 37 is

NOLVCLLLS 123 131 Dcc 2002 The 25%ruleis based on study of 18 commercial licenses in the

late 950s These licenses tended to generate profits of approximately 20
per rent of sales on which

they paid royalties of per cent ofsales Therefore the royalty rates were found to be 25 per Cent of

the licenseesprofits on products embodyingthe patentedtechnology Id at 123

23Leonardat 116 2/11/09 suggestingthat courts exclude rule of thumb evidence under

Daithert Burton at 95 2/11/09 Johnsonat 245-46 2/11/09 invention is unique and

every situation is unique so have lot of sympathy hrpeople whoare objecting to industry

standard rates or rules of thumb or the like without an awful lot of foundation

14Burton at 95 2i 11 09

12NERAEconomic Consulting Commentat 19 3/9/09

2Pau1 ScliaafsmaAn Economic Overview ofPatents 79 PAT TRADLMARK OFF Socv 241

25l52 1997

7Mark Borkman Valuing Intellectual PropertyAssetsfor Licensing Transactioiu22 L1cLNsr 16

April 2002 ice also Elizabeth Bailey Alan Cox Gregory Leonard GroundhogDay
Recurring Themes on Reasonable Royalties in Recent JPDamage Cases NERABean ConsultingDec

12009 declaring thit 25% itile makesno economic sense available at

http wneracomJextImage/PL IF Groundhog Day 209pdf
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As recently as 2010 the Federal Circuitpassivelytolerated use of the 25%rule in

upholding reasonable royaltydeterminations.128 However in 2011 it found after searching

examinationthat the 25 percent rule is fundamentally flawed tool for determining baseline

royaltyrate in hypothetical negotiationand specifically held it to be inadmissibleunder

Daubert because it fails to tie reasonable royaltyto the facts of the case at issue.129 The

court explained that the rule is an abstract and largelytheoretical construct which does not say

anything about particular hypothetical negotiation.13

The Commission applauds the Federal Circuits decision to reject the 25%rule in

reasonable royaltydamages determinations Its reasoning provides particularly clear example

of howapplication of the requirements of FRE 702 can significantly improve the assessment of

damage awards

CHOOSINGTHE ROYALTYBASE

The goal of the hypotheticalnegotiation is to mimic to the extentpossible what the

parties would have done ifthey willinglyhad entered negotiations at the time infringement

began Parties could approachthe royaltycalculation in one of three ways131

By identifying relevantbase product calculating dollar base such as total sales

revenues and multiplyingthat dollar base by percentage royaltyrate

By identifying unit product counting the number of infringingunits sold and

multiplying that number by dollar figure per unit or

By agreeing to lump-sum payment of specific dollar amount

Although the law allows other methodsto be used in calculatingreasonable royalty

damagescourts frequently have applied the first method multiplying percentage royaltyrate by

28Uniloc 2011 WL 9738 at 18 explaining that this has occurredwhen the rules acceptability has not

been the focus ofthe case or when the parties disputedonly the percentageto be applied and citing

i4i Limited Partnership MicrosoftCorp 598 F.3d 831 Fed Cir 2010 Fonar Corp General Elec

Co 107 F.3d 1543 1553 Fed Cir 1997 Finjan Inc Secure Computing Corp 626 F.3d 1197 1210-

11 Fed Cir 2010

29Uniloc 2011 WL 9738 at 19

301d at 21

31Leonard at 105 2/11/09 explaining that in real world the partiesnegotiate. how the royalty

will be paid so they could decide to have lump sum or per unit or percent times baseLevko at

107 2/11/09 units or dollars or time are all used in real-life negotiations
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